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The Electricity Technology Roadmap represents a collective vision of the opportuni-
ties for electricity to serve society in the 21st century through advances in science
and technology. It remains a living document, owned by all stakeholders in the

electricity enterprise, and is intended to be periodically updated.

The Electricity Technology Roadmap initiative began in 1997. Although spearheaded by
EPRI, over 200 organizations—including energy companies, equipment manufacturers, gov-
ernment agencies and research laboratories, universities, foundations, engineering and con-
sulting firms, trade associations, financiers, environmental groups, and others—contributed
to the framing of this vision and the development of an initial report in 1999. It was orga-
nized around five Destinations that are critical milestones on the path toward achieving a
sustainable global energy economy by 2050. These Destinations are: (1) Strengthening the
Power Delivery Infrastructure, (2) Enabling the Digital Society, (3) Boosting Economic Pro-
ductivity and Prosperity, (4) Resolving the Energy/Environment Conflict, and (5) Managing the
Global Sustainability Challenge.

This 2003 Roadmap edition begins the more detailed planning needed to “build the road”
to reach these five Destinations. A formal effort to expand and extend the Roadmap began
in early 2002 by identifying the most fundamental challenges to be met through research
and development. Teams worked on 14 broad “Limiting Challenges” that require technical
breakthroughs to meet society’s requirements for electricity and electricity-based services
in the new century. This work included laying out specific R&D programs to address the
“critical capability gaps” in knowledge and technology for each of the Limiting Challenges.

This report is a summary and synthesis of the research described by the various Roadmap
teams. It draws out the major conclusions and puts forward a set of priorities and recom-
mendations for accelerating electricity-based R&D in the U.S. and around the world. This
report represents the top tier of a set of more technically detailed reports available online
at epri.com. It also links to a number of EPRI overview reports of strategic significance,
such as the 2003 report titled Electricity Sector Framework for the Future, which is also
available on epri.com. Further details on the Roadmap’s background and development
process are described in Appendix B.

FOREWORD
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ROADMAP INTRODUCTION
AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

E lectricity is far more than just another form of 
energy. Over the past century, it has been the well-

spring for technical innovation and a prime mover for
the creation of new industries, jobs, and services. Since
Edison’s day, its influence has been so important that
the U.S. National Academy of Engineering ranked electri-
fication as the greatest engineering achievement of the
20th century, ahead of automobiles, telecommunications,
computers, and even healthcare in terms of its positive
impact on quality of life.

Electricity’s global impact can be—and, we believe, must
be—even greater in the 21st century, but only if critical
development and investment decisions are made now 
to transform the electricity system for the pressing
needs of the new century. There are three overriding
imperatives:

•  Meet the precision-power requirements of the
emerging digital economy 

•  Create the clean-energy portfolio required for long-term environmental sustainability 

•  Accelerate access to the benefits of electricity among all the people of the world 

Today’s choices have enormous implications. With enhanced investment in electricity
innovation, opportunity can continue to unfold in the new century. Without such invest-
ment, the key role that electricity can play in meeting some of society’s most pressing
needs—economic prosperity, environmental sustainability, and human development—will 
be greatly compromised. Which future will we choose?  

We face the 21st century’s burgeoning needs for energy largely with the capabilities of the
past. The decades before us will place radically different and more challenging demands on

1

The world of the early 21st century faces
unprecedented challenges in caring for its

peoples, resources, and environment. Electricity

transformed the past century, and it will be

even more crucial in years to come.

But the electricity infrastructure itself must first be

transformed. The U.S. electricity enterprise is

far from ready for the demands of the coming

digital economy, an ever more competitive

world, and its endangered environment.

The opportunities for society are boundless if we

act now with vision to end decades of under-

investment, marshal our resources, and focus

on the critical innovations needed.

This Electricity Technology Roadmap offers such 

a vision and a path to realizing electricity’s

promise for the entire world.

C H A P T E R
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the electricity system than can be met with current technology and infrastructure 
investment rates. But we lack a clear vision of the new opportunities open to us and 
the dangers of inaction. What we do in the next decade to increase the functionality,
value, and availability of electricity worldwide will make a dramatic difference in our
shared future.

The Electricity Technology Roadmap (“the Roadmap”) provides 
a global vision for realizing electricity’s essential value to 21st

century society, a plan to set strategic technological priorities,
and an outline of the associated research, development, and
delivery requirements needed to achieve this vision. The Roadmap’s
goal is to encourage the debate, consensus, leadership, innovation,
and investment that will enable electricity to realize its potential
for increasing quality of life on a global scale. This chapter intro-
duces the Roadmap and provides an overview of its contents.

The Roadmap Vision and Destinations

Given the central importance of electricity to enhancing quality 
of life, EPRI launched the Electricity Technology Roadmap initia-
tive with the fundamental societal concerns of the 21st century
in mind. The initial version of the Roadmap, published in 1999,
defined a vision based on five essential Destinations:

1. Strengthening the power delivery infrastructure

2. Enabling the digital society

3. Boosting economic productivity and prosperity

4. Resolving the energy/environment conflict

5. Managing the global sustainability challenge

The Roadmap Destinations flow from a set of logical propositions that begins with the
current state of the domestic power infrastructure and continues through to the benefits
of global electrification. The argument is summarized as follows:

Modernization of the electricity infrastructure can improve power system
reliability and security, while reducing the cost of power disturbances and outages.
The current electricity infrastructure was not designed to meet the pace and rigor of
competitive electricity markets, or the new demands of the digital age. Modernization can
cut the cost of power reliability fluctuations dramatically—up to 80%—while improving
the functionality and security of the nation’s most vital infrastructure.

Dramatic power system improvements will require new and improved technology.
The key to future economic growth and better security is to make the power system
smarter, not just bigger. An intelligent, adaptive power system can provide the reliable,

FIGURE 1-1. 

The five Roadmap

Destinations under-

score the critical

role of electricity 

in achieving global

sustainability. 
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high-quality power needed to run a 21st century economy. The Roadmap calls for the creation
of a smart power system over the next 20 years by augmenting the current network with
advanced sensors and communications, coupled with automated, adaptive power electronics
control technology. The economic payback would be rapid.

The modernized electricity system will facilitate the digital age. Advanced technology
could functionally integrate electricity and communications into an “energy web” capable of
both supporting a new wave of interactive energy/information services for consumers and
supplying digital-quality power for business and industry.

The modernized electricity system will enable productivity
improvement and GDP growth. The Roadmap estimates that
modernizing the electricity infrastructure could increase economic
productivity by 0.7% per year over business-as-usual conditions. In 
the United States alone, this translates into about $3 trillion per year
in additional GDP by 2025.

Modernization will also lead to more efficient use of electricity. The energy web
will facilitate the use of real-time price signals, enabling greater consumer control, and
accelerate the use of energy-efficient appliances and processes.

The societal benefits will far outweigh the costs. Development and full deployment
of a modern, smart electricity system would cost an average U.S. household less than $5
per month. This cost could be more than offset by end-use efficiency improvements. In
addition, the advanced system would stem power disturbances that now cost each house-
hold several hundred dollars per year in the form of higher prices for goods and services,
while enabling greater personal income through enhanced economic productivity. In addi-
tion, society would benefit from a cleaner environment and greater infrastructure security.
Moreover, because electricity can carry information as well as power, modernizing the sys-
tem to couple energy and information is the only practical means to ensure that energy use
becomes continuously smarter and more efficient.

Universal access to electricity will have far-reaching benefits for the developing
world. Economically, this will lift all boats. Nearly two billion people in the developing
world have little or no access to electricity. The ultimate Roadmap goal is to achieve universal,
global electrification by 2050, ensuring that everyone has access to at least 1,000 kWh per
year. The economic benefits would be worth tens of trillions of dollars in additional GDP
for the poorest nations while creating significant new markets for goods and services.

Universal electrification will require roughly 10,000 GW of global generating capacity, or
three times the current level, as well as an advanced portfolio of clean, affordable generation
technology options.

Modernizing the electricity infra-

structure could translate into 

$3 trillion per year in additional 

GDP by 2025 in the U.S. alone.
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Roadmap Priorities in a Nutshell

As part of an analysis of the five Destinations, Roadmap participants identified three high-priority

innovation goals that are most essential to assuring global economic and environmental health.

They are:

• Smart power—The design, development, and deployment of the smart power system of 

the future

• Clean energy—The accelerated development of a portfolio of clean energy technologies to

reduce air pollution and address climate change

• Power for all—The development of policies and tools to ensure universal global electrification

by 2050

Smart Power

A truly “smart” power delivery system will include automated capabilities to anticipate problems,

find solutions, and optimize performance. Such a system will deliver the high-quality power

needed by sensitive digital technologies. Over time, it will also evolve to support dynamic two-

way communication with advanced end-use devices. The basic building blocks include advanced

sensors for wide-area system monitoring and control, faster-than-real-time data processing and

pattern recognition software, solid-state power flow controllers, and two-way energy/information

consumer access portals. Conceptual and architectural design of this smart power system has

begun, and component development and demonstration is proceeding, albeit slowly.

Clean Energy Technology to Mitigate Climate Change

Growing concerns about greenhouse gas emissions (see Chapter 3) foster a multidisciplinary

approach to CO2 management that includes cleaner, cheaper, and more efficient power genera-

tion and end-use technologies, as well as commercially viable carbon sequestration solutions.

Over the medium term, perhaps the greatest gains could come from increasing the portion of

world energy that comes from low- or no-emission power sources. However, this could not be

accomplished without a massive investment of labor and funds, and the close collaboration of

policymakers around the world. For example, stabilizing atmospheric concentrations of CO2 at

550 ppm (twice the preindustrial concentration level) would require that 75% of electricity be

generated from zero-emitting sources by 2100, and that carbon intensity (Carbon/$GDP) be no

more than 10% of today’s value.

Universal Global Electrification

The Roadmap calls for universal global electrification by 2050, at a minimum level of 1,000 kWh

per person per year. This would meet basic needs, improve most measures of quality of life, and

enable universal participation in the global economy. About one third of the world’s population is

at this level today. Given projected population growth, universal electrification will require bring-

ing electricity to 100 million new users every year for the next 50 years. Anything less will

threaten global security, economic growth, social progress, and the preservation of critical envi-

ronmental resources. Electricity is the solution, the essential foundation for a sustainable world.
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The payoff from implementing the Roadmap recommendations is clearly immense in 
economic, societal, and environmental terms. Some elements of this payoff are further
described in the Roadmap case studies discussed later in this chapter.

Roadmap Recommendations

The recommendations in this edition of the Roadmap are based on increasing the potential
for electricity-based innovation to contribute meaningful solutions to societal challenges.
These solutions include improving infrastructure reliability and security, stimulating economic
growth, reducing the environmental impact of energy use, and extending human access to
the benefits of electricity. The specific recommendations are to:

1. Increase U.S. energy R&D funding to the $10 billion per year level. Although this is
more than double the current level of energy R&D funding, it represents only about 3%
of total U.S. R&D expenditures, about 0.1% of the U.S. annual GDP, and less than 5% of
annual electric utility revenues.

2. Increase public/private collaboration at both the national and international levels
in energy R&D, particularly in areas related to the smart power system, climate change,
and global electrification. This collaboration will increase the efficiency and potential for
success of the limited R&D resources currently available for energy.

3. Expand the outreach activities of the Electricity Technology Roadmap to establish
cooperative linkage with other research initiatives and energy technology roadmaps
around the world and substantially increase global participation in the next Roadmap
update.

4. Continue to update the Roadmap at appropriate intervals to incorporate new
points of view from around the world, new technological breakthroughs and insights,
and new trends in global electrification. Future updates will better integrate public and
private sector planning and investment strategies.

5. Focus the R&D effort on the “Limiting Challenges” identified in the Roadmap:

Near-term priority activities (2004–2010)

•  Design, develop, and begin deployment of the smart power system, including elec-
tronic control of the delivery infrastructure, and the “energy/information portal” 
to replace the traditional meter

•  Accelerate R&D efforts on nuclear power, clean coal, renewables, and end-use 
energy efficiency

•  Develop analytical models to simulate technological and economic factors involved 
in hydrogen production, storage, transportation, and end-use technologies

Mid-term priority activities (2010–2025)

•  Deploy the efficient, smart power supply system throughout the developed world

•  Open a new era of consumer-driven electricity/information services

 



•  Pilot test and demonstrate advanced coal-based generation and carbon capture/
sequestration technologies

•  Expand deployment of advanced nuclear and renewable generation as key elements
of carbon management for the future

•  Demonstrate practical hydrogen production and usage for both mobile and stationary
applications

•  Develop lower-cost and more reliable electricity generators and microgrids for rural
electrification in developing countries

Long-term priority activities (2025–2050)

•  Support the emergence of competitive markets for the electrification of developing
countries

•  Achieve universal access to the benefits of electricity

•  Develop the technical means to transition away from fossil fuels in both the developed
and developing worlds

•  Deploy advanced generation systems optimized for both electricity and hydrogen
production

•  Construct an electricity/hydrogen produc-
tion and delivery infrastructure for both
vehicular and stationary applications

The Roadmap Payoff—Case Studies

Improving Power System Reliability. The
Roadmap’s research found that the current
costs of poor reliability to the U.S. economy
have grown to at least $100 billion per year
—and that’s in a normal year, not including
extreme events such as the 2003 Northeast
Blackout. The magnitude of poor reliability,
caused by fleeting and complex disturbances
that are parasitic in nature, goes largely unre-
ported by millions of businesses. As a result,
it’s difficult to precisely determine the corre-
sponding economic burden. Power disturbance

costs are passed on to all types of consumers in the cost of goods and services, but are
most serious in the commercial and industrial sectors. (See Chapter 4 for a detailed
description of this issue.)

Technologies identified in this Roadmap, which either are available now or could be available
in a few years with accelerated technology development, could conservatively reduce relia-
bility losses by 80% or more, depending on their rate of market penetration. If new tech-
nologies for the power infrastructure are not developed and deployed and old systems are
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Roadmap R&D Delivers a Significant Payoff
in Terms of Improved Power System Reliability

Source: EPRI
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allowed to run far beyond their design lives,
these losses could be as high as those suggested
by the Upper Bound of Potential Cost (as shown
in Figure 1-2). Under the Roadmap scenario,
however, power quality and reliability-related
losses would peak in about 2010 and then begin
a steady long-term decline. The technology
solutions outlined in the Roadmap focus on 
(a) real-time monitoring and control of power
system conditions; (b) increasing the adaptive
“intelligence,” automation, and carrying capacity
of the power delivery system; and (c) improving
the reliability and quality of power at the point
of use. (Chapter 3 contains more information
on these technologies.)

The payoff will be achieved by a combination
of remedying deficiencies in the current power
delivery system, expanding the system to provide for future load growth, and adding the
capabilities needed for a more functional power system. Preliminary estimates of costs and
benefits from this three-fold approach to improving the power delivery system are still
being developed. An initial study performed by EPRI suggests that research, development,
and deployment costs for the transformed transmission system will approach $200 billion
over a 20-year period. Costs for the distribution system will be larger, approximately $500
billion over the same period (see Appendix D). This calls for a combined investment level
of about $35 billion per year, roughly twice that of today’s level of transmission and distri-
bution infrastructure investment.

Increasing Worker Productivity. An enhanced electricity infrastructure, coupled with
electricity-driven end-use technologies, has the potential for improving process efficiency
and increasing worker productivity. Although electricity is not the only factor contributing
to greater productivity, an improved electricity infrastructure with greater functionality and
higher reliability and power quality could play an indispensable enabling role, while reducing
labor requirements on the shop floor and in the back offices of the 21st century. Moreover,
an enhanced electricity infrastructure could place a premium on a skilled workforce able
to operate and maintain the digitally controlled equipment of the 21st century. Further, both
improved electricity infrastructure and end-use technologies would reduce energy require-
ments in the process and manufacturing industries, while reducing toxic by-products and
emissions.

Under business-as-usual conditions, the existing infrastructure would almost certainly limit the
productivity growth potential of the digital economy with its rapidly growing requirements
for premium power. Today’s large and pervasive economic losses from power disturbances

FIGURE 1-3. 
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are just one indicator of this constraint. An
enhanced power system, on the other hand,
will stimulate faster and more widespread use
of productivity-enhancing digital technology.
The Roadmap’s goal is a 25% improvement in
productivity over business-as-usual growth
projections by 2025. As Figure 1-3 indicates,
improving productivity growth from 2.5% per
year to 3.2% could raise U.S. gross domestic
product (GDP) from approximately $21 trillion
to $24 trillion by 2025.

Carbon Emissions. The Roadmap also
addresses the costs and value of varying
approaches to resolving environmental
issues. Figure 1-4 shows the gap between the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

scenario (Reference Emissions Path) for CO2 emissions and the much lower CO2 emis-
sions needed to stabilize atmospheric concentrations at 550 ppm, which is about twice
the level in the preindustrial atmosphere. The difference between these two scenarios
represents an opportunity to develop and deploy advanced energy technologies that can
achieve these objectives, while reducing the cost of emissions reduction by several trillion
dollars over the next 50–100 years.

Potential scenarios for filling this gap are numerous, but all essentially depend upon the
delivery of progressively cleaner energy through the medium of electricity and/or the use
of increasingly intelligent end-use technologies to reduce energy consumption. Coal and gas
(coupled with carbon sequestration), nuclear, and renewable power will continue to be the
principal energy sources for the next 50 years. Scenarios incorporating a mix of these gen-
eration technologies would lead to substantial progress in reducing carbon emissions over
the course of the 21st century. (See Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of power genera-
tion options and new opportunities for energy efficiency.) 

The Roadmap also envisions hydrogen as a parallel carrier of clean energy, one that could
work well in concert with the electricity network to provide additional energy flexibility,
storage capacity, and transportability. This would enable society to expand its pursuit of
environmental goals in the power and transportation sectors. In principle, hydrogen and
electricity (which are energy carriers rather than energy sources) become interchangeable
through, for example, the use of fuel cells. However, many technical and economic issues
stand in the way of broad implementation of a hydrogen-based energy system. Some of 
the issues and opportunities of the “electricity/hydrogen economy” are discussed in
Chapter 3.
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Electrifying the World. As a practical matter, elec-
tricity must provide the backbone for the transition
to a globally sustainable energy system capable of
supporting modern economies. Electricity is an essen-
tial precursor for economic progress and well-being,
and is the unique energy form that enables technical
innovation and productivity growth. However, the
important achievements of electrification remain 
elusive in the less developed regions of the world
because populations are growing faster than the 
current rate of electrification can accommodate.

The Roadmap establishes 1,000 kWh per person per
year as a benchmark for electric service. This bench-
mark reflects basic personal needs for lighting, com-
munication, entertainment, water, and refrigeration, as
well as the electricity embedded in the local production of agriculture and other goods 
and services.There are currently only about 2 billion people in the world above this 
basic threshold.

Most importantly, electricity brings literacy and access to the modern economic system,
helping to create the 500 million new jobs needed each year just to employ the world’s
growing working-age population. The payoff of bringing everyone in the world to at least
this threshold of 1,000 kWh per year by 2050, as shown
in Figure 1-6, is to fundamentally improve quality of life
for more than half the world’s population. The benefits
to the global economy by 2050 can be as much as $11
trillion per year in additional economic output from
the developing world alone. This is approximately 70%
higher than current projections. Global electrification
is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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Limiting Challenges

Realizing the payoff of the Roadmap’s technology development agenda is contingent on
resolving a series of “Limiting Challenges” that emerged from topical studies conducted 
in 2002 by a combination of EPRI senior technical staff, experts from industry, academia,
and research organizations, and other specialists. The topics covered in the Limiting Challenges
studies were selected through staff proposals, industry symposia, and outreach to other
stakeholders. Many other topics were considered, but these final 14 were ultimately judged
to be the most critical, based on their difficulty and strategic importance. Chapter 6 contains
summary descriptions of the Limiting Challenges.

Roadmap research teams were formed to develop R&D agendas for each of the 14 Limiting
Challenges. In total, these teams identified more than 100 “critical capability gaps” (CCGs)
at a level specific enough to formulate actionable R&D programs. The CCGs represent the
issues judged to be most intractable or underfunded in present and planned R&D world-
wide, and so were the key issues for the topical studies. Preliminary cost estimates and
schedules were developed for each of the CCGs.

Clearly, not all of the CCGs have the same priority and urgency. Further stakeholder input
helped EPRI identify the three highest priority R&D tasks for each Limiting Challenge. This
final triage yielded a field of 42 highest priority CCGs, shown in Table 1-1, along with the
14 Limiting Challenges. Table 1-2 summarizes the approximate R&D funding requirements
for each Limiting Challenge. Chapter 6 provides more detailed descriptions of the CCGs
associated with each of the 14 Limiting Challenges.
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Table 1-1. Limiting Challenges and Critical Capability Gaps

LIMITING
CHALLENGES

1.   Transmission capacity,
control, and stability

2.   Infrastructure to
power a digital society

3.   Robustness and 
security of electricity 
infrastructure

4.   Value of energy 
storage technologies

5.   Transforming 
electricity markets

6.   Electricity-based 
transportation systems

7.   High-efficiency end
uses of electricity

8.   Advances in enabling
technologies

9.   Strengthened portfolio
of generation options 

10. Universal global 
electrification

11. Carbon capture 
and storage
technologies

12. Ecological asset 
management

13. Improving water 
availability and quality 

14. Environmental 
science

• System expansion planning
tools to serve the needs of
a service-oriented power
delivery system

• Self-healing and intelligent
electrical network

• Probabilistic vulnerability
assessment capability

• Cost-benefit of storage in a
semi-regulated industry

• Demand response, enabled
by customer “portal”

• Cost-effective hybrid fuel
cell vehicles

• High-efficiency electrotech-
nologies in process industries

• Smart materials, nano-
structures and fullerenes 

• Near zero-emission fossil
fuel generation technologies

• Technology background to
reduce financial risks of
electrification projects

• Breakthrough technologies
for economical 
carbon capture 

• Tools for monetizing
ecosystem assets

• Water management 
priorities

• Understanding health risks
of air emissions and toxic
compounds

• Transmission and 
distribution grid 
automation

• DER interconnection 
standards

• Fuel-to-end-use modeling 
of the energy system

• More cost-effective, high-
capacity storage options

• New financial risk models

• Longer-life batteries and fuel
cells for automotive use

• High-efficiency lighting 
systems

• Technologies that mimic
biological processes 

• Technologies for advanced
nuclear reactors 

• Low-cost generation tech-
nologies for the developing
world

• Pilot- and full-scale demos
of direct sequestration

• Public support for market-
based ecosystem management

• Robust water allocation
models

• Understanding climate
change impacts and 
strategies 

• Integration of DER into
T&D operations and 
control

• Design and demonstration
of AC and DC microgrids

• Robust emergency control
and automated grid 
restoration

• Demos to validate cost 
and performance

• Incorporation of infrastruc-
ture into market planning

• Mobile distributed genera-
tion of power

• High-efficiency motors, 
drives, and power supplies

• Enhancements in man-
machine interfaces

• Application of hydrogen as
an energy carrier

• Better understanding the
role of electrification in
economic growth

• Assessment of environ-
mental, legal, and societal
issues of sequestration 

• Development of markets
for eco-asset commodities

• Microscale water manage-
ment technologies

• Resolution of remaining
health concerns related 
to EMF

Three Highest Priority Critical Capability Gaps
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Table 1-2. Research, Development, and Demonstration Funding 
Needed to Address Limiting Challenges

LC Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Transmission capacity, control, and stability

Infrastructure to power a digital society

Robustness and security of electricity infrastructure

Value of energy storage technologies

Transforming electricity markets

Electricity-based transportation systems

High-efficiency end uses of electricity

Advances in enabling technologies

Strengthened portfolio of generation options

Universal global electrification

Carbon capture and storage technologies

Ecological asset management

Improving water availability and quality

Environmental science

TOTAL

$1,000

$2,500

$300

$100

$150

$200

$600

$1,000

$2,300

$400

$300

$50

$100

$900

$9,900

Roadmap Funding
Recommendations1

(U.S. $ Million/Year)Title

1Includes public and private funding

$200

$800

$10

$50

$100

$100

$400

$500

$700

NA

$200

$10

$50

$700

$3,820

Current 
Funding1 (U.S. 
$ Million/Year)
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Financial Requirements and Action Priorities 

Meeting the priority activities identified in the Roadmap will require a concerted approach
to develop incentives and mechanisms for collaborative public/private funding and manage-
ment of energy R&D. This will include international collaboration in technologies suitable
for the developing world. The Roadmap agenda also includes the establishment of the
smart grid and clean energy development as
national priorities, worthy of federal, state, and
private sector funding. Finally, the Roadmap
seeks to urgently provide the means to move
the U.S. electricity sector toward the vision of
the “21st Century Transformation” articulated
in EPRI’s Electricity Sector Framework for the
Future.

EPRI staff worked with a diverse set of elec-
tricity enterprise stakeholders (utilities, trade
associations, government organizations, regula-
tors, universities, environmental and consumer
groups, etc.) to estimate the R&D funding
needed to close all of the CCGs in time to
achieve the five Destinations. Based on their
analysis, the cumulative U.S. public and private
funding requirements to achieve this broad
program should increase to $10 billion per 
year for at least the next decade.

The benefits of the program accrue from stemming losses caused by power disturbances
via the smart power system, increasing worker productivity, opening export markets for low-
cost clean energy technology, and fostering economic growth through global electrification.

Global Energy End-Use Systems Transition

Source:  The GHK Company
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Role of Public/Private Collaboration in Technology Development

Critical to the success of the Roadmap will be increased public and private sector research
funding for critical R&D. Currently, private sector energy R&D investment is less than 0.5%
of energy sector revenues, and U.S. federal R&D support for energy is only about 4% of
total federal R&D outlays. More disturbing is the downward trend in funding. As shown in
Figure 1-8, private sector energy R&D funding declined by about one half over the 1990s,
while public sector funding declined by about one third.

This downward trend appears to reflect a desire to become more “competitive,” a factor
that frequently means reducing short-term costs in areas presumed to be discretionary.
Reducing R&D expenditures can have an immediate positive cost effect. The increased
potential for poor longer-term corporate performance is difficult to quantify, and is some-
times viewed as a deferrable risk. But, as long as companies are incented to consider R&D
for innovation as a cost rather than as an investment, the predictable result is likely to be
a self-fulfilling prophecy of declining corporate value.

Structural differences between infrastructure-based industries and so-called high-tech
industries make direct comparisons between research funding for different sectors difficult.
Nevertheless, the current low and declining funding levels in the electricity sector are not
sustainable, and, if allowed to continue, will prevent the electricity sector from achieving 
the necessary value to the economy and society identified in this report. The Roadmap
addresses this problem by prioritizing research requirements for both short- and longer-
term time frames. This process, based on the Limiting Challenges outlined in Table 1-1,
establishes the basis for research management on an industry-wide basis.

Source:  World Energy Council
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Key to developing a plan and process (including
roles and responsibilities) for the public and
private stakeholders to work in partnership 
on critical energy infrastructure R&D needs 
is appreciating how closely aligned these stake-
holders are today on the goals that must be
achieved. Appendix E provides a comparison
among the goals of the National Energy Policy,
the DOE Strategic Plan, and this Roadmap. The
commonality between these three visions of
the future, particularly for the next 20–30
years, is striking. Thus we have a basis for 
the public and private stakeholders to come
together to achieve these goals in a partner-
ship that leverages resources in the public
interest.

Working in partnership, the public and private
sectors can jointly plan and execute infrastructure R&D. They can identify and avoid gaps
and overlaps in R&D. Public/private partnerships are an effective way to achieve “mission
focus” in R&D planning and prioritization, and to spur R&D productivity. Public/private
partnerships are both “good government” and “good business.”  In addition to leveraging
government and industry R&D spending, they provide the following additional benefits:

•  Introducing market relevance into infrastructure R&D planning and decision making

•  Maintaining a focus on achieving high-value results

• Accelerating the R&D process and transfer of results to the economy and the 
marketplace

The bottom line—public/private partnerships deliver much more bang for the infrastructure
investment buck.

Finally, information sharing is an essential element of public/private collaborative efforts.
The Roadmap participants universally advocated free and open exchange of data and
information. While recognizing that some information must remain proprietary and confi-
dential, the participants noted that in many situations, the value gained through mutual
sharing of technical information would be much greater than the value of preserving confi-
dential information. The critical factor is building understanding and trust. The Roadmap
has proven to be a valuable vehicle for convening stakeholders to address this issue.

Drugs/Medicine

Prof./Science Instr.

Comm. Equipment

Services

Transp. Equipment

Industrial Chemicals

Stone/Clay/Glass Products

Primary Metals

Energy

R&D as % of Net Sales by Industry, 1995
0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12%

Source: Margolis and Kammen

Private Sector R&D Investment

FIGURE 1-9. 
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Next Steps: A Call to Action

Several organizations, including EPRI, are working to implement some of the key recom-
mendations of the Roadmap, focusing on advanced generation technologies, improved 
environmental performance, and the development of a smart power delivery system.
These initiatives are currently yielding research projects with an aggregate annual value 
of $4 billion or 40% of the $10 billion per year needed to address the full Roadmap agenda.
Increasing funding to the levels needed will require a concerted effort to build support for
the highest priority near-term initiatives, while carrying forward a longer-term research
program on critical issues. Given the scale of the effort required, and the long-term global
benefits, greater international collaboration in energy R&D is essential, and should be
encouraged and developed through various international channels.

The enormity of the challenges ahead demands a bold initiative that moves beyond the
efforts of several organizations working independently on the problems. The energy leaders of
the nation—administration officials, key members of Congress, utility executives, and energy
policy experts from business and academia—must come together and agree on a common
vision and plan of action.

The Roadmap concludes that a strategic science and technology initiative is urgently needed
to address the issues surrounding the implementation of the grid of the future, solutions to cli-
mate change concerns (including new generation options), and universal global electrification.
The Roadmap initiative is essential to avoid conflicting short-term responses that tend to
“lock in” existing technologies, remove the constraints on efficient economic development,
and accelerate the technology innovations needed for long-term sustainability. The Roadmap
promotes sustained innovation as the key to enhancing economic prosperity, productivity
growth, and environmental health.

At the dawn of the 20th century, the German mathematician David Hilbert commented on
the importance of defining and pursuing a vision of the future:

Who of us would not be glad to lift the veil behind which the future lies hidden; to cast a glance at

the next advances of our science and at the secrets of its development during future centuries?

Let us lift the veil and participate in shaping the future through action now.
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Report Organization

The remainder of this report is organized into the following five chapters:

Chapter 2,“Roadmap Destinations,” provides the basic framework for understanding
the objectives and priorities of the Roadmap. Each of the five Destinations is summarized
for the reader, along with some of the key issues that must be addressed. This chapter is
intended to set the stage for the more detailed technical discussion in Chapters 3–5.

Chapter 3,“Technology Building Blocks,” focuses on the technology that must be
developed to reach the Roadmap Destinations in time. This includes the smart power 
system by 2025, and a portfolio of clean energy options by 2050.

Chapter 4,“Vision 2025—Enhancing the Value of the Power System.” This
chapter lays out the transformed electricity system required to support the digital,
knowledge-based industries of the world of 2025. Two contrasting scenarios reveal the
economic and environmental advantages to society that would result from modernizing
the electricity infrastructure.

Chapter 5,“Vision 2050—Universal Electrification,” examines the ultimate Destination
of the Roadmap, that of managing global sustainability. The participants believe that access
to abundant and affordable electricity will be at the heart of any and all solutions to global
sustainability.

Chapter 6,“Limiting Challenges,” summarizes the insights and recommendations of 
the 14 separate teams focused on the Limiting Challenges. The chapter shows how the
Limiting Challenges are now impeding progress toward the Roadmap Destinations. For
the convenience of the reader, each of these technical challenges is summarized in a few
pages in this chapter, which include diagrams showing how the challenges tie together
into the overall plan.
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ROADMAP DESTINATIONS

The Roadmap Destinations reflect the most important
goals for the electricity and related industries in the next

half century. They encompass many untapped opportunities
for electricity to power economic and social progress in the
United States and throughout the world, and they support a
long-term vision that goes well beyond perceiving electricity 
as just another form of energy. Each of the five Destinations is a
critical milestone on the path towards integrating the electricity
and information technology infrastructures, thereby creating a
new “mega-infrastructure” that will enable the development of
numerous innovative products and services. Table 2-1 (see next
page) summarizes the five Destinations and how achieving them
benefits mankind.

This chapter describes the five Destinations, and highlights
some of the key issues. Subsequent chapters deal with efforts
to realistically resolve these issues in two time frames—2025
and 2050. Additional information on the Destinations is avail-
able in the 1999 Electricity Technology Roadmap and in
Appendix B of this report.

First Destination—Strengthening the Power Delivery Infrastructure

The Roadmap’s pathway to the future begins with one of the most fundamental of electric
utility functions—getting electricity from the point of generation to the point of use. The
U.S. power delivery infrastructure has been part of the utility industry for so long that it 
is hard to imagine that this process has not already been optimized. However, the power
delivery function is changing and growing more complex while relying for the most part
upon technologies from the 1950s and 1960s.

2C H A P T E R

FIGURE 2-1. 
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The North American power grid is divided into four regions for operational purposes—
Eastern,Western,Texas, and Quebec. The flow of power within individual regions is growing
rapidly as the U.S. power market restructures, with buyers and sellers seeking the best
deals across ever-increasing distances.

As shown in Table 2-2, capacity loading on electrical transmission lines is reduced as the
distance of the power flow grows. The value of bulk power transactions has increased to
the point where more than one half of all domestic generation is now sold on the wholesale
market.This growth, however, comes at a time when many parts of the North American
transmission system are already operating close to their stability limits. Exacerbating the sit-
uation, transmission system expansion is dwarfed by the increase in demand. As a result,
grid congestion is growing around the country, as indicated by the near doubling in calls for
“transmission loading relief” between 1997 and 2003, as shown in Figure 2-2.

Table 2-1. Destinations Summary

Destination

Strengthening the Power Delivery
Infrastructure

An advanced electricity delivery system that provides additional transmission
and distribution capacity and “smarter” controls that support dynamic market
activity and the rapid recovery from cascading outages, natural disasters, and
potential terrorist attacks

A next-generation power system that delivers the power quality and reliability
necessary for sophisticated digital devices and seamlessly integrates electricity
systems with communications systems to produce the “energy web” of the
21st century 

New and far-reaching applications of the energy web that increase productivity
growth rates across all sectors of the economy

Clean, cost-effective power generation technologies combined with workable
CO2 capture, transport, and storage options

Universal access to affordable electricity combined with environmentally sound
power generation, transmission, and delivery options

Summary

Boosting Economic Productivity 
and Prosperity

Resolving the Energy/Environment
Conflict

Enabling the Digital Society

Managing the Global 
Sustainability Challenge
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Electricity is the last of the major infrastructure industries to fully embrace modern digital
control technology, in part because (1) capital investment has slowed dramatically under
cost and policy uncertainty, and (2) the technology to cope with high voltage levels is costly.
Moreover, competitive wholesale elec-
tricity markets have begun to shift
power flow patterns in ways the power
delivery system was not designed for,
and both regulation and market design
have been slow to respond to this
problem. Most recently, the series of
cascading outages in the Northeastern
U.S. on  August 14, 2003 brought this
reality home to nearly 50 million
Americans. Similar outages in London,
Italy, Denmark, and Sweden testify to
the global nature of this problem.

Table 2-2. Capacity Limits for Electrical Transmission Lines

Voltage

765

500

230

100

400

100

400

100

Length (Miles) Maximum Capacity (GW)
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Improving the Electricity Infrastructure

Improving the electricity system to prevent large-scale incidents such as the 2003 blackout
will require significant investment in new technologies to establish a flexible, reliable, and
easily scalable infrastructure. Over the short to medium term, research will focus on:

•  Enhancing and commercializing digital controls that can replace aging
electromechanical switches

•  Integrating distribution automation with office and industrial buildings

•  Improving the system’s ability to respond to power disturbances (both natural and
man-made) through the development of adaptive islanding and similar technologies

Over the longer term, research will support the transformation of today’s power generation,
transmission, and distribution systems into an integrated network capable of responding in real

time to literally billions of transactions.
This kind of sophisticated infrastructure
will be essential to the flourishing of
dynamic markets for electricity and
electricity services. For more informa-
tion about these technologies, see
Chapter 3.

Second Destination—Enabling

the Digital Society 

Increasing electricity’s value to society
will require a fundamental transforma-
tion of the electricity system to support
new technologies that are pervasive
in industrial production and in deter-
mining consumer trends and lifestyles.
The key will be to use real-time sen-
sors, communications, and controls to

convert the current power system into a smart “energy web.”  As a result, the traditional
boundary between electricity provider and user will gradually crumble as the flow of
electrons—in the form of communication and energy—takes on the attributes and behaviors
of integrated networks.

Developing the Smart Power System of the Future

The power system of the 21st century must be radically transformed to meet the changing
needs of diverse stakeholders: that is, industries seeking greater productivity and profit-
ability, governments seeking greater energy security, utilities seeking greater product and
service value, and society at large searching for an affordable better life. The productivity
and service needs of the 21st century consumer will require an electric power system with
greater capabilities than anything that exists today. The drive will be to open the door to

Revenues

U.S. Investor-Owned Electric Utility Revenues and 
Transmission Expenditures, 1925–1999

Source: Edison Electric Institute, Energy Information Administration
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an array of entrepreneurial, energy/information services that take
advantage of the much greater functionality offered by the energy web.

The architecture for this new electricity system is emerging through
early research on real-time complex network management and
enabling platforms. That framework envisions an integrated, self-
healing, electronically controlled electricity supply system of extreme
resiliency and responsiveness—one that is fully capable of responding in real time to the
billions of decisions made by consumers and their increasingly sophisticated microprocessor
agents. In short, we must create an electricity supply system that provides the same effi-
ciency, precision, and interconnectivity as the billions—ultimately trillions—of micro-
processors that will depend on it.

Technological progress needs to happen on a broad front, but the linchpin is likely to
reside in consumer-focused technology that could replace the traditional meter with an
“open portal,” allowing a two-way flow of real-time information, knowledge, communica-
tion, and energy. This would link every microprocessor-controlled electrical device with
the open marketplace for goods and services, including power. Technology that can pro-
vide an entirely new dimension of choice for consumers could become the catalyst for
widespread change, as it has in telecommunications and other industries. All consumers
(industrial, commercial, and residential) would become full participants in the marketplace,
responding not only to price signals but also to service and product differentiation. The
technical underpinnings of the smart power system are described further in Chapter 3.

Third Destination—Boosting Economic Productivity and Prosperity

Economic growth has been highly correlated with electricity use over the past century. The
cause and effect relationship is too tightly bound to determine the primary driver, but clearly
today neither can proceed without the other. Will this hold true in the future?  Through
increasingly sophisticated control of electricity, industry and business have a unique ability to
focus both energy and information with great precision, yielding higher-value products and
services, from computers and instrumentation to database applications. Such uses of elec-
tricity will be increasingly dominant in the 21st century, as electrically driven and controlled
processes and devices become ever more sophisticated and information-demanding.

For this reason, electricity seems destined to continue its historical trend of claiming an
ever-increasing share of total energy use. In the U.S., electricity use grew from 10% of
primary energy consumption in 1940, to 25% in 1970, to nearly 40% today. Maintaining
this momentum, electricity is expected to account for more than 50% of total U.S. energy
consumption by 2050. This percentage may be even greater if transportation moves
toward the efficiency and environmental advantages of electric drive. As its share grows,
electricity will contribute to an ongoing reduction in total energy use intensity (energy
per dollar GDP). Similarly, as the productivity of information services improves, electricity
intensity (electricity per dollar GDP) should also continue its long-term decline.

The productivity and service needs of the

21st century consumer will require an

electric power system with greater capa-

bilities than anything that exists today.



Increasing Productivity Growth Rates 
Above the Baseline

Roadmap participants believe that heightened produc-
tivity is possible through the accelerated development
and use of innovative science and technology. At a 
minimum, the energy web should allow productivity
gains tied to digital technology to surge ahead unabated
by infrastructure deficiencies. At the other extreme,
a new technology platform based, for example, on the
convergence of IT, biotech, advanced materials, nano-
technology, and the energy web, could emerge in the
next decade, leading to a new round of industrial 
development and another surge in productivity. The
Roadmap explores a number of enabling technologies,

each with enormous potential for stimulating economic growth over the course of the
next few decades.

This sustained long-term growth in labor productivity is imperative. The U.S. is facing
uncomfortable choices in supporting aging baby boomers as they enter their retirement
years. The alternatives are stark. If the nation fails to double productivity by 2050, it will 

be forced to either double the tax rate on those left 
in the workforce, or cut their benefits and make them
work significantly longer.

As shown in Figures 2-4 and 2-5, productivity is also a
global issue, as projections indicate the “graying” of
populations worldwide. The phenomenon appears to
be especially acute in the developed world. However,
if current trends continue, all nations will eventually
have to cultivate economies that are so productive
they can continue to grow, even as the available labor
pool shrinks.

The U.S. needs to again find ways to increase produc-
tivity growth rates across the board, as it did in the
1950s and 1960s. Fundamental technology change, built

upon the platform of a revitalized electricity sector, is the soundest way of ensuring that
the nation has the resources to support an aging population. Failure to do so could result in
intergenerational conflict and a declining quality of life for all.

The economic and social payoff from more rapid productivity growth is covered in
greater detail in Chapter 4, which examines productivity advantages in the context of
2025. Technologies that may fuel productivity growth are covered in Chapter 3.
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Fourth Destination—Resolving the Energy/Environment Conflict

The fourth Roadmap Destination focuses on the substantial challenge facing society as it
attempts to resolve the historic conflict between energy use and environmental impact.
The issue has taken on global dimensions given the direct ties of energy use to population
growth, rising economic aspirations in the developing nations, and growing concerns about
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions-induced climate change.

Without a major change in the structure and composition of global energy and transportation
systems, the world will have only limited means for dealing with the growing energy/carbon
challenge. According to Roadmap participants, CO2 and other GHG emissions are the key
contingency upon which the global energy future hinges. The problem is compounded by the
fact that by 2050, 85% of the world’s population will be living in developing countries, and
those countries will account for the major part of the world’s GHG emissions. In many ways,
the challenge of mitigating climate change without adversely impacting human economic
opportunities is one of the most important aspects of the climate change debate.

In the context of the energy/carbon challenge,
electricity remains the most practical means of
using renewable and nuclear energy sources,
improving fossil energy efficiency, and acceler-
ating the long-term trend of removing carbon
from the global energy system.

Over the short and medium term, improving
the emissions and efficiency profile of new coal
and natural gas plants is the most practical
option for managing atmospheric CO2. Figure
2-6 shows how (1) substituting natural gas and
biomass power for coal power, and (2) improv-
ing the efficiency of both coal- and gas-fired
plants can reduce CO2 emissions. It compares
hypothetical generation portfolios consisting 
of 100% coal power, 90% coal and 10% bio-
mass power, 80% coal and 20% biomass power,
and 100% natural gas power at various net efficiency levels. Overall, the natural gas portfolio
emits less CO2 than the other four options at all efficiencies. However, replacing relatively
small portions of the coal portfolio with biomass (which has a net zero impact on CO2

emissions) could reduce CO2 emissions at low cost. Likewise, ultra-efficient coal plants
(such as the European Union’s Thermie 700 and the Thermie Ultimo projects, which can
raise steam temperatures to over 700°C) as well as low-emission integrated gasification
combined-cycle plants (IGCC, in which gasification is combined with power generation)
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could also significantly reduce emissions. Another complementary option for mitigating
CO2 emissions while maintaining coal generation capacity is sequestration technologies
that extract CO2 from the gas stream and store it for decades or even centuries.

Over the longer term, renewable energy will
play an increasingly important role in expanding
distributed resources in low energy-density
regions. However, Roadmap participants con-
cluded that nuclear energy is the only non-
carbon generating option that can be confidently
deployed on a sufficiently large scale to meet
the very large gap in 21st century global clean
power requirements.

Accelerating the Historic Trend 
in Carbon Reduction

Considerable progress in the reduction of
carbon-intensive fuels has occurred since the
mid-1800s, facilitated to an ever-greater degree
in the 20th century by electricity. Beginning in
the early part of the 19th century, wood yielded
in time to coal, and coal, in turn, yielded to oil

and natural gas—each with progressively less carbon per unit of energy, as illustrated in
Figure 2-7. The role of nuclear and renewable energy is evident in this figure, which shows
the future decline in carbon intensity to a level well below that achievable with natural gas,
the least carbon-intensive of the fossil fuels. This progress, if maintained through continued
technology advancement, puts the world on a predictable trajectory toward a clean, electricity-
and hydrogen-based energy economy by about 2050. The Roadmap stakeholders believe
the rate of carbon removal per unit of energy can and should be accelerated through faster
technology development and implementation. The goal is to stabilize atmospheric concentra-
tions of greenhouse gases, including CO2, at safe levels.

Figure 2-8 shows that there are multiple pathways to reaching stable atmospheric concen-
trations of CO2. For example, maintaining today’s concentration of approximately 350 ppm
would entail reducing CO2 emissions to roughly zero by the turn of the next century and
maintaining that level indefinitely. Maintaining atmospheric concentration at 550 ppm (a
target widely used in analytical treatments of climate change) is consistent with a rise in
emissions over the next fifty years, followed by a decline to about 7 gigatons of carbon
per year by 2100, and a continued decline thereafter. A strategy of stabilizing concentra-
tions at 750 ppm would allow emission rates to reach nearly 15 gigatons before beginning
to decline. Note that in the long term, all stable trajectories decline to substantially less
than current emission levels and that decisions about greenhouse gas emissions made over
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Carbon Intensity of World Primary Energy, 1900–2050
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the next few decades will have consequences
that will last into the next century and
beyond.

Technologies that could help reduce carbon
emissions over the short, medium, and long
term are discussed as part of the technology
outlook for generation in Chapter 3.

Fifth Destination—Managing the Global

Sustainability Challenge

Pursuing global sustainability without impeding
the aspirations and progress of developing
nations, or hobbling today’s industrialized
nations, will require the application of a new
mix of highly efficient, affordable, and inter-
dependent technologies to meet the basic requirements of sustainable development.
These technology categories include, at a minimum, the following:

Human needs—diffusion of innovative technologies to enhance global modernization, rural
electrification, urban quality of life, and universal access to education

Infrastructure—technologies to improve the delivery systems for energy, communication,
transportation, fresh water, and sanitation

Natural environment—technologies to ensure clean air, clean water, arable land, and
enhanced protection of forests, wetlands, biodiversity, and climate

Electricity has a crucial role to play in each of these categories. The Roadmap participants
believe that electricity-based technology can and must be harnessed to improve the lives 
of billions of people. It is arguably the most critical infrastructure for economic develop-
ment. Moreover, since it provides the only practical means to harness and deliver clean
energy on a large scale, its role in environmental protection will only grow larger over
the next 50 years.

Achieving Universal Global Electrification

Although electricity has been extended to over 1.3 billion people over the last 25 years, this
rate of expansion has not kept pace with global population growth, and under current
trends, 90% of population growth in the next 50 years will be in the world’s poorest nations.
The Roadmap participants have embraced the idea of a “2+ Percent Solution,” an across-the-
board 2% per year improvement in a broad range of factors, ranging from emissions reduc-
tion to resource utilization and agricultural yield.
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Further evaluation suggests that, while 2% per
annum is an adequate rate of improvement in
the developed world, at least a 3% annual rate
of improvement will be needed in the develop-
ing world. This would meet the Roadmap goal
of providing 1,000 kWh per person per year
to the more than 3 billion people in 2050 who
would otherwise be subsisting well below that
level under current rates of global electrifica-
tion. Global data indicate a robust relationship
between electric power consumption and eco-
nomic growth, with each kilowatt-hour con-
sumed adding about $3 to the local economy.
This suggests that electrifying the world is not
only essential to eliminating poverty, but is part
of a strategy for “lifting all boats.” Additional
benefits that accrue from access to electricity
are two-fold: first, a fundamental reduction in

levels of pollution, both indoor and outdoor; and second, the freeing up of time through
the substitution of commercial energy for manual labor. Experience demonstrates that this 
energy substitution serves to enable education, to increase family stability, and to lower
population growth rates in the developing world.

Electrification in the developing regions of the world is covered in considerably greater
detail in Chapter 5 of this summary report. Technologies that support electrification are
covered in Chapter 3.

Conclusion

The Roadmap participants have reaffirmed the five Destinations of the Roadmap, as first
published in 1999. In fact, the Destinations have been remarkably robust in the face of the
many changes in the industry and society since the initial release of the Roadmap. This
gives confidence in the roadmapping process and indicates that the Destinations can be
used as the basis for the next step in the process—the definition of Limiting Challenges
and critical capability gaps that provide the framework for detailed R&D planning and
program definition. This has been the primary focus and advancement of the Roadmap 
as presented in this summary report. The Limiting Challenges and critical capability gaps
are summarized in Chapter 6 of this report.
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TECHNOLOGY BUILDING BLOCKS

The priorities of the Roadmap stakeholders frame 
the technology vision for the next 50 years.

Through 2025, the highest priority is developing and
deploying a smart, adaptive power delivery system to
improve economic competitiveness and to increase 
the system’s resilience to withstand both attack and 
natural hazards.

In power production, the top priority for 2025 is to
improve and expand the portfolio of clean, commercially
viable power generation options. This will increase fuel
diversity and provide the tools to better address the 
climate change issue. In climate management, improved
environmental science and predictive tools are urgently
needed, as are “bridge technologies” that can help reduce
CO2 emissions during the next two decades, while lower-emitting and more efficient tech-
nologies are being developed to meet the needs of the rest of the century.

Looking farther out to 2050, the stakeholder priorities are focused on three overriding goals:

•  Universal deployment of the “smart” power delivery system

•  Clean, affordable electricity generation options, optimized for both electricity and
hydrogen production, for global use

•  Resolution of mankind’s impact on climate change

This chapter focuses on technologies that will contribute to the achievement of these
goals, including the building blocks for an electricity/hydrogen system and low-cost rugged
power generation systems that are desperately needed for the developing world.

3

A key challenge for the power industry is

developing and demonstrating the fundamental

building blocks of tomorrow’s power infrastruc-

ture, which include:

•  A “smart” power delivery system 

•  More energy-efficient end-use technologies
(such as hybrid electric vehicles and more
sophisticated industrial systems)

•  Cleaner and more cost-effective generation
options (such as advanced coal, nuclear,
and renewables)

•  CO2 capture and sequestration solutions

•  Clean and cost-effective hydrogen 
production, transportation, and storage
technologies

C H A P T E R
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Outlook for the Smart Power 

Delivery System

The ultimate force pulling the electricity sector
into the 21st century will likely be the tech-
nologies of electricity demand—specifically,
intelligent technologies enabling ever-broader
consumer involvement in defining and control-
ling their electricity-based service needs. As
long as consumer involvement is limited to 
the on/off switch and time-of-day pricing, the
commodity paradigm will continue to dominate
the business and require regulation to protect a
relatively weak consumer from cost-constrained
suppliers. It is important to remember that
supply and demand in the electricity industry
still rely on the same system design and much
of the same technology in use since the dawn
of electrification. This is a remarkable record

of performance, but one that can no longer be sustained through merely evolutionary
changes in the status quo.

Historically, the power delivery issues of security, quality, reliability, and availability (SQRA)
have been measured and dealt with in a fragmented manner. In the future, they will almost
certainly become a highly integrated set of design criteria to meet the evolving power
requirements of consumers. Fortunately, the suite of advanced technologies that can be
used to improve the security of the power delivery system can also be used to improve
power quality and reliability, and transform the power system to meet the needs of the 
21st century.

New dynamic technologies will empower the electricity consumer, stimulating new, innovative
service combinations emphasizing speed, convenience, and comfort, with different quality
levels and types of electric power. A vigorous, price-sensitive demand response from an
increasing class of consumers whose energy choices reflect both electricity prices and
power quality will become an integral part of the electricity marketplace.

The shorthand for this new system is the “smart power delivery system,” which was con-
ceived of as an electricity/information infrastructure that will enable the next wave of
technological advances to flourish. This means an electricity grid that is always on and
“alive,” interconnected and interactive, and merged with communications in a complex net-
work of real-time information and power exchange. It would be “self-healing” in the sense
that it is constantly self-monitoring and self-correcting at the speed of light to keep high-
quality, reliable power flowing. It could sense disturbances and counteract them, or recon-
figure the flow of power to cordon off any damage before it can propagate. It would also 
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be smart enough to seamlessly integrate traditional central power generation with an
array of locally installed, distributed energy resources (such as fuel cells and renewables)
into a regional network.

The smart, self-correcting power delivery system will become the 
conduit for greater use of productivity-enhancing digital technology by
all sectors of the economy, leading to accelerated productivity growth
rates. The power system will enable new energy/information products
and services across the board, and reduce or eliminate the parasitic
costs of power disturbances characteristic of the U.S. economy today.

The Energy/Information Portal

To complete the picture, digital technology will also be able to open the industrial, commer-
cial, and residential gateways now constrained by the meter, allowing price signals, decisions,
communications, and network intelligence to flow back and forth through the two-way
“energy/information portal.”  The portal will provide both the physical and logical links that
allow the communication of electronic messages from the external network to consumer
networks and intelligent equipment. For consumers and service providers alike, this offers
a tool for moving beyond the commodity paradigm of 20th century electricity service. It
will complete the transformation of the electricity system functionality, and enable a set of
new energy information services more diverse and valuable than those available from
today’s telecommunications industry.

Some of the specific capabilities of the energy/information portal include:

•  Advanced pricing and billing processes that would support real-time pricing

•  Consumer services, such as billing inquiries, power quality, service calls, outage and
emergency services, and diagnostics 

•  Connections to other information services (Internet, banking, entertainment, etc.) 
and to other energy sources (gas, oil, hydrogen)

•  Information for developing improved building and appliance standards

•  Consumer load management through sophisticated on-site energy management 
systems

•  Easy “plug-and-play” interconnection of distributed energy resources 

•  System operations, including dispatch, demand response, and loss identification

•  Load forecasting and long-term planning

•  Green power and other targeted marketing and sales opportunities

These functions have the potential for dramatically improving the reliability and productivity
of the electricity supply and delivery functions. In addition, they can stimulate productivity
improvements for the end-use consumer.

Digital technology will allow price

signals, decisions, communications,

and network intelligence to flow 

back and forth through the two-way

“energy/information portal.”
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The end user also stands to gain from digital technology advances. The growing trend toward
digital control of processes can enable sustained improvements in worker productivity for
nearly all industrial and commercial applications. The growth in end-use electrotechnologies
networked with system controls will afford continuous improvements in user productivity
and efficiency.

Energy/information companies face some significant challenges in developing and commer-
cializing portal systems. Among the challenges are:

•  The lack of standards and protocols for both “in-building” consumer equipment and
external networks

•  The need to deal with evolving systems on both sides of the meter

•  Poor understanding of market needs and wants

A research and development program is needed to deal with these challenges. Some of the
key elements of the portal research initiative now underway through the EPRI-affiliated
Electricity Innovation Institute, include:

•  A common application language widely accepted by the utility industry
and product vendors. Lack of a common application language has hampered portal
development due to the perceived risk of market fragmentation.

•  Interoperability and interface standards. Besides the common applications 
language, there will be other interfaces in the system that will be common to multiple
functional areas. A consistent set of standards for these interfaces will accelerate the
development and deployment of consumer portals.

•  Tools for real-time pricing and load response. These tools speak to a universal
need and will be among the first portal applications.

•  Modular electric meters. It’s impractical for a single vendor to address all portal
market needs. Moreover, market needs will change over time, creating an opportunity
for periodic upgrades of the portals. A flexible, modular approach to developing meter
interfaces will allow “plug-and-play” access to advanced meter capabilities.

Capabilities of the Smart Power Delivery System

Enabling the digital economy of the future will require a smart power delivery system that
links information technology with energy delivery, thus assuring business continuity. The
concept of the smart power delivery system includes automated capabilities to anticipate
and recognize problems, find solutions, and optimize performance. The basic building blocks
are advanced sensors, faster-than-real-time data processing and pattern recognition soft-
ware, and solid-state power flow controllers.

These technologies can reduce congestion, react in real time to disturbances, redirect the
flow of power as needed, and automate the operation of the system. As shown in Figure 
3-2, there are three primary objectives of the smart delivery system:
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Optimize the overall performance and robustness of the system—A wide array
of sensors will monitor the electrical characteristics of the system (voltage, current, fre-
quency, harmonics, etc.) as well as the condition of critical components, such as transformers,
feeders, circuit breakers, etc. The system will constantly “fine-tune” itself to achieve an 
optimal state, while monitoring for potential problems that could lead to disturbances.
When a potential problem is detected and identified, its severity and the resulting conse-
quences will be assessed. Various corrective actions can then be identified and computer
simulations run to study the effectiveness of each action. When the most effective response
is determined, a situational analysis will be presented to the operator, who can then imple-
ment the corrective action very efficiently by taking advantage of the grid’s many automated
control features, such as dispatch control of distributed resources and optimization of solid-
state power flow controllers. In particular, incorporating distributed energy resource and
renewable generation into grid functionality can prove to be a substantial asset to reliability.

Minimize the impact of disturbances—When an unanticipated disturbance does take
place on the system, it must be quickly detected and identified. An intelligent islanding or
sectionalizing scheme can be activated instantaneously to separate the system into self-
sustaining parts to maintain electricity supply for consumers according to specified priori-
ties, and to prevent blackouts from propagating, as happened in the Northeast power dis-
ruption of August 2003.

Source: EPRI
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Restore the system after a disturbance—Following a system reaction to a major dis-
turbance, actions will be taken to move the system toward a stable operating regime. To do
so, the state and topology of the system need to be monitored and assessed in real time,
allowing identification of alternative corrective actions and assessment of the effectiveness of
each by look-ahead computer simulations. The most effective actions would then be imple-
mented automatically. When a stable operating state is achieved, the system would again
start to self-optimize.

Meeting these objectives will be an iterative process with optimizing system operation being
the primary objective during normal operation. When a disturbance occurs, the operating
objectives move from reacting to restoring and, finally, back to optimizing. The smart power
delivery system is thus said to be “self-healing.”

Technology Requirements for the Smart Power Delivery System

Some of the key technologies that will be needed to implement a smart, self-healing grid
are summarized below.

Real-time wide-area monitoring system—Elements of the real-time wide-area moni-
toring system are already in operation on both the transmission and distribution system.
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For example, the Wide-Area Measurement System (WAMS), originally developed by Bonneville
Power Administration (BPA), is a system based on high-speed monitoring of a set of measure-
ment points and the generation of operator displays based on these measurements. WAMS
provides a strong foundation on which to build the real-time wide-area monitoring system
required for the self-healing grid. The system architecture will define the data, communica-
tions, and control requirements for the self-healing grid.

Anticipation of failures and disruptions—Substantial work has been done by EPRI and
others in determining the root cause of failures in critical components, such as transformers,
cables, surge arresters, etc., and in developing monitoring and diagnostics systems for these
components. The next step is to develop fault anticipation technology that will provide early
warning and failure forecasting. This technology (analogous to automated “fly-by-wire” system
standards used in high-performance military and commercial aircraft) will improve system
state estimation from a delayed reactive system with response times on the order of minutes
to an anticipatory system, capable of calculating several cycles ahead of time. Work on fault
anticipation for overhead distribution systems is currently underway. Some failure prediction
work has already been performed; however, more is needed.

Adaptive islanding—Following a major grid
disruption, initial reaction will focus on creating
self-sufficient islands in the power grid, adapted
to make best use of the network resources still
available. To achieve this aim, new methods of
intelligent screening and pattern extraction
will be needed, which could rapidly identify the
consequences of various island reconnections.
Adaptive load forecasting will also be used to dis-
patch DER, including generators and mobile sub-
stations, in anticipation of section reconnection
and to help stabilize the overall transmission-
distribution system.

Wide-area control systems—Once predic-
tions have been made about the effectiveness
of various potential control actions, the identi-
fied actions need to be carried out quickly 
and effectively. Achieving this goal will require automating many operations that will 
make human intervention on both transmission and distribution systems more efficient.

Solid-state power flow controllers—By acting quickly enough to provide real-time 
control, solid-state power flow controllers, such as FACTS and Custom Power devices,
can increase or decrease power flow on particular lines, alleviating system congestion.
In addition, these controllers can enhance system reliability by counteracting transient 
disturbances almost instantaneously, allowing the system to be operated closer to its 
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thermal limits. The major development challenge for solid-state power flow controllers
now is to reduce the cost of these systems to achieve the needed widespread utility use.

DC microgrids for distribution systems—Greater use of direct current has several
advantages for distribution networks. DC distribution links, for example, can directly supply
power to digital devices on the customer site, and connect distributed generation systems
to the grid without the need for costly individual DC/AC converters. They can also increase
service reliability by reducing the spread of disturbances from one customer to another, and
enable each customer facility to operate independently using distributed generation and
storage. On distribution networks, DC cables could be placed in the same ducts as gas and
water pipes, because they will not induce AC currents in the other pipes and ductwork. Up
to now, AC/DC converter technology has been too expensive for routine use on utility
distribution systems. With the rapid decline in the cost of power electronics, however, single
point converter technology should become cost-effective by about 2008–2010, even without
including the end-use device savings.

Superconducting power delivery
systems—One emerging distribution option
uses a high-temperature superconducting loop
bus to integrate bulk power from a transmis-
sion network with local distributed resources.
Emergence of such a network would require
development and widespread use of low-cost
DC/AC converter technology to provide
power to retail customers. Superconducting
DC loops could provide premium power for
large urban regions, comparable to today’s 
networked distribution systems that serve
mainly downtown areas. In the near term,
superconducting technology could also increase
the carrying capacity of distribution feeders.
Superconducting DC loops could become a
common feature in distribution systems by
2020. A longer-term variation of this concept

uses liquid hydrogen as the refrigerant in the superconducting loop. The customer would
then have the option of using hydrogen as an energy carrier and balancing the on-site use
of hydrogen and electricity to optimize energy usage. Additional information on this con-
cept is provided later in this chapter.
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Outlook for Energy Efficiency

The development of the smart power delivery system holds enormous potential for
improving the efficiency of energy use. First and foremost, it opens the door to a strong
demand-side response to price signals, reducing
the need for peak generation, improving the
use of capital, and affording better asset manage-
ment throughout the entire energy chain, all
with positive repercussions for the environment.

Secondly, it paves the way to more rapid intro-
duction of new energy-efficient technology in
the form of downloadable software, replacing
fixed-efficiency hardware. The beauty of an
intelligent energy system is that it affords the
prospect for continuous improvements in
energy efficiency by taking advantage of the
opportunities that a digital economy provides.

However, funding for energy-efficient tech-
nology development has declined precipitously
and the incentives for investment in end-use
technology today are insufficient to restore the needed technology development effort.
The Roadmap stakeholders encourage a more robust and balanced national energy R&D
program, with demand-side and supply-side components. In particular, they recommend more
extensive R&D programs designed to provide the digital economy of the future with highly
energy-efficient and reliable technologies. This opens the opportunity to optimize the smart
delivery system to provide an intelligent conduit for new energy-efficiency ideas, methods,
and technologies.

Some of the promising avenues identified by the Roadmap participants include:

•  Load management technologies—There is a need to develop communication
protocols and electronic equipment, such as direct digital control systems, for load
management. These systems can link power, data, and communication equipment to
provide real-time control of integrated systems that integrate HVAC, lighting, and
process systems with on-site energy generation and storage systems.

•  Industrial motor systems represent the largest single electricity end use in the
American economy. Industrial electric motor systems and motors used in industrial
space heating, cooling, and ventilation systems use roughly 25% of all electricity sold
in the U.S. Research is needed to develop motors that use energy more efficiently
and are able to ride through a variety of power quality disturbances. Also needed are
better control systems that enable motors to follow the load more closely by adjust-
ing the amount of power delivered to the motor on a continuous basis.
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•  New transportation options—Improving the energy efficiency of all modes of
transport would provide environmental benefits while conserving and eventually
replacing oil in the transport sector (see Figure 3-7). Future electric technologies
offering major advances include hybrid electric vehicles that plug into the grid.
These vehicle designs use batteries that are more powerful than those in current
commercial hybrids. Over the long run, the grid-connected designs may incorporate
hydrogen fuel cell power plants as mobile distributed energy sources.

•  Lighting accounts for 20–30% of all commercial electricity use in the U.S. Research is
needed to develop lighting systems based on novel lighting sources, such as ultra-
violet vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (UV VCSEL) and light-emitting polymers
(LEPs). These technologies produce higher output levels per unit of energy that can
be precisely managed under a variety of control scenarios, resulting in reduced heat
generation within the lighting system.

•  HVAC systems and components that use electricity more efficiently and do not rely
on environmentally harmful refrigerants need to be developed. In addition, enhanced
control technologies are needed to enable HVAC systems to better follow air condi-
tioning loads and to allow the seamless integration of HVAC and advanced thermal
energy storage systems.

•  The process industries, advanced manu-
facturing, and information technology all
make special demands on the power system
and are the subject of programs sponsored
by industry and the U.S. DOE to reduce
energy requirements. One example is the
development of inert anodes for electricity-
intensive aluminum smelting. Conventional
smelting technology uses consumable carbon
anodes inserted into a molten salt bath in
which aluminum oxide is electrochemically
reduced to aluminum metal. The anode
reaction produces CO2, which is released
to the atmosphere. Inert anodes, now under
development, would replace the carbon
anodes with an oxidation-resistant material.
The result would be the elimination of CO2

production from this process and an energy
saving of approximately 25%.

•  Steelmaking—A second example of emerging productivity-enhancing manufacturing
is direct steelmaking through the combination of microwave, electric arc, and exo-
thermal heating. This approach could mean a great change from current steelmaking
technology. The new technology, being developed with support from the U.S. DOE,
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will produce molten steel directly from a shippable agglomerate consisting of iron
oxide fines from ore concentrates, powdered coal, and fluxing agents, such as 
ground limestone.

The technology is expected to save up to 25% of the energy consumed by conven-
tional steelmaking by replacing blast furnaces and basic oxygen furnaces with more
efficient technologies. The new process will also reduce SOX and NOX emissions,
reduce waste and emission control costs, and reduce capital cost.

The project is based on the capability of microwaves to heat the agglomerate to
temperatures sufficiently high for the rapid reduction of the iron oxide component
(consisting of crushed and ground iron ore) by the coal. The products are then heated
to steelmaking temperatures by the electric arc, assisted by the exothermic reaction
of coal with oxygen. The microwave and electric arc heating will require excellent
power quality to maintain the process control parameters for the steel product.

•  Chemical Processes—There are many opportunities to apply new technologies
to reduce the capital and operating costs and to improve environmental performance
of the highly energy-intensive chemical industry. Many of the emerging technologies
consist of improved processes that work at lower temperatures to reduce energy
requirements or make more effective use of catalysts.

One example of the former is the development of an oxidative cracking process to
produce ethylene from ethane. Known as catalytic autothermal oxydehydrogenation
(CAO), this process does not require a furnace and does not produce flue gas. Com-
pared with the existing means of ethylene production (using a steam cracker at high
temperatures), CAO would be dramatically more energy efficient as well as more
environmentally sound. In short, CAO would reduce the formation of NOX, lower
CO2 production by a factor of 10, and reduce the by-product stream. It also has the
potential for significantly lower energy requirements by 2020. Moreover, one of the
by-products of CAO would be a fuel gas containing methane, hydrogen, and carbon
monoxide. This fuel gas could be synthesized to produce hydrogen, a critical input 
to the electricity/hydrogen economy described later in this chapter.

This approach may at some time compete with a different approach—microwave syn-
thesis of ethylene. This process uses tuned microwaves to selectively energize and
break key chemical bonds in ethane to form ethylene. It offers a large performance
improvement over conventional technology, and nearly eliminates the toxic by-product
stream. While this technology offers a substantial performance advantage, oxidative
cracking is expected to be more familiar to workers in chemical plants and may emerge
as the process of choice.

An example of improved catalysts is the development of nanoscale catalysts based
on molybdenum and tungsten carbides. These catalysts are supported on a substrate
of carbon nanotubes and nanorods. They maintain thermal stability and high surface
area, even under severe operating conditions, offering the performance of platinum
at a fraction of the cost.
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•  Electronics—The energy implications for the electronic and semiconductor indus-
tries differ strongly from the situation in primary metals production. Although power
quality and reliability are important in both industries, the impact of power quality
problems, especially those of short duration, are much larger for the semiconductor
sector in terms of lost production and equipment damage. Specifically, the semicon-
ductor fabrication process is extremely sensitive to power quality events of very
short duration (even as brief as a few milliseconds), whereas aluminum smelters, for
example, can recover from an outage lasting several hours, as long as the melt does
not freeze. (Note, however, that major damage will occur if the liquid does solidify.)
Right now, many semiconductor manufacturers are reducing building energy loads
through lighting upgrades and HVAC enhancements, adding monitoring systems to
assure that critical equipment is operating under optimal conditions, reducing peak
load requirements, and improving reliability and power quality by adding on-site
generation and storage systems and other distributed energy resources.

• Internet Data Centers—One area in which substantial energy efficiency improve-
ments appear possible is that of Internet data centers. These facilities are the “brains”
of the Internet and are responsible for the transmission and delivery of billions of mes-
sages daily. The cost of the power systems, including backup generation, comprises as
much as two thirds of the total cost of large Internet data centers. Recent studies have
suggested that there are specific opportunities to reduce the energy requirements of
Internet data centers. These opportunities include the development of more energy-
efficient processor chips to reduce the heat load in the buildings, high-efficiency power
supplies that maintain efficiency over a wide range of loads, and high-efficiency fluid
cooling systems that use heat pipes to isolate the fluid from the electronic components.

Outlook for the Portfolio of Generation Options

Changing from a global system where more than 85% of the energy used releases CO2 to a
system where less than 25% is released requires fundamental improvements in technology
and major capital investments. A robust portfolio of advanced power generation options—
fossil, renewable, and nuclear—will be essential to meet the economic aspirations of a rapidly
growing global population.

The portfolio strategy offers the greatest flexibility and resiliency in meeting the uncertain-
ties of the future, as well as the opportunity for different regions of the world to adjust the
portfolio balance to suit their circumstances. A number of factors can shift the balance of
the portfolio, including the availability and price of fuels, the pace of technological advance-
ment, capital requirements, regulation, and policy. One critical factor will be the growing
pressure to internalize the environmental costs of fossil energy, which will increase the rel-
ative importance and attractiveness of renewable and nuclear energy.

As an example, if a decision were made to cap atmospheric CO2 concentrations at no
more than 550 ppm (twice preindustrial levels), a global average emission rate of less than
0.2 kgC/kWh (kilogram of carbon per kilowatt-hour of electricity generation) would have
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to be achieved by the latter half of the 21st century. With today’s technology, the best rates
achievable are about 0.9 kgC/kWh for coal, and 0.4 kgC/kWh for natural gas, according to
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). Even with continuous efficiency
improvements, stabilization of atmospheric CO2 concentrations will require a major com-
mitment to zero- or near-zero emission carbon alternatives for large-scale global deploy-
ment. Such alternatives do not exist today on the scale or at the cost required, although
reactor redesigns currently under review by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
could satisfy this need.

The Interrelationship of Portfolio Options

The diverse portfolio options are interre-
lated since changing the role of one option
has significant implications on the other
options and their role in the portfolio.

The Continuing Need for Coal Power 

There is widespread recognition among 
the Roadmap participants of the continuing
need for coal, particularly as a long-term
transition fuel. One concern, however, is the
next generation of coal plants. As the cur-
rent fleet of fossil plants age and are faced
with increasingly stringent environmental
requirements, they will become uneconomic.
Eventually, the plants will have to be retired
and replaced with new technology. There is
significant opportunity to improve the efficiencies and environmental performance of coal
by “refining” it into clean gaseous fuel or feedstock. The gasification process can provide
both high-efficiency power generation and hydrogen. The process is also amenable to 
carbon capture and sequestration.The U.S. DOE is proposing a “FutureGen” project, which
contemplates a $1 billion collaborative undertaking with industry to design, build, and oper-
ate an integrated, coal-gasification combined-cycle (IGCC) plant with carbon capture and
sequestration and the potential for hydrogen generation.

High-efficiency combustion-based systems are also under development. Operating at steam
temperatures of as much as 700ºC, advanced coal combustion can meet or exceed the
conversion efficiency of today’s gasification technology, and offer what may be a less tech-
nically risky alternative to IGCC.

Reducing CO2 Emissions from Electricity Generation

Many options exist—at least in theory—for reducing the net flux (e.g., additions minus
removals) to the atmosphere of CO2 from electricity production, transmission, distribu-
tion, and use.

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration
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Some Generation “Wild Cards” for the Future

Our ability to predict the future is limited. Technology breakthroughs can appear on little notice, based on historical

advances such as the Internet, biotechnology, nuclear energy, and electric power itself. By 2050, there could be completely

new ways of generating electricity, despite our skepticism or ignorance of them today. The Roadmap acknowledges this

uncertainty, noting examples of future “wild card” technologies such as the following:

Bio-Electricity—Some microorganisms can convert toxic organic compounds, such as toluene, to electricity. They can

be used to harvest energy from waste matter, or to clean up subsurface environments contaminated by organic matter.

By better understanding how microbes generate and use electrical energy, we may be able to develop new and nonpolluting

electricity generation techniques as well as new technologies to decontaminate polluted water and sediment. 

Bio-Hydrogen—Many anaerobic organisms can produce hydrogen from organic substances (“bio-hydrogen”), convert-

ing carbohydrates to organic acids and hydrogen. To extract the maximum hydrogen from organic molecules,

researchers are evaluating a two-stage process—(1) a fermentation reactor with (2) photosynthetic bacterial hydrogen

production. The photosynthetic reaction uses the energy from sunlight to completely convert the organic acids to car-

bon dioxide and hydrogen molecules, releasing essentially all the available hydrogen.  

Solar Satellites—Solar satellite power involves very large orbiting solar collectors that could generate very large

amounts of electric power and transmit it in the form of microwave energy back to earth. Today, high-voltage solar panels

that could handle sunlight during 99% of a 24-hour day, wireless transmitters to beam large amounts of microwave energy,

and an “inflatable radiator” to absorb heat in space, are all under development. Although the microwave field strength is

relatively low, R&D is needed to assure the safe operation of microwave-based systems. Thus, an economically viable solar

satellite-based power system may not emerge until 2025 to 2035 at the earliest.

Fusion Power—Fusion power offers the potential of an almost limitless energy source, but it presents formidable scien-

tific and engineering challenges. Researchers have high confidence that it will be possible to make fusion energy practical.

The next phase in fusion power development is the “ITER” machine, which will burn the high-energy plasma to provide a

portion of the power needed to operate the device. ITER will focus on detailed experimental campaigns and advanced

computer modeling aimed at understanding the physics of a burning plasma machine. Machines such as ITER will provide

the basis for the design and deployment of commercial-scale fusion power systems.

Ocean Energy—Because ocean energy is abundant and non-polluting, today's researchers are exploring ways to make

ocean energy economically competitive with fossil fuels and nuclear energy. European Union (EU) officials estimate that

by 2010, ocean energy sources will generate more than 950 MW of electricity—enough to power almost a million homes

in the industrialized world. Ocean energy draws on the energy of (1) ocean waves, (2) tides, or (3) the thermal energy (heat)

stored in the ocean.

Solar Towers—Solar towers produce power from a large-scale passive solar collector that feeds trapped heat into a

very tall updraft chimney. They consist of a large field of sun-tracking mirrors, called heliostats, which focus solar energy

on a receiver atop a centrally located tower. They work by concentrating thermal energy to heat water or molten salt,

which, in turn, produces the steam that moves the turbine-generator. Significant R&D is necessary to develop solar tower

technologies that will work in regions that are not extremely sunny and that are not excessively costly to manufacture.
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The options for reducing net flux include:

•  Improvement of efficiency in electricity generation, transmission, and distribution

•  Substitution of more efficient end-use electric technologies for less efficient 
alternatives

•  Fuel switching (e.g., from coal to natural gas, which can cut CO2 emissions nearly 
in half)

•  Development and deployment of advanced, high-efficiency coal generation tech-
nologies, integrated with CO2 capture and storage

•  Substitution of non-emitting generation (e.g., renewable energy, nuclear energy) 
for fossil-fueled generation

•  Sequestration of atmospheric CO2 by changes in land use and forestry practices

•  Sequestration of atmospheric CO2 by chemical reactions and removal in the ocean

•  Development of cost-effective direct CO2 capture and disposal options

•  Long-term storage in geological formations and deep underground aquifers

•  Use of electric-drive systems to increase transportation efficiency and thereby
reduce net CO2 emissions (e.g., hybrid vehicles, electric vehicles, fuel cell vehicles,
and Mag-Lev trains)

Unfortunately, none of these options is a panacea. Some are of limited capacity or are
prohibitively expensive; others may require further R&D to advance from theory to com-
mercialization; and some may not enjoy public confidence. Overcoming these and other bar-
riers will require sustained investment in a portfolio of energy technology R&D that creates
a stream of increasingly cost-effective technologies over time. However, a steep decline in
public and private sector energy R&D funding over the last decade suggests that a con-
siderable amount of time is likely to pass before a new generation of low- or no-carbon
energy and transportation technologies are widely deployed. The question then remains:
What will form the bridge to the future?

CO2 Sequestration

Carbon sequestration (i.e., CO2 capture, transport, and disposal), although commercially
available today on a very limited basis, is prohibitively expensive for large-scale use, costing
$30 to $70 per ton of CO2. This would significantly raise the cost of coal-fired power to
$60–$80 per MWh. Nevertheless, it has the potential to become a major component of
future strategies for mitigating global climate change. For example, in the U.S., depleted oil
and gas wells could store about 40 years of CO2 at today’s emission rates. Globally, saline
formations have the potential to store hundreds of years of CO2 emissions. Recent analy-
ses indicate that carbon sequestration could begin to play a major role within a decade of
the start of a GHG mitigation initiative, and ultimately could account for more than 40% of
all emissions reductions below the IS92a Reference Case in 2100. The wide applicability of
carbon sequestration, both within the electricity sector and across other sectors, accounts
for the potential prominence of this technology. Within the electricity sector, CO2
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capture technology could be applied in a post-combustion configuration for conventional
fossil fuel-fired power plants, incorporated into the process stream of advanced generation
technologies such as IGCC, or integrated with natural gas fuel cells.

Next-Generation Nuclear

Nuclear plants already deliver reliable baseload power with the lowest operating, mainte-
nance, and fuel costs among generating options in the U.S., and are highly competitive with
new fossil fuel plants in most other countries where such fuels are expensive or not readily
available. Potential “carbon taxes” could make nuclear plants competitive in many more
situations. All nuclear options face two primary barriers to deployment: high capital costs
and uncertain licensing processes. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-certified Advanced
Light Water Reactor (ALWR) options are available today, and more certified designs will
be available in one to three years, with R&D underway to further reduce construction
duration and cost. Accelerating work on high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGR) 
is needed to take advantage of this design’s higher plant efficiency and modularity to bring
its capital costs closer to the competitive range. HTGR designs are also well suited for
integrating hydrogen production with electricity generation. Both ALWR and HTGR designs
have achieved major strides in nuclear safety. Both designs rely on the once-through fuel
cycle, the most proliferation-resistant fuel cycle option. Continued progress on licensing 
a high-level waste repository at Yucca Mountain will help address other important public
concerns.

For the longer term, an international initiative is developing reactor concepts and designs
for “Generation IV” power plants. Generation IV plants go beyond current Generation II
and III plants in the areas of:

•  Promoting a sustainable electricity supply

•  Making nuclear energy competitive with alternate generation options

•  Improving safety and reliability

•  Proliferation resistance and physical protection

The international Generation IV initiative is evaluating several designs as part of a roadmapping
exercise that will lay the groundwork for nuclear energy throughout the 21st century.

Although spent fuel management is not a major near-term technical challenge, it does pre-
sent long-term challenges under scenarios that include a major global expansion of nuclear
energy. The long-term issue is nuclear fuel cycle optimization. Today’s scientifically pre-
ferred solutions (centralized above-ground storage and deep geologic repository) may
evolve to other solutions, such as recycling spent fuel. In every scenario and solution to 
this issue, centralized storage is required, whether above or below ground, and whether
permanent or retrievable. A major expansion of nuclear generation will inevitably focus
much more attention on nuclear fuel supply consumption and spent fuel management—on a
global basis. Each nation using nuclear energy will need to develop its own capability to
properly manage spent fuel and/or collaborate in regional or global spent fuel management
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programs that effectively address health, safety, nonproliferation, and material control
issues. These issues, however, should not have a detrimental effect on the near-term
deployment of new plants using current technology and regulations.

Renewables

Another option for reducing CO2 emissions over the medium and long term is electricity
generation via renewable energy resources. Because of the many environmental issues
associated with hydropower (which is the predominant form of renewable generation in
the U.S.), non-hydro options offer the greatest potential for future growth. To date, the
market penetration of these technologies has been limited primarily because of (1) high
capital and maintenance costs, (2) resources that are geographically isolated, and (3) inter-
mittent production (e.g., only when the sun shines or wind blows), which hampers dis-
patchability and energy management planning. Nonetheless, the combination of technical
advances and government incentives—particularly for wind—has new capacity being added
at a rate of more than 5% per year.

As intermittent renewables play an increas-
ing role in the electricity supply system, grid
operators face added challenges in assuring
electrical stability and reliability. Meeting this
challenge will require smart grid implemen-
tation and:

• Integrating storage media with inter-
mittent generation sources

•  Developing standards for connecting
DER to the grid

•  Improving the ability of the electric grid
to better accept dynamic loads through
electronic control

•  Creating models that better predict 
the output of intermittent resources
by improving short- and long-term
weather forecasting

•  Commercializing new wind turbine designs that better capture energy from light winds

•  Developing novel direct-conversion solar technologies, both photovoltaic and thermal

Given sustained investment in R&D, added renewables could reduce the CO2 intensity of
the U.S. generating fleet by 5% over the next 10 years. By 2020, this figure could rise to 10%.

Distributed Energy Resources

Distributed energy resources (DER), in the context of this broader transformation, is
becoming an integral asset in the electricity supply system. As DER grows, it could 

Source: EPRI
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fundamentally change the relationship between power supplier and the consumer and, in
time, the network architecture of the distribution system. The system would enable two-
way flow of power and communication. It could also enable competitive markets for a
broad range of distributed services. Increasingly sophisticated consumers who value the
ability to choose among unbundled services will finally understand that electricity is embed-
ded in virtually all goods and services. Technology advances will set the stage for the emer-
gence of a new generation of higher-margin energy services, including power quality and
information-related services.

Broad-scale application of DER holds promise for relieving constraints in generation,
transmission, and distribution capacity and enhancing grid security. Because many DER
technologies operate quietly and with few emissions, they may be easier to site in metro-
politan areas, where the alternatives for upgrading T&D capacity are very expensive. If
needed, DER technologies can also operate independent of the grid or can power special-
purpose networks, such as DC microgrids.

The portfolio of DER generation technologies includes reciprocating internal combustion
(IC) engines (500 kW–5 MW), small combustion turbines (5–50 MW) and even-smaller
microturbines (kW-scale), and various types of fuel cells. Sometimes photovoltaics, small
wind turbines, and other renewables are also considered DER technologies. Commercial
DER storage technologies include batteries and capacitor banks. Advanced and novel DER
concepts under development include Stirling engines, various generating technology hybrids,
flywheels,“ultracapacitors,” and superconducting magnetic energy storage systems. Related
R&D is addressing DER-specific power conditioning equipment.

Source: Diesel and Gas Turbine Worldwide;  Primen for '03–'04 estimate
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Research over the intermediate term is focused on the development and demonstration 
of advanced DER technologies, particularly “hybrid” systems, such as those integrating
high-efficiency fuel cells with advanced microturbines. The Roadmap assigns high priority
to increasing the power density of solid oxide and proton exchange membrane fuel cells
and reducing their cost to less than $100/kW. Much of this work will provide a foundation
for the long-term goal of commercializing ultra-high efficiency, cost-effective DER options.
Overall, DER has the potential to significantly change the configuration and control of
today’s power delivery systems.

Outlook for the Electricity/Hydrogen Economy

Policymakers and the technical community are exploring approaches to use hydrogen as an
energy carrier that complements electricity. Both hydrogen and electricity are clean at the
point of use, are easily converted to one another, and can be derived from a variety of
domestic primary energy sources. Potential
uses include both stationary and vehicular
power as well as energy storage. Hydrogen’s
greatest value appears to lie in scenarios driven
by energy supply security and climate change,
especially when used as a motor fuel, or in
other distributed applications. In either case,
hydrogen should integrate well with electricity.
Electricity is more flexible and less costly,
while hydrogen is easier to store and increases
the capacity factor for expensive generation
infrastructure.

The Electricity/Hydrogen Vision

The Roadmap participants envision a future in
which, by 2050, half of the nation's electricity
generating capacity emits no carbon dioxide
and half of all transportation vehicles are
fueled by hydrogen. Large, centralized hydrogen generation plants could be placed at network
nodes/hubs to serve broad regions.The nodes would store and deliver hydrogen, with
smaller, distributed hydrogen plants at distribution feeders or hubs to help meet peak and
intermediate loads.

This vision requires development of an energy infrastructure that can support expanded
production, delivery, storage, and use of hydrogen energy. Construction of this infrastruc-
ture will require massive efforts and resources, resulting in evolution of the electricity/
hydrogen economy over many decades. Storage weight and volume reductions, mass pro-
duction of fuel cells, construction of the necessary infrastructure, and expanded use of
portable and distributed power generation devices will sustain the momentum toward 
an electricity/hydrogen economy. Early glimpses of this vision can already be seen in pilot

Source: EPRI
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programs underway in a few U.S. locations and several other countries. But there are for-
midable technological and economic challenges that must be addressed at every stage in
the hydrogen energy chain, from production, to transport and local delivery and storage,
to end use.

A related concept (called Super Grid) is based on integrating a superconducting transmis-
sion or distribution cable with a hydrogen delivery system. Here, liquid hydrogen cools the
superconductor, as well as being an energy carrier. The customer can independently vary
the amounts of hydrogen and electricity used, based on price variations, convenience fac-
tors, importance of reliability and storage concerns, and so forth.

An Uncertain Portfolio Option

The future large-scale use of hydrogen to carry energy is not without controversy. There
are many unsolved barriers to the development of technologies and systems that would
permit a viable electricity/hydrogen economy for 2050 and beyond. Acknowledging this
uncertainty, the Roadmap envisions hydrogen as a promising future possibility rather than 
an inevitable future. However, its potential value in energy efficiency, global emissions reduc-
tion, and energy resource conservation justifies serious study and development efforts.

The cost of producing hydrogen is substantially higher than that of primary energy sources,
such as coal or gas. These costs are driven by production of hydrogen from water (e.g.,
electrolysis) or from fossil feedstocks (e.g., steam reforming of methane, or coal gasifica-
tion). Likewise, storage adds to the overall cost, because of the need for technologies to
compress the gas, liquefy it, or convert it to a solid form such as metal hydrides.The ulti-
mate fuel cycle energy efficiency gains and emissions savings of hydrogen are uncertain.
But its potential appears to be great and efforts to overcome the obstacles are amply justi-
fied though not yet committed.

Hydrogen Production Technology

The cleanest way to make hydrogen is to use electricity from renewable or nuclear sources
to electrolyze water into its component gases. The cost of this approach is now about four
times higher than that of producing hydrogen from fossil energy sources. This indicates
that near-term production of hydrogen is likely to focus on gasification of coal or steam
reforming of methane, with sequestration of the CO2 produced. This transition will enable
the development of a hydrogen infrastructure and early applications while work continues
to reduce the costs of electrolysis. DOE has begun a “nuclear-hydrogen” initiative that would
demonstrate a high-temperature gas reactor with the capability to split water using an
emission-free sulfur iodine process. The high-temperature requirements of this process
are presenting engineering challenges, but the payoff, if successful, will be hydrogen pro-
duction at competitive prices.

The impetus for change is coming from both the private and public sectors. Companies and
governments worldwide are now investigating select applications with the view that hydrogen
could someday largely replace carbon-based fuels. The automotive industry is investing 
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billions of dollars in hydrogen-fueled vehicles—including both internal combustion engines
and fuel cells. Major fossil-fuel producers worldwide are investing heavily in hydrogen infra-
structure and technology development. The U.S. DOE has committed $1.7 billion to five-
year programs in fuel cell vehicles and the infrastructure technologies needed to produce,
store, and distribute hydrogen.

Production Efficiency and Cost Challenges

Breakthroughs are needed to bring the cost 
of hydrogen production down to well below
that of current electrolysis technology to
ensure the future of the electricity/hydrogen
infrastructure. The low-temperature splitting 
of water by photosynthesis is one possible
avenue for breakthrough. Limited research is
being done to improve the energy efficiency of
water splitting from roughly 10% today to 20%
by splitting a water molecule with one photon
rather than two.

Hydrogen Delivery Infrastructure Challenges

Initial hydrogen delivery will be in both gas and
liquid forms, via truck, rail, barge, or on-site gen-
eration while the density of use is still low. As
in natural gas distribution, pipelines will provide
more economical long-distance hydrogen trans-
port when the capital cost is justified by intensity of use. Currently, hydrogen pipelines are
used in only a few areas of the U. S., but demonstrate the concept. Air products companies
operate short hydrogen pipelines in several states. However, very high-pressure or cryo-
genic hydrogen pipelines that are greater than 500 miles long will present challenges in
materials, construction cost, maintenance, and safe and reliable operation. R&D investment
is lacking in these critical areas.

If the hydrogen delivery system were to become an integral part of the electricity genera-
tion infrastructure, then the hydrogen pipelines could provide valuable electricity storage.
The smart grid concept discussed earlier in this chapter capitalizes on this approach.This
system can deliver both hydrogen and electricity over long distances.

Alternate delivery forms are also being developed, such as the transport of hydrogen in safe
compounds or chemical forms ranging from solid metal hydrides to ammonia.

Hydrogen Storage Challenges

As with the hydrogen delivery infrastructure, a major obstacle on the road toward hydrogen
storage is effectively compressing hydrogen. To achieve an energy density comparable to
gasoline, hydrogen must be pressurized at about 10,000 psi. Mechanical compression 

1Nanotubes are tubular carbon fullerene molecules.
2Alanates are alkali-metal aluminohydrides that store hydrogen in the crystalline structure of the material.

Source: George Thomas, Ph.D.
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systems are available to reach this very high pressure,
but are prohibitively costly and consume about 50% of
the energy in the input hydrogen. Studies indicate that
hydrogen can also be generated at this density via high-
pressure electrolyzers at about 90% efficiency. Such
electrolyzers have yet to be built, although programs
are underway to develop a high-pressure unit. Promising
developments of this nature need far more attention.

High-pressure gas storage tank materials are getting
lighter and better able to provide containment, typically
using a protective outside layer to improve impact
resistance and safety. Hydrogen can also be stored in
the delivery pipelines mentioned above by operating
the pipeline between high- and low-pressure levels.

Liquid hydrogen stored in cryogenic containers requires less volume than gas storage.
However, liquefaction consumes large quantities of electric energy, equivalent to about one
third of the energy value of the input hydrogen. The cost of liquid hydrogen containment is
also a major concern.

As noted in the previous section, hydrogen can also be stored in a chemical compound
using a variety of technologies. In reversible metal-hydride storage, metals are alloyed to

optimize both the system weight and the hydrogen
recovery temperature. The hydrogen is released from
the hydride under certain temperature and pressure
conditions. In irreversible storage, the material under-
goes a chemical reaction with another substance, such
as water, that releases the hydrogen from the hydride.
Both of these approaches are in early development.

A further solid-state storage possibility involves the use
of carbon nanotubes, but this option is only at the con-
ceptual stage. If successfully developed, it may provide
the lightest, smallest, and safest method for small appli-
cations, such as vehicles.

Hydrogen Fuel Cell Application Opportunities

Early mass-market hydrogen fuel cells may appear first
either in fuel cell electric vehicles or in distributed heat and power applications; the latter 
is an easier target but investment is focused much more on automotive uses. The Roadmap
envisions a global electricity capacity of about 10,000 GW by 2050. By comparison, the
world now annually produces about 2,000 GW of power capacity in the form of gasoline
engines alone. Thus, about every five years the automotive manufacturing industry produces
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Table 3-1. Characteristic Requirements of Fuel Cells 
for Transportation and Stationary Applications

Characteristic

5–100 kW

5,000 hours

$50–100/kW

High-voltage AC or DC

Very high

20 to 1

Very high

Very high

Intermittent

Possibly

1/10th of a second

Gasoline and diesel

Hydrogen

Transportation

2 kW–10 MW 

50,000 hours

$300–$1,000/kW

48 V DC to 220 V AC

Very high

10 to 1

Moderate

Moderate

Continuous (24/7)

Possibly

1/1000th of a second

Natural gas/propane

Hydrogen

Stationary

Maximum Power

Design Life

Cost

Electrical Output

Efficiency

Power Range

Power Density (Volume)

Specific Power (Weight)

Operation

Energy Storage

Transient Response

Short-Term Fuel

Long-Term Fuel

the equivalent of the world’s entire need for electric power capacity in 2050. It may be pos-
sible to employ fuel cell vehicles when at rest (typically about 22–23 hours per day) to meet
a portion of that grid power need; stationary fuel cells could meet much of the remainder.

Even during a transition period using fossil-derived hydrogen, fuel cells may achieve higher
“well-to-wheels” efficiencies and lower total cycle emissions than internal combustion
engines and most other conversion devices. Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells
are developing rapidly, and hold great promise for transportation as well as stationary
heat and power applications if the technological pace can be accelerated. Far more research
is necessary to develop, test feasibility, and deploy practical technology, infrastructure, and
high-value applications for fuel cells as well as other direct hydrogen uses.

Applications Challenges

The basic fuel cell limitation is the need for relatively clean and cost-effective hydrogen fuel.
Almost all of the hydrogen presently used in industrial applications is formed from natural
gas in a process known as steam reforming, which produces hydrogen from methane (CH4)
and generates CO2 that is currently vented to the atmosphere. Moreover, an energy 

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, EPRI
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reduction of as much as 30% occurs when natural gas is reformed into hydrogen, and fuel cell
power plants presently cost up to 8 times as much to build and cannot be built as large as con-
ventional power plants. If, for the next several generations, steam reformation of natural gas
(or other hydrocarbons) remains the only economical way to manufacture hydrogen, an inter-
im solution to manage the CO2 generated by hydrogen production will be needed.

Outlook for Generation Technologies in the Developing World

One of the key priorities of the Roadmap stakeholders is universal global electrification,
ideally with every world inhabitant having minimum access to at least 1,000 kWh/year.
The technology to achieve this will require low-cost, clean power generation for rural areas

of the developing world that are not con-
nected to a central power grid, as well as
modern electricity/hydrogen infrastruc-
ture for urban areas.

The electrification of the developing
world offers the opportunity for a fresh
look at designing a 21st century power
system. Systems for the developing world
are expected to rely on distributed gen-
eration for many applications. Distributed
designs may be the least costly and quick-
est way to get power to rural areas in
developing countries using readily avail-
able indigenous resources. Distributed
energy resources will also have a role in
supplying the electricity needs of urban
areas in developing countries. Note, how-

ever, that the markets for power in urban areas of the developing world dwarf the demand
in rural areas.This suggests that there will be a role for central station generation in many
developing countries that must necessarily rely on indigenous resources to control costs.

The distributed generation portfolio for developing countries is essentially the same as for
the developed world. Note that petroleum-based liquid fuels may have an advantage in rural
settings, because of the high volumetric energy density and the potential for using existing
refineries to refine crude oil into clean fuels.

Renewables will have an especially important role in developing countries. In general, tech-
nologies addressing the needs of the developed world can be adapted for use in developing
countries. Examples include solar photovoltaics, wind generation, and biomass. To use these
technologies effectively in the developing world, technology advances are needed in several
areas, such as reducing the capital and operating costs of the equipment, reducing maintenance
requirements, and improving the efficiency of end-use technologies. End-use efficiency is
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particularly important because it can lead to substantial reductions in the power require-
ments and capital cost of the generation equipment. Work is also needed to develop low-
cost storage options—batteries for the most part—to deal with the intermittency problems
of wind and solar power.

In many circumstances, power systems in developing countries will be designed to fill the
needs of single users. However, village systems will probably require some version of a
multiply connected mini-distribution grid, because simple radial distribution schemes will
be unable to handle more than one generator on a system.

End-use technologies can also be designed to meet the needs of rural settings. Direct cur-
rent end-use equipment—lights and power supplies for electronic applications—can be
connected directly to DC generators, such as PV systems and fuel cells, without the need
for AC inversion of the generator output, and conversion back to DC at the point of use.
Other considerations include the need for standardization of voltage levels, interconnection
standards, and safety measures such as cur-
rent limiters. Finally, guidelines for the initial
electrification of developing countries can
speed the process by summarizing the case
histories of other organizations and coun-
tries, recognizing that no single solution will
suffice for all applications.

Electrification of Urban Areas of
Developing Countries

In a recent comprehensive survey (2002),
the International Energy Agency concluded
that access to electric power has increased
substantially in the last decade. Currently, it
is estimated that about 1.6 billion people do
not have any access to electricity, down
from 2 billion in the early 1990s. The most
dramatic decline in the unserved population
has been in China, where incomes rose with the rapid transformation of the Chinese
economy—including rural areas hosting township and village enterprises (TVEs) that 
were among the most vibrant parts of the economy.

However, the demographics of electrification are changing as urban population increases.
Today’s rural population in developing countries is about 2.8 billion people, while perhaps 1.7
billion live in urban areas. The rural population is expected to remain approximately stable
over the next three decades, and population growth in the developing world will concen-
trate in cities as people move from the countryside. By 2050, the urban population of the
less-developed world may double. The pace of this urban shift is one of the many large
uncertainties that make projections difficult. Urbanization in the more developed world
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stands at about 76%; in the less developed world it is only about 40%, so there is enormous
potential urban migration in developing countries. The rate of migration may not be entirely
independent of electrification; anecdotal evidence suggests that people in rural areas with
access to electricity, and the opportunities it provides, experience less pressure to move to
cities to find work.

Thus, while rural electrification may stem urban growth, we will still need a technology
suite for urban electrification, especially in the case of burgeoning “megacities”—urban
population concentrations of 10 million or more. We anticipate that urban electrification
will include central station generation solutions, as well as the distributed options discussed
above. The central generation technology will focus on fossil fuels (coal, gas, and some oil)
in the near term, transitioning to low-carbon technologies (nuclear power, renewables, and
sequestration of carbon emitted by fossil fuels). Distributed generation options will be used
in the urban context, but their role will differ from that of rural applications. In cities, the
high population density will place a premium on space available to support “horizontal”
renewables, such as solar energy. Rooftop installations of photovoltaic systems will serve
niche applications, but the small rooftop area per capita will limit electricity production.
Fossil-fueled distributed generation will also play a role, but emissions of additional air pol-
lution in urban complexes may add to an already heavy burden from automobiles, home
heating, and cooking. The emerging drivers for urban electrification in the developing world
are thus seen to be broadly similar to the issues in the OECD countries.

Outlook for Technologies to Mitigate Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Addressing potential global climate impacts is becoming an urgent priority for the energy
industry and policymakers alike. This reflects the fact that atmospheric CO2 concentrations
have increased 33% over the last 200 years, and are continuing to increase. According to data
from insurance giant Munich Re, natural disasters—most of them caused by extreme weather,
such as floods, cyclones, or drought—cost more than $81 billion in 2003, up from some $70
billion in damages in 2002. Europe's 2003 heat wave was the biggest single item with $10 billion
in agricultural losses alone, while flooding in China cost that country $8 billion. Whether or not
this is related to greenhouse gases, it does draw public and political attention to the possibility.

There is no single solution to the climate change conundrum. Activities on all nodes of the
electricity value chain—from fuel extraction to power generation to end use—are con-
tributing to the buildup of CO2 and other greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere,
with a potential impact on precipitation and other important climactic factors. Addressing
today’s and tomorrow’s complex carbon issues will require a multidisciplinary carbon man-
agement strategy consisting of:

•  More efficient fossil and non-fossil generation and electricity storage options

•  Major expansion of emission-free generation

•  More efficient end-use and transportation technologies

•  Providing cost-effective generation and end-use technologies to the developing world
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Table 3-2. Different Ways to Save One Gigaton of Carbon Emissions per  Year

Technology

1,000 near zero-emission 500-MW
coal units (about 1.6x current U.S.
capacity)

3,700 sequestration sites the size of
Norway's Sliepner sequestration 
project (Sliepner is equivalent to a 
140-MW gas-fired power plant)

500 new 1,000-MW nuclear plants
(about 5x current U.S. capacity)

Doubling the efficiency of the U.S.
transportation fleet

300x current U.S. capacity

6,000x current U.S. solar 
generation

Convert a barren area >15 times the
size of Iowa's farmland to biomass

Convert a barren area >40 times the
size of Iowa's farmland to biomass

One Gigaton Carbon per Year
(Billion Tons C per Year)

Economic Viability, Regulatory
Approval, Social Acceptance 
(sequestration)

Economic Viability, Regulatory
Approval, Social Acceptance

Economic and Social Viability

Point of Diminishing Return Is
Reached Without Lifestyle Change

Geographic Limitations, Storage

Economic Viability, Geographic
Limitations, Storage

Land-Use Changes and Biotech
Concerns

Land-Use Changes

Major Issues

Near Zero-Emitting Coal Plants

Sequestration

Nuclear

Automotive Efficiency

Wind

Solar

Biomass Fuels from Plantations

Storage in New Forest

•  New carbon capture and storage technology

•  Advances in utilization of biomass fuels

These technologies are discussed elsewhere in the Roadmap. Here, we focus on the issues
surrounding the implementation of a portfolio of technologies that would produce the
desired reduction in GHG emissions at a (relatively) low cost.

Table 3-2 illustrates the magnitude of the challenge of reducing GHGs.The table summarizes
a variety of carbon management solutions, including low- and zero-carbon power generation
technologies and carbon sequestration opportunities, and how each solution could be used
to reduce carbon emissions by one gigaton per year (which represents about 15% of cur-
rent annual CO2 production). Any one of these technologies would require an extensive
infrastructure development effort followed by a costly deployment to even approach the
scale of the “one-gigaton” solutions described in the table. For example, the cost of 1,000
advanced coal plants could easily exceed $500 billion, and the costs of other advanced
options are not even estimable.
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The Roadmap recommends a two-step
approach to reducing carbon emissions that
involves: (1) pursuing a balanced portfolio of
generation and carbon removal options, with
the goal of reducing costs, and (2) actively
seeking novel “game changing” technologies
with the potential for high efficiency and the
low-cost replacement of the current carbon-
based energy system.

Conclusion

Redesigning the global power infrastructure
will involve developing flexible and highly
efficient generation options, the smart
power delivery system, and energy-efficient
end-use technologies. At each stage in the
process, industry stakeholders will address

the economic, environmental, and societal impacts of every business decision. The decision
process will become easier as new and better technologies become available, and as better
science enables better-informed business and policy decisions. The transformation of the
power system will also likely mark the end of the 20th century cost-based commodity busi-
ness model of the utility industry.

As the commodity orientation disappears, it will be replaced by a series of value-added
innovative products and services keyed to consumer needs and expectations. The increase
in functionality and consumer control provided by these new products will more than com-
pensate for the higher cost of the underlying commodity. The power system will begin to
resemble the telecommunications industry, now dominated by innovations such as mobile
wireless phones and computers, phones that double as digital cameras, and phones that
incorporate global positioning systems. Power system analogs may include superior power
quality, microgrids, rapid outage mitigation, high-efficiency end-use technologies, and various
forms of environmentally preferred power options.

The opportunities for technology development to create these new products and services
vary widely across the range of industry functions. Generation technologies involve the
design, construction, commercialization, and operation of advanced coal, gas, nuclear, and
renewable plants. Likewise, building the smart power delivery system will involve architec-
tural design, demonstration, construction, and commercialization. The high cost and finan-
cial/technical risk of large power infrastructure projects favor risk sharing among industry
and public stakeholders. Collaborative efforts and formation of consortia for technology
development and funding will facilitate such projects. The work under way in the Consortium
for Electric Infrastructure to Support a Digital Society (CEIDS), for example, addresses the
need to start now to develop and deploy the smart power system of the future.

Significant Technology Advances Are Needed
to Minimize CO2 Emissions
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VISION 2025—ENHANCING THE VALUE
OF THE POWER SYSTEM

Roadmap stakeholders determined that maintaining
real wages and quality of life in the face of demo-

graphic change will require a sustained increase in produc-
tivity over the next several decades. Further, improving
the efficiency, reliability, and quality of the power system is
one of the key technology investments capable of enabling
this needed productivity improvement.

In its current vulnerable state, the U.S. electricity supply
system is in need of modernization, not just expansion.
Moreover, because many of the technologies necessary
for upgrading the power system are in their infancy (or
on the drawing board), the process of developing these
technologies must begin now. Without a sustained effort
to create a new power infrastructure, we will be con-
signed to a future with an inadequate energy system, and
sub-optimal economic growth and societal opportunity.

This chapter describes the productivity challenge that the nation will face in the 21st century
as we try to cope with an aging population in the developed world and the urgent need
for electrification in the developing world. It describes the current status of the power
system and future system requirements, summarizes the payoff to society of implementing
the 21st century transformation, and concludes by highlighting opportunities for sustained
electricity-enabled improvement in worker productivity in tomorrow’s digital society.

Requirements for 2025

Technological change in electricity usage is proceeding very rapidly. In 1980, there were
only about two million personal computers in use in the U.S. Although the potential for
the PC to improve productivity was anticipated at the time, few foresaw the proliferation
of “smart” devices and the demands they place on today’s electricity infrastructure.
According to Gartner Dataquest, the world’s one billionth PC was purchased in April

4

The value of transforming the power
delivery infrastructure goes well beyond
the opportunities it opens for the U.S. elec-

tricity sector. In fact, its greatest value arises

from the opportunities it opens for society 

as a whole. A transformed electricity infra-

structure will enable U.S. productivity growth

rates to increase substantially, improve energy

efficiency and resource utilization, and gener-

ate substantial additional wealth to meet the

growing environmental requirements of the

21st century, as well as the needs of an aging

population. By 2025, a transformed electricity/

information infrastructure could, for example,

generate as much as $3 trillion dollars a year

in additional GDP for the U.S. economy.

C H A P T E R
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2002. Moreover, for every microprocessor
inside a computer, there are 30 more in stand-
alone applications. Moore’s Law embodies the
growing calculating power and declining cost of
these microchips. Continuing this trend toward
greater power and speed will require improve-
ments in the chip-making process, which, in
turn, will rely in part on improvements in the
reliability and quality of the electricity supply.

Similarly, few anticipated the growth of the
Internet. Until the recent economic downturn
starting in about 2001, traffic on the Internet
had been doubling every three months, and 
is projected to resume rapid growth as the
economy recovers. Today, nearly every com-
pany and organization in the U.S. has a Web
site, and Internet data centers with electric

loads of tens to hundreds of megawatts have appeared in most urban centers. The result
has been the burgeoning digitization of society, with an attendant rise in the demand for
high-reliability, high-quality power to keep all these computers and embedded processors
operating smoothly.

Looking ahead toward 2025, some of the key opportunities that will serve to reshape the
electricity enterprise include:

•  The rise of a universal digital economy with networked microprocessors in everything
from household appliances to machine tools, and Internet communications connecting
them in real time

•  Increased productivity growth at the rate of at least 3% per year in the U.S. economy,
afforded by a combination of embedded microprocessor and networked intelligence,
and taking advantage of the increased functionality of the smart power grid

•  Evolution of competitive electricity markets, marked by the entry of new players at
both the wholesale and retail levels, real-time pricing for consumers, and an explosion
of commercial transactions

•  Expansion of consumer choice, with universal access to lower-cost and lower-emission
power, alternative electricity providers, enhanced levels of reliability, and a variety of
new energy services

•  Proliferation of small electricity generation and storage devices throughout the power
system, including at residential locations

•  Conversion of increasing public concern for environmental protection into effective
emissions reductions and generation efficiency improvements by electricity companies

Moore's Law—How Much More?
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processing power have
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the International
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foundation for future

leaps in computing

capacity.
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A common theme uniting these trends is the growing
power of the consumer, who must be engaged as a partner
rather than as a captive of the electricity supply system.
Advances in computing will increasingly serve to distribute
intelligence and market power into the hands of the end
user. The architecture of the future electricity system,
therefore, must accommodate consumers responding to
both real-time price signals and a myriad of service options.
The change will be sweeping.

The Productivity Challenge

The continued prosperity and welfare of the nation
depends on accelerated economic growth that keeps pace
with the demands of the major demographic change underway. Within 30 years, the U.S.
dependency ratio (non-working to working population) will increase by 75%. Under business-
as-usual projections, this demographic change will require an increase in federal outlays for
the human resources portion of the federal budget from 12% of Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) to 18%—a percentage equal to the total federal budget today. Even assuming no
percentage increases in other budget categories, such as defense, this spending alone would
require a 40% increase in taxes and result in a higher fraction of GDP devoted to the federal
budget than at any time since the peak of  World War II. This underscores the importance of
accelerating productivity growth to stimulate economic growth. In constant 2000 dollars, this
will mean sustaining a national productivity growth rate of
at least 3% per year over this period and beyond (assuming
that GDP growth rate equals productivity growth rate plus
workforce growth rate). This rate of growth was achieved
during the latter half of the 1990s, but it is nearly twice the
rate achieved over the period of 1970 to 1995.

The key to the accelerated productivity growth achieved in
the latter half of the last decade appears to have been the
rapidly expanding use of digital information and communica-
tions technologies (IT). Their advantage is reflected in labor
productivity, capital deepening, and total factor productivity
(TFP) gains. The productivity advantage achieved through 
IT is most dramatic in liberalized markets where network
improvements in information and communication can signifi-
cantly enhance operational efficiency, expedite the matching of consumers and suppliers, and
more closely align job requirements and worker skills. These advantages are applicable to
all markets—product, capital, and labor, and are roughly proportional to the square of the

Federal Revenues & Outlays, 1950–2030
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applications for IT.



number of network nodes that can be instantaneously linked1. The diffusion of these IT
advantages is, however, still in its infancy relative to the fraction of the potential markets
engaged. This suggests that the economy has only scratched the surface in terms of exploiting
the longer-run productivity gains that are likely to result from the creative use of digital IT.

Dale Jorgenson and others note that knowl-
edge workers are using computers not just to
do old tasks more quickly, but also to perform
unique and previously unimagined functions2.
Given this recent experience, it is important
to assess whether these high productivity levels
are sustainable. It’s also important to recognize
that high power quality and reliability are
emerging as critically important adjuncts to
sustaining the chip and information technology
industries.

The 1% loss in GDP currently ascribed to
power disruptions described later in this 
chapter offers a near-term incentive to
improve productivity. Success in developing
and deploying the technology of an enhanced

electricity infrastructure could conceivably support sustained GDP growth of 4% per year
(as compared to the 3.5% projection by the Energy Information Administration) by remov-
ing the losses from power disruptions, as well as lifting the brake on future growth of the
digital economy3. In particular, the two-way flow of communication and power through an
“energy/information portal” would allow faster and deeper penetration of productivity-
enhancing digital technology in all sectors of the economy.

Infrastructure Implications

Despite the promise of digital technology for boosting U.S. productivity growth rates, it
remains a “thoroughbred technology,” given its speed and fragility. It is highly sensitive to
even the slightest disruption in power (an outage of much less than a single cycle can shut
down a digitally controlled industrial process and lead to idled workers, loss of product, and
equipment damage). Commercial and industrial processes are also vulnerable to variations
in power quality due to transients, harmonics, and voltage sags. “Digital quality power,” with
sufficient reliability and quality to serve these growing digital loads, now represents less
than 10% of total electrical load in the U.S. It is expected to reach 30% by 2020 under
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As the economy

depends more and

more on digital

devices, demand for

high-quality power

will grow.

1Kevin Kelly, New Rules for the New Economy, Penguin Books, 1998. 
2Dale Jorgenson, “Economic Growth in the Information Age,” October 12, 2002.
3Annual Energy Outlook 2004 with Projections to 2025, U.S. Department of Energy,
DOE/EIA-0383, January 2004.
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business-as-usual conditions, and as much as 50% under
optimum conditions where the power system is revital-
ized with new all-electronic controls. (See Figure 4-4.)

Recent data suggest that productivity improvements
and better quality products made with new, high-tech
manufacturing processes have added as much as 
$1 trillion to the U.S. economy over the last five years4.
These gains are due in part to the value that digital con-
trol of the manufacturing processes delivers by enabling
improved productivity, labor cost savings, and flat pricing
of durable goods. The sophistication of information
technology applications in manufacturing is growing.
The continuation of this trend, combined with the higher
reliability for electricity demanded by these technologies,
makes a compelling case for research, development, and demonstration of technologies to
improve the security, quality, reliability, and availability (SQRA) of the power system.

In contrast, the electricity supply infrastructure has changed very little, and is making
almost no provision to meet the needs of the digital economy. In fact, infrastructure 
investment has reached new lows. Capital expenditures by U.S. electricity providers were
only about 12% of revenues during the 1990s, less than
one half of historic minimum levels, and even below the
level reached only briefly during the Depression. In par-
ticular, the delivery system is not keeping up with the
demands of digital technology. The transmission and
distribution systems were designed for the industrial
era of the 1950s and 1960s, when mechanical switching
and radial network design were adequate. Annual
investment in the transmission system has been cut in
half since 1975. Despite increased demands placed on
the system, capital expenditure plans announced by
utility companies suggest that the under-funding trend
is continuing.

On the generation side of the equation (as shown in
Figure 4-5), depreciation expenses have exceeded con-
struction expenses in recent years. Since depreciation is the process by which a company
gradually records the loss in value of fixed assets, the chart shows that the industry is now
generally in a “harvest the assets” mode rather than an “invest in the future of the busi-
ness” mode. An exception is the “blip” in capital expenditure resulting from investment in

Construction Expenditures 
and Depreciation/Amortization 

Expense for Investor-Owned Utilities
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unregulated generating plants over the past few years. This trend has reversed itself since
reaching a peak in 2001 as plants were rushed into operation to respond to the opening of
the wholesale power market.

Since that time, the downturn in the economy has led many generating companies to post-
pone or cancel new plant orders, and the industry now faces an oversupply of generation
capacity. This boom/bust pattern may continue to plague future generating planning efforts
in the absence of an integrated approach to power system management. One concern is that
a large gap may open between the economy and the infrastructure that supports it. Without
substantial investment, the electricity supply system will almost certainly become a drag on
future U.S. productivity growth rates. Figure 4-6 shows the decline in capital investment
following the peak in the early 1970s leading up to the unregulated generation investment
blip. Except for this blip, investments as a percentage of revenues have declined continuously
since 1970. The extension of the graph to 2025 is an assessment of the increased investment

rate needed to rebuild and modernize the
power system.

Signposts of Trouble

There are already signposts of trouble. The
power supply system is growing increasingly
vulnerable. In some parts of the country,
electricity consumers already suffer from 
inadequate generation, poor power quality,
or transmission congestion during periods of 
high demand. This process is often exacerbated
by the historically low patterns of investment 
in infrastructure. Power interferences and 
disturbances can sometimes lead to economic
impacts that cascade through the value chain,
leading to losses sustained by industrial cus-
tomers and their suppliers alike. Although 
the losses to consumers are large and varied,

there have been very little data to document and quantify the current situation compre-
hensively. Most traditional estimates begin and end with the momentary impact at the
point of disturbance.

However, more accurate estimates indicate that the losses go well beyond the immediate
point of impact. For example, a nearly imperceptible one-second sag in voltage in one of
the microprocessors running a paint gun in an auto plant could destroy the finish on one or
more cars, and disrupt part of the assembly process. Similarly, a momentary disturbance at
a semiconductor-fabrication plant producing microprocessors could ruin an entire 30-hour
batch, and possibly the equipment itself.
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Further, in the tightly integrated supply lines typical of today’s just-in-time production, a small
disruption can cascade both upstream and downstream to hundreds of local suppliers, com-
pounding the economic loss. In general, economic loss can include downtime, loss of raw
material, damaged product, damaged equipment, disruption of supply chains, and even bank-
ruptcy. In a few industries, such as information technology and financial services, the concerns
over power reliability have now become “bet-the-company” investment decisions. At one new
financial data center in Connecticut, for example, the cost of power conditioning accounted for
nearly two thirds of the cost of the entire facility. A similar ratio of power conditioning to total
facility cost (68%) was found at a new Internet facility in Miami. These are anecdotal figures, but
they do point to the fact that the need for, and value of, high-quality electric power has risen
dramatically in the last few years.

To better understand the economic loss from power reliability and power quality problems of
all types, EPRI extensively surveyed some key industries in 2000 and extrapolated the results
(see the sidebar on “Estimating the Costs of Power Disturbances”). The survey results showed
that outage costs were substantially higher than historic estimates, and the subsequent analyses
indicated that the aggregate economic loss to the nation has climbed to more than $100 billion
per year, or more than 1% of U.S. GDP. These results certainly warrant further confirmation,
but they are not out of line with the literally total reliance of business, industry, and commerce
on electricity, and the demands of the rapidly expanding digital revolution.

The costs of these power disturbances are parasitic in nature, and go largely unreported.
They are passed on by businesses of all types to consumers in the cost of goods and services.
Such costs are almost certain to climb in the years ahead unless action is taken to improve
power reliability and quality.

There are other troubling signs of problems with the current power infrastructure. Serious
incidents reflecting constrained capacity, often accompanied by price spiking and questionable
financial dealings, have occurred in seven of the last eight years. These problems have affected
the Midwest, California, and, most recently, the Northeast. Most observers conclude that the
problems experienced during the last two years would have been even worse had it not been
for the economic downturn and resulting drop in electricity demand.

Other problems arise from the threat of terrorist acts and sabotage that would compromise
the security of the power system. The electricity system is a large and inviting target, and dis-
ruption of the grid would cause loss of human life and losses to society and the economy that
extend far beyond the power system itself.

A final area of grid vulnerability is its growing inability to support the needs of competitive
markets for electricity and related products and services. A massive transformation is needed
to provide the grid with the policies, protocols, and technologies needed to support markets.
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Estimating the Costs of Power Disturbances

Data on the economic impact of power outages and disturbances are difficult to obtain. In nearly

all cases, costs are passed on to the customer, who neither sees them nor understands their

impact. To obtain more reliable information on these costs, EPRI conducted a survey of 985

firms in three sectors of the economy with high sensitivity to power reliability. The firms 

surveyed were in the digital economy sector (data storage, financial and online services, etc.),

the continuous process manufacturing sector, and the fabrication and essential services sector.

The detailed survey asked respondents to estimate their costs arising from a series of power-

quality and reliability events, based upon their recent experience. Data were collected and

analyzed using the methods described below. 

The estimated annual losses totaled $52 billion for the three sectors surveyed. Out of a total of

12 million business establishments in the U.S., about 2 million, or 17%, are represented by these

three sectors. The average loss per business was estimated at $26,700 per year. Next, the

researchers estimated the losses for sectors that they did not survey. They used two bounding

assumptions to reflect the fact that the non-surveyed businesses would have a lower sensitivity

to power outages than the surveyed sectors. In the first case, they assumed that the non-

surveyed establishments suffered half the loss of the surveyed establishments. In numerical

terms, the resulting average loss per establishment was $13,350/year for each of 10 million

firms. In this case, the total economic loss was estimated at $133.5 billion for the non-surveyed

firms, plus $52 billion for the surveyed businesses, for a total of $186 billion. In the second

case, the loss per establishment for non-surveyed companies was assumed to be one quarter of

the loss for surveyed companies. This leads to an estimated total economic loss of $120 billion.

Alternative approaches were also used to estimate losses for non-surveyed firms by looking at

average revenues. This method assumes that the larger companies in the three surveyed sectors

would experience greater losses than smaller companies (on average) in the non-surveyed 

sectors. The three sectors surveyed constitute about 40% of GDP, or $4 trillion per year (U.S.

GDP is approximately $10 trillion per year). Since there are 2 million such establishments, the

average revenue per company is about $2 million per year. With economic losses estimated at

$26,700 per company, losses in the surveyed sector equal roughly 1.3% of revenues. For the

establishments not surveyed, the share of GDP is 60%. So the average revenue per company is $6

trillion divided by 10 million companies = $600,000 per company. For the case in which the losses

at the non-surveyed companies are assumed to be one quarter of the losses at the surveyed com-

panies, the loss per company is $6,700, divided by the average revenue of $600,000, or 1.1% of

revenue. The loss estimates are again in the range of 1% of GDP, or $100 billion per year.

Finally, the researchers estimated the effect of scaling the losses by the GDP contribution of

the sectors. This is what several reviewers of this analysis had suggested. In this case, the losses

are $72 billion if the sensitivity of non-surveyed establishments is one quarter of surveyed

establishments and $91 billion if the sensitivity is one half. All of the analytical methods and

continued on next page
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Short-Term and Long-Term Responses

Responses to the growing need for improved power quality are both short term and long
term. Many of the short-term responses lie on the consumer’s side of the meter, where
businesses with the need for “perfect power,” such as financial institutions and high-tech
manufacturing, will be able to gain higher levels of reliability through the use of redundant
power supply and power conditioning systems. The demand for uninterruptible power sup-
plies on or close to the consumer premises is growing rapidly, and some high-tech firms
and industrial parks have begun to plan for their own microgrids—small islands of digital
quality power in a sea of traditional power.

Some short-term solutions, however, are upstream of the meter. Activities such as improving
maintenance practices, monitoring the “health” of critical equipment, and better prepara-
tions for outage recovery can materially reduce productivity losses. One reason that these
and other fixes have not been implemented on a wide scale is the mismatch between who
gains and who pays—in this case the electricity end user realizes the benefits, while the

Continued

assumptions lead to economic losses that are in the ballpark of $100 billion per year, validating

the thesis that the losses due to U.S. power system disturbances are much higher than expected,

and have become the source of a significant loss to the U.S. economy. The loss represents an

additional cost of about 50 cents for every dollar spent for electricity.

Technologies are now available that can reduce the frequency of disturbances and the damage

they cause. Implementing these technologies over the next two decades should conservatively

reduce outage costs by 50% to 80%. However, failure to take action will result in further

degradation of power system reliability, leading to an increase in costs, perhaps by as much as

an additional $200 billion per year over a ten-year period.

In addition to the direct costs of disturbances, some high-technology and information-based

companies need essentially “perfect power.” Increasingly, these companies are installing on-site

equipment to meet their specialized needs. In a growing number of cases, the cost of installing

power conditioning equipment in buildings has begun to dominate the cost of construction. So

far, only anecdotal data are available to support this apparent trend. However, it’s important

to note that these preventive costs are not included in the estimated costs of disturbances.

The uncertainty associated with these analyses is high, and better data and synthesis are needed

to quantify the value of a transformed power sector. Therefore, EPRI is encouraging further

research into the cost of power outages. Comprehensive assessments will require that

researchers go into the field to get closer to the reality of how the costs of power disturbances

emanate from the source. Refined estimates of the source and magnitude of power system 

losses will prove valuable as a means of determining how best to improve power system 

reliability and quality.
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distribution company incurs the costs through increasingly uncertain returns on investment
and rate freezes. Moreover, the costs of unreliability are usually internalized by the com-
mercial end user, who passes the costs on to its consumers—a mechanism typically not
available to the distribution companies. Some industry stakeholders believe that, as aware-
ness of the problem and the potential investment benefits grows, cost recovery will be
more certain.

In the longer term, it is crucial that the supporting power supply infrastructure be able to
keep pace with the growing digitization of the economy. The rigor and pace of global com-
petition now impacting virtually every business in the U.S. are major drivers in the move to
digitally controlled electricity use. It is hard to imagine any major industrial process, manufac-
turing facility, or commercial business in 2020 that would not be fully utilizing digital control
with interactive links to its consumers through the “energy web.”  As described in Wired (July
2001), the energy web will become a national system in which “every node in the power
network is awake, responsive, adaptive, price-smart, eco-sensitive, real-time, flexible, and
interconnected with everything else.”

Vision of a More Productive U.S. Electricity System

Table 4-1 summarizes two potential futures for the power system in the year 2025. The
Enhanced Productivity Case (right-hand column) illustrates the potential gains enabled in
part by the transformation of the electricity infrastructure. It reflects analysis performed
by EPRI and other organizations, including recently published reports by the Energy Future
Coalition (Challenge and Opportunity: Creating a New Energy Future) and EPRI (Electricity
Sector Framework for the Future: Achieving the 21st Century Transformation). The Enhanced
Productivity Case is compared with a Reference Case derived mostly from the projections
of the U.S. DOE Energy Information Administration5. Relative to the Reference Case, the
Enhanced Productivity Case shows improvements in the electricity intensity of economic
activity, supply and end-use efficiencies, reduced CO2 emissions, and the performance of the
energy delivery system.

It is important to note that the Enhanced Productivity Case is not a forecast in the tradi-
tional sense. Instead, this scenario is a set of challenging yet achievable “stretch goals” made
possible by an enhanced electricity infrastructure. They reflect the opportunities afforded
by accelerating the fundamental technological changes underway in the U.S. economy and
the power system. Achieving these goals will require breakthroughs in a sweeping set of
electricity technologies as outlined in Chapter 3. These technologies will improve the
functionality of the power system for both grid and off-grid applications.

5Annual Energy Outlook 2004 with Projections to 2025, U.S. Department of Energy, DOE/EIA-0383
January 2004. 
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Table 4-1. Potential Benefits of the Enhanced Productivity Case

Electricity Consumption (Billion kWh)

Delivered Electricity Intensity
(kWh/$GDP)

% Demand Reduction Response at Peak

% Load Requiring Digital Quality Power

3,800

0.40

6%

<10%

5,800

0.28

15%

30%

10–15% reduction

29% reduction

66% increase

66% increase

Baseline6 Reference
Case

Enhanced
Productivity

Case

4,900–5,2007

0.20

25%

50%

Improvement of
Enhanced Productivity
Over Reference Case

Demand Characteristics

% Distributed Generation (<20 MW/Unit)

Installed Capacity (Gigawatts)

Carbon Dioxide Emissions from 
Electricity Generation 
(Million Metric Tons of C)

7%

820

607

15%

1200

900

70% increase

17% reduction

20% reduction

25%

1000

720

Generation

Miles of Lines >230 kV

Transmission Density (MW/Mile)

Transmission Reliability

156,000

4.84

4-nines

200,000

4.6

<4-nines

10% reduction

22% increase

NA

180,000

5.6

5-nines

Transmission

Productivity Growth Rate (%/Year)

GDP Growth Rate9 (%/Year)

Real GDP ($ Billion 1996)

Cost of Power Disturbances to
Businesses ($ Billion 1996)

2.98

4.2

9,400

100

2.5

3.5

20,700

200

28% increase

20% increase

17% increase

90% reduction

3.2

4.2

24,300

20

Economic Growth

6The baseline specifications are primarily based on DOE/EIA projections and largely represent extrapolations of current trends.
7Assumes an average capacity factor of 57%, including DER.
8Based on average annual productivity growth, 1995–2000. Labor input is 1.3%. (Data from Jorgenson)
9Labor input is assumed to be 1.0% for both the Reference Case and the Enhanced Productivity Case.
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The Productivity Payoff

The value of the productivity transformation, summarized in Table 4-1, derives from several
specific elements. First, the growth in electricity consumption is lower in the Enhanced
Productivity Case (1.1% per year versus 1.9% in the Reference Case) and the electricity
intensity is 30% lower. These improvements suggest that energy efficiency is increasing as
well as worker efficiency. Moreover, these efficiencies have the potential for reducing car-
bon dioxide emissions by 20%.

The transformed power system described in Chapter 3 will also provide the basis for
greater efficiency and productivity. A smart grid coupled to an automated distribution sys-
tem can reduce the requirement for added transmission capacity from 44,000 miles of line
greater than 230 kW to 24,000 miles. Transmission density will also increase through better
utilization of existing equipment and right-of-way. These improvements are achievable
because of the prospect for increasing distributed energy resources. Increasing DER will
reduce the requirement for central generation additions, and it can improve reliability and
reduce transmission congestion.

These are much more ambitious goals for
economic savings from electricity usage than
are typically forecasted or advocated today.
However, similar instances of sharp reductions
in energy intensity have occurred in the past
both for total energy and for electricity. U.S.
energy intensity declined by this same fraction
from 1973 to 1999. In addition, since the oil
embargo of 1973, the U.S. has gained nearly
three times the energy from efficiency savings
as it has from the net expansion of all domestic
supplies combined. Moreover, the electricity
intensity targets of the Enhanced Productivity
Case would allow the U.S. to achieve the energy
efficiency levels of Japan and Germany, which
have the lowest electricity intensities in the
developed world.

Figure 4-8 summarizes the economic payoff of rapidly developing and deploying the tech-
nology of the “21st Century Transformation” (described in the EPRI report Electricity Sector
Framework for the Future, available at epri.com), one that is fully capable of supporting
the demands of the digital society and economy. In this enhanced scenario, productivity
growth rates are higher and the economy expands more rapidly, while energy intensity and
carbon emissions are substantially reduced.
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Enhancing Productivity Yields GDP Gains

Source: EPRI
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In the Enhanced Productivity Case, the GDP growth rate is sustained at 4.2% per annum,
consistent with the level attained during the economic boom of the latter half of the
1990s. The higher GDP growth rate will be sustainable in the future if there is continued
growth in worker productivity, enabled by the highly reliable digital power infrastructure.
The transformed power system will help workers perform existing and completely new
functions quickly, accurately, and efficiently. When corrected for workforce growth, pro-
ductivity in the Enhanced Productivity Case will increase by 3.2% per year. In this sense,
transformed power reliability and quality become enabling agents—they are necessary for
unleashing and streamlining the digital economy. The payoff from this economic progress
is the potential for creating about $3 trillion per year in additional GDP that would be
available to both the private and public sectors by 2025.

An additional critical issue is the security of the power system. It is clear that national
security would benefit from the improved electricity infrastructure envisioned in the 
21st century transformation. A more reliable,
smart, adaptive, and efficient electricity system
that is better able to meet the demands of a
digital economy would certainly contribute to
national energy system security. Given the
essential nature of electricity service to the
nation’s economy and welfare, any significant
interruption could be disastrous. While infra-
structure security is critically important, its
value is not readily quantifiable. Uncertainties
surrounding the business model for enhancing
security (public sector financing versus market-
based approaches, for example) further con-
tribute to the difficulties in enabling security
improvements today.

The Reliability Payoff

The current annual domestic reliability loss of approximately $100 billion (see sidebar
“Estimating the Costs of Power Disturbances”) may be only the start of a longer-term
trend. Figure 4-9 shows that in a worst-case scenario, losses could reach as much as $300
billion per year by 2015. (The “worst case” assumes the cost of poor reliability will grow
in proportion to annual growth in electricity consumption.) In reality, there is considerable
uncertainty regarding future reliability losses, but it’s clear that these losses will be linked
to the growth in high power quality applications anticipated in the 21st century. The lower
Roadmap payoff curve shows the cost reduction achievable by eliminating roughly 80% of
the current reliability losses. The reduction in losses is enabled by large-sale implementa-
tion of the self-healing power system. (See Chapter 3 for a description of the technology
elements of the self-healing grid.)  As Figure 4-9 indicates, the benefits of a modern power

Roadmap R&D Delivers a Significant Payoff
in Terms of Improved Power System Reliability
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infrastructure will be phased in over the next 25 years as the new technology elements are
introduced. The shaded area indicates the total benefit of improving reliability.

Figure 4-9 also suggests that the improvement in reliability over the next 10 years may be
as much as $10 billion per year as the industry implements current off-the-shelf solutions.
The rate of increase in reliability may be smaller in the out years because further improve-
ments will require technology advancements not yet in hand.

Implementing initiatives to improve reliability will require an improved understanding among
all industry stakeholders on critical issues such as who will gain from and pay for an improved
power infrastructure, how to create incentives for making the necessary investments, and
how to manage and reduce the risk of investing in the power system. As noted above, there
are currently some questions surrounding these and other reliability issues. The Roadmap
can help prioritize the issues, and highlight the large benefit to cost ratio of improving reliability.

Conclusion

Electricity has had a long history of stimulating and sustaining economic growth and improv-
ing the efficiencies of all factors of production. This is particularly true for the productivity
of labor and energy. Now, the smart grid and the energy/information portal will drive a new
wave of productivity growth. Combined with the development of advanced end-use electro-
technologies, the 21st century transformation of the electricity sector will introduce new
efficiencies into the use of energy, labor, and capital for industry, business, and homes.

Improving worker productivity is particularly important as we look toward the demographic
challenges of the new century. Although the effects of declining birthrates combined with
aging populations are currently less pronounced in developed countries with large immi-
grant populations—such as the U.S., Canada, and Australia—the growing societal needs of 
an aging population will ultimately affect all countries, developed and developing. Worker
productivity will have to increase substantially to meet the social costs of a growing
retired population.

The vision of the 21st century transformation will be critically important to boosting pro-
ductivity growth rates, and enabling trillions of dollars per year of additional revenue for
use by both the private and public sectors. Most industry stakeholders have found the
potential payoff of this vision sufficiently compelling to warrant concerted public/private
collaboration and commitment to make it happen.
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VISION 2050—UNIVERSAL GLOBAL
ELECTRIFICATION

The 250 years from 1800 to 2050 will be remem-
bered as a period of intense technological expan-

sion that fundamentally increased humankind’s ability to
harness energy. The technological advances of this era
will have enabled modern economies to flourish and 
the human population to grow rapidly. In fact, over this
period, human population will have increased tenfold,
from less than one billion to about 9 billion. (See Figure
5-1.)  However, as of today, the world has not yet reached
an equilibrium point in terms of population, energy, or
environment that can be called “sustainable.”  About one
quarter of the human race lives today without access to
modern energy services, such as electricity. This energy
gap tends to be greatest in those regions where popula-
tion is growing most rapidly—the very regions where improved access to modern energy
services would offer the greatest benefits. This chapter considers options for improving
access to affordable and reliable electricity while protecting environmental resources for
future generations.

Defining Sustainability

Because the term “sustainability” is often abused, it needs clarification to serve as an over-
arching global goal. The United Nations Commission on Environment and Development,
the so-called “Bruntland Commission,” first brought the sustainability issue to the world
stage in 1987. The Commission defined sustainable development as growth that meets the
needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their needs. In the context of the Roadmap, a somewhat stronger formulation seems
more appropriate. For our purposes, sustainability refers to the balancing of human
activity with the earth’s resources such that the opportunity for maximum well-being
can be maintained universally and indefinitely. Throughout history, the essential balancing
agent at any given time has been the science and technology used to extract and harness
energy from nature. Therefore, this Roadmap focuses on science and technology, and this

5

The developed world has reached a critical point

at which its future economic, environmental,

and social health depends upon increasing the

rest of the world’s access to clean, cost-effective

energy. This is the crux of the sustainability

challenge of the 21st century. Improving access

to electricity must play a central role in manag-

ing sustainable growth because:

•  Electricity allows for diversity in primary
energy supply, yet is an intrinsically clean
energy carrier.

•  Electric services enable the modern tech-
nological innovation essential to human
opportunity.

C H A P T E R
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chapter examines how to ensure that all the world’s
population—the expected 9 billion in 2050—can reap
the benefits of opportunity that are essential to achiev-
ing true global sustainability.

Connecting Energy, Population, and the

Modern Economy

Prior to the advent of agriculture, the human popula-
tion of the world had stabilized at a level of about 10
million, constrained by the total per capita energy
available from biomass of less than 3,000 Calories 
(13 megajoules) per day. About 10,000 years ago, the
Agrarian Revolution harnessed biomass and animal
power to raise per capita energy consumption needed

for the emergence of cities and civilization to about 10,000 Calories (42 megajoules) per
day, which, in turn, enabled the global human population to approach one billion by the end
of this era. The resulting population of Western Europe ultimately reached 40–60 persons
per km2, a density about 100 times greater than that of the Neolithic hunter-gatherers.

With the onset of the Industrial Revolution, humankind’s ability to extract and use energy
from nature once again dramatically increased. Whereas biomass and animal power fueled

the agrarian boom, fossil fuels powered the Industrial
Revolution and the modern societies that grew out of it.
Their widespread availability allowed the human popula-
tion to expand by an order of magnitude—an expansion
that continues today—with impacts on nature and on
societies worldwide still unfolding.

The emergence of a modern society currently requires
at least 50,000 Calories (210 megajoules) of primary
energy per capita per day. (See Figure 5-2.)  Although
the advanced industrial economies already operate at
much higher levels—typically about 100,000 Calories
(420 megajoules) per person—the rest of the world 
is still typically at lower levels of energy access, often
at the levels of earlier agrarian economies. This pro-
duces an unsustainable mismatch between energy
access and population density.
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Improving Efficiency Along the Energy Supply Chain

As societies strive to improve access to modern energy
services, they must also find ways to make the energy
system more efficient. The efficiency of the full energy
supply chain (extraction, conversion, delivery, and con-
sumption) has only reached about 5%; therefore, large
opportunities for improving efficiency remain at every
stage in this chain. For example, using today’s energy
sources and technology, achieving universal supply of at
least 50,000 Calories (210 megajoules) per day per capi-
ta by 2050 would approximately triple the current global
rate of energy consumption. Fortunately, realizing tech-
nological advancements that are now visible through-
out the energy supply chain could reduce the 50,000
Calories (210 megajoules) per day threshold by 2050 to
as little as 30,000 Calories (125 megajoules) per day with no loss in economic productivity
or quality of life potential. The efficiency of electricity generation, for example, now typi-
cally in the 30% range, could easily reach, on average, 50–60% by 2050. Further, the emer-
gence of low wattage lighting and appliances aimed at the developing world suggests rapid
technological progress in household energy efficiency. Even the automobile is on the thresh-
old of transformative change.

Electrifying the World

As a practical matter, electricity must form the back-
bone for the transition to a globally sustainable energy
system and the modernization process it enables.
Electricity’s ability to transform the broad array of raw
energy and other natural resources efficiently and pre-
cisely into useful goods and services, irrespective of
scale, distinguishes it from all other energy forms.
Electricity also serves as the unique energy prime
mover enabling technical innovation and productivity
growth—the lifeblood of a modern society. One need
look no further than rural North America in the 1920s
and 1930s—regions that were transformed from eco-
nomic backwaters through active rural electrification
programs—to see the importance of electrification as
the precursor to economic opportunity and well-being.
Further, as electricity’s share of “final energy” in the U.S. increased from 7% in 1950 to nearly
20% today, the energy required per unit of GDP dropped by one third. Such important
achievements, which occurred throughout the industrialized world, remain elusive in the least
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developed world regions. Over the last 25 years, about
1.3 billion people have been connected to electric ser-
vice, but even this achievement has not kept pace with
global population growth. Today, the International
Energy Agency estimates that 1.6 billion people lack
access to electricity. To keep pace with the world’s
growing population, electrification must reach at least an
additional 100 million people per year for at least the
next 50 years. This is about twice the current rate of
global electrification.

Setting Electrification Goals

Equally important as universal access to electricity is
assuring adequate levels of electric service for those
who have access. This Roadmap establishes 1,000 kWh

per person per year as a benchmark goal for minimum electric services—an essential mile-
stone in the pathway out of poverty. This target is similar to the electric consumption in
emerging modern societies that use a mix of fuels (some directly, others via electricity carrier)
to satisfy their needs (see Figure 5-6). It lies between very low levels of electrification (100
kWh per person per year) insufficient for measurable economic benefits and the 10,000+
kWh per person per year of the current U.S. economy. Achieving this target can help
meet personal needs for basic lighting, communication, entertainment, water, and refrigera-
tion, as well as provide electricity for the efficient local production of agriculture and

goods and services.

When choosing the 1,000 kWh per capita per year
goal, participants in the Roadmap process were mindful
that improved energy efficiency and complementary
innovations would allow delivery of basic energy ser-
vices using less electricity. Nonetheless, the benchmark
reveals that, under current trends, perhaps 90% of the
world’s population in the next 50 years will be born
into conditions that fall short of the 1,000 kWh goal.
Based on country averages, about 3.7 billion people
today live in countries where the average per capita
consumption of electric power is below the 1,000 
kWh threshold. Over the next 50 years, it is likely 
that another 3 billion people will be added in these
electricity-deficient areas.
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Electricity Intensity Trends
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Providing power to a global population in 2050 of 9 
billion—including minimum levels of 1,000 kWh per
person per year to the very poorest people—will
require roughly 10,000 GW of aggregate global gener-
ating capacity, or three times the current level, based
on today’s technology. That corresponds with at least 
a 3% annual rate of increase in global electricity supply.
Even with major efficiency gains in the generation and
use of electricity, the aggregate global requirements for
electricity generation will still be prodigious. There-
fore, a critical priority is the development and deploy-
ment of an advanced portfolio of clean, affordable,
generating technology options—fossil, nuclear, and
renewables—that reflects the diverse resource, envi-
ronmental, and economic realities of the world, while
enhancing efficiency and productivity throughout the 
energy supply chain.

Electrification Boosts Prosperity

Electrification addresses poverty reduction in all its dimensions—not only lack of income,
but also the lack of healthcare, education, and control over their lives that poor people
suffer. It does this by introducing new efficiencies into the use of energy, labor, and capital
for industry, business, and homes. The compounding
benefits of electrification are illustrated by the contrast
between energy and economic projections by the World
Energy Council (“WEC”) (Table 5-1) and those neces-
sary for achieving Roadmap goals (Table 5-2).

By 2050, the WEC projects that electricity will provide
35% of final energy in North America, but only 11% of
final energy in the developing world. The Roadmap, on
the other hand, calls for electricity to provide nearly
half of final energy in the industrialized world and at
least 30% in the developing countries by 2050.
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Table 5-1. WEC Projections for 2050

North America

Western Europe

Australasia

470

420

130

21

14

5

45

33

38

Developed
Economies

Carbon
Emissions
(MTC/Yr)

Primary
Energy

(MTOE)

Primary
Energy per
Capita (103

Cal/Day)

Electricity 
(% Final
Energy)

Population
(Millions)

GDP
(1012

U.S.$
PPP)

GDP/
Capita

(103

U.S.$
PPP)

2,9506,450 165 331,020 40 39

800

750

2,500

1,200

1,800

4,400

145

65

63

14

12

12

Eastern Europe
and Former 
Soviet Union

Latin America

China/East Asia

220

750

1,900

3.0

6.9

17.0

13.6

9.2

8.9

Emerging
Economies 4,0507,400 69 122,870 26.9 10.5

1,700

600

400

2,900

1,400

750

33

21

21

10

11

10

Extended Mid-East

Indian
Subcontinent

Sub-Saharan Africa

2,350

1,700

1,000

9.5

4.8

2.0

4.0

2.8

2.0

Developing
Economies

2,7005,050 27 115,050 16.3 3.0

9,70018,900 57 18WORLD 8,940 83.2 10

Notes A. 2050 population figures from International Database—U.S. Census Bureau

B. 2050 GDP computed by applying current rate of increase to 2000 figures

C. Energy and CO2 values derived from current EIA International Energy Database figures escalated using current growth rates

D. Projected Chinese GDP Growth: 6%/yr 2000–2010, 5% 2011–2020, 4% 2021–2030, 3% 2031–2040, 2% 2041–2050

E. GDP in Year 2000$

F. 1,000 calories/day = 4.2 kilojoules/day

G. The Extended Mid-East region covers Central Asia, the Middle East, North Africa, and Southeast Asia.

Regions
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Table 5-2. Roadmap Scenario for Global Electrification by 2050

North America

Western Europe

Australasia

21

14

5

45

33

38

2,400

1,400

500

Developed
Economies

Primary
Energy/

Capita (103

Cal/Day)

Electricity
(% Final
Energy)*

Carbon
Emissions
(MtC/Yr)

GDP
(1012 $ PPP)

GDP/
Capita

(103 U.S.
$ PPP)

Primary
Energy

(MTOE)

110 48 1,42040 39 4,300

100

60

54

38

31

31

520

550

1,650

Eastern Europe
and Former 
Soviet Union

Latin America

China/East Asia

4

8

25

18.2

10.7

13.2

1,100

1,400

3,800

Emerging
Economies 59 32 2,72037 12.9 6,300

36

30

30

35

26

31

1,500

450

350

Extended Mid-East

Indian
Subcontinent

Sub-Saharan Africa

14

9

4

6.0

5.3

4.0

3,200

1,800

1,000

Developing
Economies 32 31 2,30027 5.3 6,000

50 35 6,440WORLD 104 11.7 16,600

*Extrapolations are based on the following assumptions about the annual growth rate of electricity as a fraction of final energy
over the period 2000–2050:

•  Advanced Industrialized World—2.0%

•  Emerging Economies—2.5%

•  Developing Economies—3.0%

Regions



Electrification Delivers Environmental Benefits

A comparison of the energy and carbon intensities in
the two scenarios also shows the benefits of universal
electrification. According to WEC’s projections, the
developing countries will require more than twice the
energy to produce a unit of GDP in 2050 than indus-
trialized countries, while emitting more than twice the
CO2 per unit of GDP. In contrast, the 2050 Roadmap
target shows: (1) substantially lower energy per unit
GDP in the developed world and (2) GDP growth of
more than 60% with 50% less carbon emission per unit
of GDP in the developing world, relative to WEC 
projections.

The greater diffusion of electric technologies not only
benefits the households that are connected and helps protect the environment, but it also
has multiplier effects on the economy. Households and firms connected to electric service
are more readily integrated into a wider range of other modern services, and they are
fuller participants in the economically productive aspects of modern societies.

Leapfrogging to Higher Levels of Energy

Efficiency

One of the key benefits of electrification is the ability
to pursue continuous improvements in energy efficiency.
Technological progress should allow the developing
nations to leapfrog over the less-efficient historic eco-
nomic development pathways taken by today’s affluent
nations. These nations all followed a very similar devel-
opmental trajectory, using increasing amounts of energy
per dollar of goods and services (i.e., increasing energy
intensity) in the initial stages of industrial development,
then peaking, and ultimately experiencing a steady
decline in energy intensity, fostered in large part by the
electrification of their economies. Most important for
the future, the peak energy intensity for industrial

development has been successively lower for each new nation passing through the same
economic stages through use of increasingly efficient technologies. Electrification is essen-
tial if developing nations are to maintain this trend of increasing resource efficiency in the
global economy.
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The Payoff of Electrification

The benefits accruing from initial access to
electricity, beyond creating economic opportu-
nities, are broadly two-fold: first, a fundamental
reduction in levels of pollution, both indoor
and outdoor; and second, the freeing up of
time through the substitution of commercial
energy for manual labor. Experience demon-
strates that this energy substitution can enable
education, which, in turn, can promote more
stable families, lower population growth rates,
and allow for a more productive work force.
Successful energy programs in rural areas,
where the majority of those now denied
access to electricity live, may also lighten the
pressure to leave the countryside for cities.
However, there are no simple cause-and-effect
relationships between electrification and geo-
graphical moves of population.

Most of those who are currently under-served by electricity live in rural areas, and meeting
their needs will require technological choices that are different from those for urban elec-
trification. For example, the decentralization of electric generation is particularly impor-
tant in these rural areas because of the high cost of electricity distribution infrastructure.
Decentralization can occur in terms of supply (e.g., mini-grids supplied with renewable
energy such as biogas) as well as demand. Important technical and economic issues with
these decentralized systems include the allocation of investment between generation and
distribution infrastructure on the one hand, and improving efficiency and end-use load
profiles on the other.

Global data indicate a robust relationship between electric power consumption and eco-
nomic growth, with each kWh consumed adding about $3 to the local economy. This sug-
gests that electrifying the world is not only essential to eliminating poverty, but also crucial
for “lifting all boats.”  Although averages and correlations can be deceiving, the tight relation-
ship between electricity and economic output is striking. The average per capita income in
the world today is equivalent to about $5,500/year. If average incomes rise at 3% a year over
the next 50 years, then average annual electricity consumption worldwide would rise to
about 9,000 kWh/capita based on current technology. China’s performance in this area is
notable. Its annual electricity consumption doubled from 550 billion kWh to 1,100 billion
kWh during the 1990s, while the population grew by only 10%. Based on an anticipated
world population of about 9 billion in 2050, electric energy requirements would be approxi-
mately 80,000 TWh, or more than four times global consumption today. However, the energy
consumption requirements can be reduced through supply-side and demand-side efficiency

Energy Intensity As a Function of Degree of Economic 
Development and Electrification

Source: WEC/IIASA-Global Energy Perspectives to 2050 and Beyond
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improvements. For example, reducing per capita
electricity by one third—as in the Roadmap
scenario for global electrification—would
reduce total electric energy to about 55,000
TWh, close to the estimate of 60,000 TWh of
the 1999 Roadmap.

The benchmark of providing no less than
1,000 KWh/capita provides a useful approach
for assessing the payoff of the Roadmap. As
Figure 5-12 shows, currently about 40% of
world population meets this benchmark. How-
ever, extending this level of service to the global
population of 9 billion in 2050 would require
adding service for well in excess of 100 million
persons per year for the next 50 years.

Conclusion

It is essential that the task of electrifying the world not be viewed in isolation from other
development challenges. The numerous people who lack access to commercial energy are
essentially the same people who lack access to education and sanitation, are condemned to
extreme poverty, and are the main sources of global population growth. From 1970 to
1990, in the developing regions where economies grew substantially (Latin America and
China), about 650 million people were connected to electric power service, while the cor-
responding population grew by only 280 million. That striking achievement is especially
linked to economic growth in China, where township and rural economic growth occurred in
lockstep with electrification. In contrast, in regions where economies and institutions fared
poorly (Africa and the Indian subcontinent), additional population outpaced new electrical
connections by about 250 million people.

In summary, better access to energy, particularly in the form of electricity, is essential to
improving the quality of life for billions of people, and, when coupled with complementary
technology initiatives, electricity is the foundation for a global sustainable development
strategy. Using electricity-based energy carriers that are cleaner and more flexible than
traditional fuels will help societies meet four inextricably linked global needs: (1) the pro-
tection and restoration of earth’s life-support systems, (2) managing resources crucial to
human welfare, (3) elimination of human poverty, and (4) stabilizing the global population.

2

Source: EPRI
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LI M I T I N G CH A L L E N G E S

This Roadmap’s strategic R&D recommendations 
a re largely derived from a series of 14 topical 

studies conducted in 2002 by a combination of EPRI
senior technical staff, c o n s u l t a n t s , and rev i ewers fro m
other o r g a n i z a t i o n s . Those topical studies, termed the
“Limiting Challenges,” we re based on an industry - w i d e
effort led by EPRI to identify the issues of greatest con-
cern in assuring electricity’s optimal service to the wo r l d
and its peoples. ( F i g u re 6-1 shows how the Limiting
Challenges relate to one another as well as to the five
Roadmap Destinations.) The dates in Figure 6-1 and the
other logic flow diagrams in this section re p resent tech-
n o l o gy re a d i n e s s .

The topics cove red in the Limiting Challenges studies
were selected through a combination of staff proposals,
i n d u s t ry symposia, and outreach to other intere s t s .
M a ny other topics we re considere d , but these final 14
we re ultimately judged to be the most critical, based on strategic importance in moving 
the world tow a rd the Roadmap ’s vision of health, o p p o rt u n i t y, and security for all in a 
sustainable global env i ro n m e n t . This chapter presents summaries of the results of each 
of those studies.

The Limiting Challenges Studies

Within each of the Limiting Challenges, s everal “critical capability gaps” (CCGs) we re 
identified during the selection pro c e s s . The CCGs re p resent the issues judged to be most
intractable or underfunded in present and planned R&D wo r l d w i d e, and provide an organi-
zational framework for each topical study. F rom three to seven CCGs we re identified fo r

6
The 14 Limiting Challenges Studies

1 . Transmission cap a c i t y, c o n t ro l , and stability

2 . I n f r a s t r u c t u re to power a digital society

3 . Robustness and security of electricity 
i n f r a s t r u c t u re

4 . Value of energy storage technologies

5 . Tr a n s forming electricity marke t s

6 . Electricity-based transportation systems

7 . High-efficiency end uses of electricity

8 . Advances in enabling technologies

9 . S t rengthened port folio of generation
o p t i o n s

1 0 . U n i versal global electrification

1 1 . Carbon cap t u re and storage technologies

1 2 . Ecological asset management

1 3 . I m p roving water availability and quality 

1 4 . E nv i ronmental science

C H A P T E R
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each Limiting Challenge. All of the Limiting Challenges studies we re designed to add re s s
a series of key questions:

•  What is the current situation and basic challenge?

•  What R&D is already in pro g ress or planned?

•  What is the compre h e n s i ve R&D strategy needed to re s o l ve the CCGs and meet this
Limiting Challenge?

•  What is the ap p roximate cost and schedule for that R&D program? (Table 6-1 sum-
marizes funding re q u i rements for each Limiting Challenge . )

•  What organizations should be invo l ved in the needed R&D and its support , and how ?

The Limiting Challenges re p o rts are available for rev i ew at epri.com.

FIGURE 6-1. 
The Roadmap
describes a logical

progression of R&D
tasks necessary to
achieving global 

sustainability.
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Table  6-1. Research, Development, and Demonstration Funding 
Needed to Address Limiting Challenges

LC Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Transmission capacity, control, and stability

Infrastructure to power a digital society

Robustness and security of electricity infrastructure

Value of energy storage technologies

Transforming electricity markets

Electricity-based transportation systems

High-efficiency end uses of electricity

Advances in enabling technologies

Strengthened portfolio of generation options

Universal global electrification

Carbon capture and storage technologies

Ecological asset management

Improving water availability and quality

Environmental science

TOTAL

$1,000

$2,500

$300

$100

$150

$200

$600

$1,000

$2,300

$400

$300

$50

$100

$900

$9,900

Roadmap Funding
Recommendations1

(U.S. $ Million/Year)Title

$200

$800

$10

$50

$100

$100

$400

$500

$700

NA

$200

$10

$50

$700

$3,820

Current 
Funding1 (U.S. 
$ Million/Year)

1Includes public and private funding
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Summaries of the Limiting Challenges

The remainder of this chapter summarizes the 14 Limiting Challenges re p o rt s . Each sum-
m a ry p rovides a brief topical ove rv i ew and some emerging solutions, fo l l owed by an outl i n e
of the recommended approach to each CCG, its estimated cost and timing, and a graphical
i n t e r p retation of the medium-term R&D timeline for that Limiting C h a l l e n g e.

The costs shown in the summaries are estimated average annual costs re q u i red to begin
meeting all the R&D needs identified in each Limiting Challenges study. These cost esti-
mates ap p ly to the first decade of the Roadmap ’s R&D pro g r a m . A rapid ramping-up of
technical capabilities and re s o u rces will be re q u i red to meet the increased levels of R&D
e f fo rt pro p o s e d . Most topical R&D is assumed to continue after that decade at similar mag-
nitudes but with less pre d i c t a b i l i t y. By 2020, R&D will continu e, but the dominant effo rt is
anticipated to shift from R&D on these challenges to broad commercial deploy m e n t , w i t h
the ultimate goal of global infrastructure transformation by mid-century.

These topical summaries are intended only to suggest the direction and scale of the
required R&D. We hope they provide a starting point for discussion and refinement among
major governmental and private re s e a rch organizations as well as public policy deve l o p e r s
and inve s t o r s .
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CHALLENGE I
Transmission Capacity, Control, and Stability

The Need for Increased Transmission 
Capacity, Grid Control, and Stability
The North American power grid,“the most complex machine
ever inve n t e d ,” consists of four regional systems, each of
which is a complex, integrated web of transmission lines, dis-
tribution systems, and power plants. With demand for elec-
tricity increasing at an annual rate of 1.5–2% each year and
rapid spreading of digital technologies that require ultra high-
quality electricity, the strain on this power grid is beginning 
to show. On August 14, 2 0 0 3 , an outage interrupted power to
50 million people in eight U. S . states and two Canadian
p rovinces causing losses estimated as high as $3 to $10 bil-
l i o n . The many small generation and storage devices (distrib-
uted energy re s o u rc e s , or DER) now appearing thro u g h o u t
the grid must be integrated into the existing system to assure optimum operation. A n d
t o d ay ’s facilities are aging, p e r formance is declining, and maintenance re q u i rements are
r ap i d ly incre a s i n g .

Emerging Solutions 
Major upgrades are necessary to provide power service at the level of reliability alre a d y
re q u i red by many customers. M o re will be re q u i red to meet fo recast needs for power quality,
reliability, security, and availability at low cost. The first step is the completion of regional
and national plans for power grid expansion and enhancement. Then a broad range of new
technologies will be re q u i red to allow the system to work as needed. C o m p o n e n t - l eve l
i n n ov a t i o n s , such as composite materials, e m b e dded fiber optics, and high-strength cables,
will offer enhanced re l i a b i l i t y. Power electronics-based integrated network control (using
n ew post-silicon power electronics) promises to increase the capacity of transmission lines
and improve overall system re l i a b i l i t y. A self-healing grid system will be much more re s p o n-
s i ve to changes in electricity demand as well as to natural and man-made eve n t s .W i d e - a re a
m e a s u rement systems on the national level will provide critical data re q u i red by the self-
healing system as well as by new security systems.

To d ay ’s transmission grid does not provide the cap a c i t y, c o n t ro l , or stability re q u i red to
meet critical 21s t c e n t u ry challenge s , such as increasing power availability and re l i a b i l i t y,
ensuring power quality, and improving power security. A compre h e n s i ve t ransmission gri d
expansion plan will help to identify and prioritize areas of greatest need. A w i d e - a rea measurement sys-
t e m will support enhanced grid monitoring, p roviding the data that other systems will re q u i re to iden-
tify possible trouble or respond to eve n t s . A self-healing grid system will offer instantaneous re s p o n s e
to changes in market conditions as well as natural and man-made eve n t s .

FIGURE  6-2.

Replacing the aging
systems that make

up today's power

grid is critical 
to improving 

power quality 

and reliability.

L I M I T I N G
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Funding Requirements 
R&D initiatives necessary for developing urgently needed transmission grid infrastructure
will re q u i re ap p rox i m a t e ly $1 billion per year over the next 10 ye a r s .

Regional and Continental Power System Expansion Planning

•  Critical needs: Plan for expanding and enhancing the North American transmission grid; planning tools to model
uncertainties, such as location, size, and timing of new power plants, interregional power transfer patterns, etc.;
online congestion-monitoring systems

•  A p p r o a c h : Incorporating results of DOE’s 2002 National Transmission Grid Study; a plan for developing new trans-
mission planning tools and online congestion-monitoring systems

Grid Automation

•  Critical needs: Integrated energy and communications system architecture to enable development of interoperable
components; fault anticipation technology to forecast grid failures; adaptive islanding and storage plant damping pilot
tests; intelligent network agents pilot test  

• A p p r o a c h : A multi-phased R&D plan; coordination with Wide-Area Management Systems (WAMS) and other rele-
vant projects

Integrating Distributed Resources into T&D Grid Operations and Control

• Critical needs: Secure communications and control system; sophisticated models to measure and predict customer
demand; assessment of compatibility between DER devices and the existing grid; specification of advanced intercon-
nection requirements

•  A p p r o a c h : A multi-phased R&D plan; recruiting technology vendors and DER end-users to participate in technology
development and demonstration 

Additional Critical Capability Gaps

•  Wide-Area Measurement System (WAMS)

•  Power Electronics-Based Network Control

•  Post-Silicon Power Electronics

MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Increasing Transmission Grid Capacity, Grid Control, and Stability
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FIGURE 6-3.  This chart illustrates key milestones on the road toward improved transmission grid capacity, control,

and stability.
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Tomorrow’s Power Quality and Reliability Needs
The Northeast Blackout of August 14, 2003 once again brought world-
wide attention to the issues of electric power infrastructure SQRA.
But many people don’t realize that, in the U. S . , some 500,000 cus-
tomers lose power each day for an average of 2 hours, and that the
number of customers affected by momentary interruptions and voltage

sags is even greater. These shorter duration events are most important for industrial cus-
tomers. Power disturbances ranging from milliseconds (momentary voltage sags) to several
seconds can significantly impact industrial processes. A 1/10th of a second event can cause a
petrochemical refinery to shut down or a semiconductor processing plant to stop produc-
tion. Once interrupted, it often takes hours for these facilities to get back to normal produc-
tion. On any given day in a year, approximately 30,000 industrial customers are impacted by
such power disturbances.

Over the next two decades, the global economy will increasingly depend on the integrity of
complex interactive netwo r k s , including the Internet, t e l e c o m mu n i c a t i o n s , and electric
p ower systems. All of these critical networks re ly on digital devices that are sensitive to very
small fluctuations in electricity quality. According to EPRI research, the demand for premium
electricity may increase from 10% today to as much as 50% over the next 20 years.

To d ay ’s power infrastructure (including integrated transmission, d i s t r i b u t i o n , and generation
c apabilities) is not sufficient to deliver high-quality digital-grade electricity at a re a s o n a b l e
p r i c e. Utilities are already struggling to meet both current electricity demand and (in the
U.S.) the challenges of deregulation with aging systems. The electricity delive red via these
systems is inhere n t ly subject to potentially disruptive power quality disturbances, such as
voltage sags and swe l l s , switching surges, poor voltage re g u l a t i o n , h a r m o n i c s , e t c. As a re s u l t ,
the cost of premium power quality and reliability delive red over the existing power grid is
high and getting higher.

CHALLENGE 2
Infrastructure to Power a Digital Society

O ver the next 20 ye a r s , t o d ay ’s electric power systems will undergo a dramatic transfo r-
mation to meet the digital economy ’s rap i d ly growing demand for premium powe r.
Advanced end-use tech n o l og i e s and b a ckup ge n e ration systems a re needed to minimize the impact of
p ower quality fluctuations. N ew microg rid options and i n t e g rating microg rids with existing transmission sys-
t e m s will reduce the number and severity of power disturbances, t h e re by improving power security,
q u a l i t y, re l i a b i l i t y, and accessibility (SQRA) for incre a s i n g ly demanding electricity consumers. An i n t e l l i-
ge n t , self-healing power gri d would improve overall system capacity and power re l i a b i l i t y, while the i n t e-
g ration of distributed re s o u r c e s with this grid could produce a less centralized power system resistant to
natural and man-made disasters. N ew digital tech n o l og y o p p o rtunities will add ress the convergence of
electricity and telecom systems and give customers more control over how they buy electricity.

L I M I T I N G

Demand for premium electricity may
increase from 10% today to as much as
50% over the next 20 years.



Although there are some short-term options for increasing the throughput of the curre n t
i n f r a s t r u c t u re—such as equipment life extension and changing transmission schedules—
meeting tomorrow ’s demand for ultra-reliable electricity will re q u i re the transformation of
t o d ay ’s power grid into an intelligent “ e n e r gy web” capable of delivering ultra high-quality
p ower and responding to industry ’s changing needs.

Finding solutions to improve the performance of the delive ry infrastructure must be con-
s i d e red in combination with the re q u i rements and designs of end-use equipment and
p ro c e s s e s . A radical change to achieve compatibility between the grid infrastructure quality
and reliability and the design of end-use technologies and processes is needed. This com-
p a tibility will be achieved not only by developing new, advanced technologies to i m p rove
the performance of the power supply system, but also by identifying market and re g u l a t o ry
s t r u c t u res that could facilitate flexible and tailored quality and reliability levels as a function
of system and customer types and contractual arr a n g e m e n t s .

Emerging Solutions 
S h o rt to Medium Te r m
For many organizations, distributed energy re s o u rces (DER) may offer a lowe r-cost alterna-
t i ve to meeting the SQRA re q u i re m e n t s . For commercial electricity consumers, i n t e g r a t e d
DER can provide a power supply that is less vulnerable to attacks on the central public
p ower system while reducing electricity costs. For T&D utilities, integrated DER may allow
d e fe rred infrastructure expansion and reduced power system losses. For generation com-
p a n i e s , integrated DER can support the addition of re n ewable energy—which can offe r
emission cre d i t s , fuel security, and enhanced marketing value—to their port fo l i o s . For 
society as a whole, a less centralized power system is more resistant to man-made and 
natural disasters.

To accommodate the increasing use of DER, it will be necessary to integrate DER with
existing power systems. To accomplish this, significant R&D will be re q u i red to connect
DER to existing distribution systems and to minimize voltage sags and service interruptions.

Long Te r m

Tr a n s forming today ’s power grid will re q u i re the deve l o p m e n t , t e s t i n g , and deployment of
s everal new technology types. The cornerstone of this infrastructure will be a self-healing
and intelligent grid control system. This system will automate power distribution, a l l ow i n g
instantaneous response to changes in power demand, p o t e n t i a l ly disruptive conditions, a n d
security issues. In add i t i o n , t o m o rrow ’s power grid will re ly on the integration of distrib-
uted re s o u rc e s — t h rough AC and DC microgrids—with existing systems. This will enable
the intelligent grid control to respond to demand spike s . And new digital technologies will
m a ke it possible to contro l , or even eliminate, e l e c t romagnetic interfe re n c e, manage the
c o nvergence between telecommunications and electrical systems, and better understand
the interaction between electric power systems and digital dev i c e s .

ELECTRICITY TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP 6-9
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MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Building the Infrastructure of a Digital Society

Self-Healing and Intelligent Electrical Grid Systems

• Critical needs: Designing and testing prototype automated distribution systems; commercializing high-temperature
superconducting T&D systems; assessing the viability of multi-purpose utility corridors; designing and testing new
security measures; improving response to common-mode failure mechanisms

• A p p r o a c h : R&D to develop and enhance self-healing grid technologies; demonstrations at generation and T&D sites;
public/private partnerships

Integration of Distributed Resources

• Critical needs: Defining, designing, and implementing AC microgrids; introducing DC microgrids into grid architecture;
implementing DER on AC and DC distribution systems

• A p p r o a c h : R&D to develop and enhance AC/DC grid technologies; demonstrations at generation and transmission
and distribution sites; public/private partnerships

AC and DC Microgrids

• Critical needs: Designing and testing AC and DC microgrids; interconnecting AC and DC microgrids with each other
and with existing transmission infrastructure

• A p p r o a c h : R&D to develop and enhance microgrid technologies; demonstrations at T&D sites; public/private 
p a r t n e rs h i p s

Environmentally Acceptable Distributed Energy Resources

• Critical needs: New backup system designs; intelligent switchover mechanisms; rapid power-up and power-down
sequences; integration with existing grid infrastructure

• A p p r o a c h : R&D to develop and enhance backup generation systems; demonstrations at generation and T&D sites

Power Quality Solutions for End Users

• Critical needs: Designing and testing end-use devices that are less susceptible to electromagnetic interference, including
a variety of digital technologies; designing and testing adaptors capable of “filtering out” voltage sags and spikes

• A p p r o a c h : R&D to develop and enhance power quality technologies; application of power quality solutions to a wide
variety of industries

Digital Technology Opportunities

• Critical needs: Designing technologies to control/eliminate electromagnetic interference; hardening end-use devices;
addressing technology and policy issues associated with “last mile” convergence of telecommunications and electricity
systems; improving the current level of knowledge surrounding the effects of power systems on digital devices

Funding Requirements 
R&D initiatives necessary to support tomorrow ’s digital economy will re q u i re ap p rox i-
m a t e ly $2.5 billion per year over the next 10 ye a r s .
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FIGURE 6-4.  This chart illustrates key milestones—given sufficient funding—on the road toward building the infra-
structure for tomorrow’s digital society.

• A p p r o a c h : R&D to develop and enhance relevant digital technologies; demonstrations at generation and T&D sites;
public/private partnerships

Emergency Control and Restoration

• Critical needs: Software to propose alternative system reconfigurations, analyze the dynamics of T&D systems, and
automate grid reconfiguration; secure communications infrastructure; advanced sensors; intelligent network agents

• A p p r o a c h : Fast-track R&D funding; rapid implementation plan
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CHALLENGE 3
Robustness and Security of Electricity Infrastructure

A man-made or natural disaster that disrupts electricity supply and delivery could have
destructive effects on national security, the economy, and the lives of every citizen. A thor-
ough p ro b a b i l i s t i c v u l n e rability assessment will help to identify security risks and prioritize critical 
susceptibilities. A secure wide-area communications network will provide essential monitoring and control
function and improve the availability of information for system re c ove ry. E m e r ge n cy control and 
restoration systems will ensure rapid recovery from disruptions by coordinating adaptive islanding and
grid self-healing.

L I M I T I N G

Tomorrow’s Need for Innovative Energy Security
Solutions
After September 11, 2001, the security of fundamental infra-
s t r u c t u re cannot be taken for granted. The U. S . p ower system
has emerged as one of the most critical challenges for security
experts. A recent EPRI assessment developed in response to
the September 11 attacks highlights three different kinds of
threats to the U.S. electricity infrastructure:

• Attacks o n the power system, in which the infrastructure
itself is the primary target

• Attacks by power system components as weapons to attack
the population 

• Attacks t h ro u g h the power system take advantage of power system networks to affe c t
other infrastructure systems, such as telecommu n i c a t i o n s

Moreover, natural disasters and equipment failures can also cause significant impacts to large
segments of the transmission netwo r k . All significant outages can have serious economic
consequences. Economic damages associated with disrupted services can reach $1.5/kWh
(or more), depending on the length of the outage, the types of customers affected, and a
variety of other factors.

Emerging Solutions 
Close public/private collaboration is re q u i red to design and deploy advanced security tech-
nologies that add ress a range of security issues, f rom preventing attacks befo re they 
occur to rap i d ly re c overing after an eve n t , whether natural or intentional.The first step is a
vulnerability assessment that evaluates and prioritizes susceptibilities and counter-
m e a s u re s . To reduce vulnerabilities, a secure, w i d e - a rea communications system wo u l d
replace the Internet for critical monitoring and control functions. To support a rapid and
e f fe c t i ve response to an attack or natural calamity, a Strategic Power Infrastructure Defe n s e
(SPID) system could analyze information about the status of the power and commu n i c a t i o n
s y st e m s , and coordinate their use for adap t i ve islanding—the creation of self-sufficient
islands in the power grid adapted to make best use of available resources. Assuming a stable

FIGURE 6-5.

Evaluating power
system vulnerability
to a variety of

threats is important
to prioritizing
power system

upgrades.
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system of grid islands is established, a self-healing grid could be used to gradually bring the
p ower system back to its normal state as re s o u rces become av a i l a b l e.

Funding Requirements 
R&D initiatives necessary for developing urgently needed security infrastructure will
re q u i re an estimated $300 million per year over the next 10 ye a r s .

Probabilistic Vulnerability Assessment

• Critical needs: Developing integrated simulation models capable of modeling the potential impact of threats anywhere
along the electricity supply chain; developing a methodology for identifying relative probabilities of threats; develop-
ing “pricing” models capable of quantifying the impact of power system events

• A p p r o a c h : Recruitment of experts to set assessment priorities; collection of existing models and historical data that
may support vulnerability assessment efforts; development of fast-track implementation plan

Fast Simulation and Modeling

• Critical needs: Pattern-recognition and diagnostic models to determine the location and nature of suspicious events;
adaptive load forecasting techniques and technologies; improved grid optimization and control 

• A p p r o a c h : The rapid development of an R&D plan involving appropriate governmental organizations as well as T&D
utilities; pilot system demonstrations

Emergency Control and Restoration

• Critical needs: Software to propose alternative system reconfigurations, analyze the dynamics of T&D systems, and
automate grid reconfiguration; secure communications infrastructure; advanced sensors; intelligent network agents

• A p p r o a c h : Fast-track R&D funding; rapid implementation plan

MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Improving Electricity Infrastructure Robustness, Resilience, and Security
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FIGURE 6-6.  This chart illustrates key milestones on the road toward improving the robustness, resilience, and

s e c u r ity of the electricity infrastructure.
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CHALLENGE 4
Value of Energy Storage Technologies

Advanced electricity storage technologies promise to change the nature of the powe r
m a r ke t . T h ey will give power producers much greater financial and operational flex i b i l i t y,
e n a ble grid operators to re s o l ve network bottlenecks and transients, and enhance inter-
mittent re n ew a ble power re s o u rc e s . A c o s t - b e n e fit assessment of existing and new stora ge options in
t o d a y ’s semi-regulated industry is a critical first step. The development and demonstration of more cost-
e f fective high-capacity stora ge options—including compressed air, b a t t e ry, s u p e r- c ap a c i t o r s , f ly w h e e l ,
hy d ro g e n , and superconducting systems—will support an “ i nve n t o ry ” - d r i ven electricity marke t p l a c e
that responds to CO2 and oil import issues.

L I M I T I N G

Tomorrow’s Need for Energy Storage
U n l i ke other energy fo r m s , electricity cannot be easily bottled, b oxe d ,
or warehoused when demand is low, and dispensed to meet customer
d e m a n d . Without an “ i nve n t o ry” to draw upon, utilities have little f l e x i-
bility in managing electricity production and delive ry. L i kew i s e, i n t e r-
mittent re n ewable re s o u rces—such as solar and wind—cannot be
relied upon for hourly electricity supply. Although some advanced
technologies now exist to store electricity by conve rting and storing it
in another energy form—such as in pumped storage, c o m p ressed air,
and batteries—today, o n ly about 2.5% of North American generation
c apacity uses such plants. This is because most storage options (except pumped hy d ro and
c o m p ressed air) are re l a t i ve ly unprove n , their value proposition is complex and poorly
u n d e r s t o o d , and the uncertainties of changing re g u l a t o ry rules makes storage options too
risky for most inve s t o r s .

Emerging Solutions 
Public and private organizations must collaborate to analyze the costs and benefits of exist-
ing storage options, including pumped hy d ro, c o m p ressed air, and battery plants. A dd i t i o n a l
work must consider the potential re t u r n - o n - i nvestment (ROI) of enhancing existing storage
options and building new ones. A c h i eving these goals will invo l ve the development of new
technologies (e. g . , for hy d rogen storage) and sophisticated tools to predict the costs of
large-scale storage systems 5 to 20 years in the future. It will also re q u i re new models to
s i mulate the economic characteristics of future grid conditions to predict the potential
benefits of storage options to generation, t r a n s m i s s i o n , and distribution owners as well as
to end-use customers. Once accurate cost, b e n e f i t , and ROI estimates are av a i l a b l e, t h e
next step will be a series of R&D projects designed to build large-scale, l owe r-cost storage
modules and demonstrate them at ap p ropriate utility sites under re a l - world conditions.
O ver the medium to long term, these effo rts should include demonstration of high-
p re ss u re hy d rogen storage to support the expected evolution of the electricity/hy d ro g e n
e c o n o my, which will like ly have a significant hy d ro g e n - p owe red transportation sector.
During these demonstrations, the collection and analysis of cost and performance data will
be a high priority. F i n a l ly, to add ress investor concerns about existing or new storage

Although some advanced technologies

now exist to stock electricity by con-
verting and storing it in another energy
form—such as in pumped storage, 

compressed air, and batteries—today,
only about 2.5% of North American 
generation capacity uses such plants. 
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o p t i o n s , high-end communications to key industry stakeholders will be essential. T h e s e
c o m munications need to identify and quantify the nu m e rous business opportunities fo r
electric (and gas) utilities in the energy storage are a .

Funding Requirements 
R&D initiatives necessary for enhancing existing storage options and developing new ones
will re q u i re an estimated $100 million per year over the next 10 ye a r s . This figure does not
include the cost of developing end-use equipment, such as hy d rogen-fueled autos.

Establishing the Value Proposition for Storage Options in the North American Market

• Critical needs: A detailed assessment including costs and benefits of existing storage technologies; analysis and software
capable of estimating future costs associated with the large-scale production of existing and new storage technologies;
models capable of simulating future regulatory scenarios; and models simulating the benefits of implementing energy
storage options for the multiple types of storage applications within the electricity infrastructure

• A p p r o a c h : Establishing a plan for the assessment of existing storage technologies; developing and testing cost esti-
mates and scenario creation models for appropriate regulation 

Improving Cost and Performance of Components and Integrated Storage Systems

• Critical needs: Development of large-scale and lower-cost storage systems, focusing on newer technologies, such as
flow batteries, sodium sulfur batteries, flywheels, and super-capacitor options; demonstration of these technologies
at utility and industry locations

• A p p r o a c h : Developing a long-term R&D plan; recruit ing utilities and other industry stakeholder organizations  to host
demonstrations and participate in documenting costs and benefits

Validating Cost and Performance of Storage Options through Demonstrations

• Critical needs: Collecting and analyzing performance data generated during technology demonstrations, which will
include enhancement to existing technologies as well as the development of new storage options

• A p p r o a c h : Developing data collection and validation methodologies; working with demonstration host companies to
ensure non-disruptive data collection during plant operation for a wide variety of real-world utility conditions

Communicating R&D Results to Appropriate Stakeholders in the Utility Industry

• Critical needs: Compiling cost and performance data into intelligible reports; creating “executive level” materials
s u i table for a wide audience, including the trade media

• A p p r o a c h : Development of a publication schedule and a media plan as well as conferences and workshops, where
a p p r o p r i a t e

MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Exploiting the Strategic Value of Energy Storage
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FIGURE 6-7.  This chart illustrates key milestones on the road toward improved energy storage and its effective 
strategic use.
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The Need for Transforming Today’s Electricity Markets
O ver the past three decades, the U. S . electricity industry has
been shaped by two oil embargo e s , high rates of inflation in the
e a r ly 1980s, n ew and more stringent emissions limitations, a n d
evolving debates on global climate change and the role of nu c l e a r
p ower in the wo r l d ’s electricity generation port fo l i o. M o re
recently, federal- and state-level deregulation schemes have trans-
formed the industry, which is still struggling to establish stable
and transparent electricity markets that provide adequate powe r
supplies and margins and the improved quality needed to accel-
erate productivity and competitive n e s s . The ultimate goal of
d e regulation is to ensure open and transparent markets for all
p a rticipants as well as a robust infrastructure free of operational,
s e c u r i t y, and service vulnerabilities.

One of the biggest challenges associated with implementing deregulation is creating a re g u-
l a t o ry framework that will ensure accountability for the deve l o p m e n t , o p e r a t i o n , and main-
tenance of the electricity network infrastructure. N ew re g u l a t o ry models should rew a rd
i nvestment and innovation and incorporate incentive mechanisms to re s o l ve energy / e nv i-
ronmental tradeoffs, such as carbon emissions. These models should also add ress the large
d i s c repancies in financial risk borne by various players in the electricity marke t . On the
operational leve l , m o re re s e a rch is needed to determine the best organizational fo r m s , gov-
e r n a n c e, and incentives for improving transmission system re l i a b i l i t y. In add i t i o n , n ew oper-
ating standards could allow transmission operators to optimize the allocation of t r a n s m i s s i o n
re s o u rces and respond rap i d ly to substantial, real-time deviations from day-ahead schedules.

The development and enhancement of emerging T&D technologies will also be necessary to
reduce the cost and improve the responsiveness of the national power grid. For example,
Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) could enable power delivery systems to respond
m o re quickly to changing conditions and thus foster further development of wholesale 
m a r ke t s . Other technologies, such as real-time metering and commu n i c a t i o n / c o n t ro l
o p t i o n s , will be needed to enable electricity suppliers and service companies to more quickly
d evelop new service offe r i n g s , d i f fe rentiate electricity pro d u c t s , and unbundle retail serv i c es.

CHALLENGE 5
Transforming Electricity Markets

Today’s electricity market faces numerous economic, political, operational, and regulatory
challenges. N ew financial risk management models will help policymakers better understand the alloca-
tion of risk in complex electricity transactions. Better transmission grid planning will ensure adequate
i nvestment in new transmission grid technology and transmission grid expansion. I m p roved tra n s m i s s i o n
g rid manage m e n t will enhance the administration of the transmission grid and improve scheduling and
d i s p a t c h , s e c u r i t y, and re l i a b i l i t y. Retail market re fo r m s will provide new electricity service options and
g reater market flexibility.

L I M I T I N G

FIGURE 6-8.
Failure to address

the limitations of
today’s transmission
and distribution sys-

tems  could produce
higher power prices
tomorrow.
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Emerging Solutions 
In today ’s transitional marke t , wholesale electricity prices may fluctuate gre a t ly while 
“legacy” re g u l a t o ry frameworks may include retail price caps and other fe a t u res that do
not support sustainable competition. Because these “built-in” inefficiencies place a dispro-
p o rtionate share of financial risk onto electricity suppliers, a dd ressing market risk alloca-
tion is a high priority. Sustained re s e a rch is re q u i red to (1) compare and analyze successes
and failures of the various “experiments” with restructuring conducted in recent ye a r s ,
(2) synthesize a sequential plan for restructuring that minimizes the overall risk of systemic
f a i l u re s , and (3) develop new re g u l a t o ry provisions that efficiently allocate risk in the indus-
t ry, with special attention to ensuring the financial solvency of default service prov i d e r s .
Another critical task is coordinating investments in new transmission technologies and
expanding the capability of the transmission grid with the addition of new generating
c ap a c i t y. U n l i ke many countries, the U. S . has no existing national system for coord i n a t i n g
i nvestments in fuels, g e n e r a t i o n , t r a n s m i s s i o n , and related factors essential to the infra-
s t r u c t u re of energy industries. F i n a l ly, i m p roving transmission grid administration is impor-
tant to increasing system-wide flexibility, w h i c h , in turn, is critical to enabling new powe r
s e rvice options and rapid response to changes in demand.

Funding Requirements 
R&D initiatives necessary for developing and deploying new market designs and re l a t e d
technologies will re q u i re ap p rox i m a t e ly $150 million per year over the next 10 ye a r s .

FIGURE 6-9.  This chart illustrates key milestones on the road toward robust and transparent electricity markets.
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MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Transforming Electricity Markets

Retail Market Reforms

• Critical needs: Demand response enabled by advanced customer “portals” and real-time pricing; flexible service con-
tracts that provide incentives for energy conservation and a variety of payment options; a comprehensive database
of wholesale electricity prices; sophisticated models for forecasting electricity market behavior 

• A p p r o a c h : Collection of market data and pricing models; an analysis of current retail pricing policies; close collabo-
ration between regulators and energy industry organizations

New Financial Risk Management Models

• Critical needs: A research program designed to efficiently and equitably allocate financial risk throughout wholesale
and retail electricity markets as well as across generation, transmission, and distribution sectors

• A p p r o a c h : A thorough analysis of the financial solvency of default electricity providers; the development of sophisti-
cated market simulation tools

Transmission Grid Planning

• Critical needs: Development of novel mechanisms to coordinate investments in transmission and generation infra-
structure, such as independent transmission companies (for-profit firms that own and operate the transmission 
s y stem, as in the U.K. and several other countries) and the non-profit independent system operator

• A p p r o a c h: Research considering the potential viability of for-profit independent transmission companies versus 
management by non-profit entities, such as ISOs and RTOs; the development of innovative methodologies for 
forecasting future demand

Transmission Grid Management

• Critical needs: A report comparing the efficiency of existing designs of reserve markets; a comprehensive scheme for
evaluating both supply-side and demand-side reserves in terms of quality attributes, such as response time or ramp
rate; a report comparing two-part bids for reserved capacity and called energy; designs of day-ahead procurement
auctions and a comparison of their predicted efficiency with alternative approaches via either (a) day-ahead opti-
mization or (b) long-term contracts and options; new performance-based incentives designed to reward transmis-
sion operators for efficient service; new organizational structures designed to optimize transmission flexibility and
r e s p o n s i v e n e s s

• A p p r o a c h : Analysis of current scheduling/dispatch practices, strengths, and weaknesses; the simulation of promising
approaches 



The Need for Electric Transportation
The U. S . t r a n s p o rtation sector must reduce its dependence
on petro l e u m . O ver 96% of the total energy used in trans-
p o rtation comes from petro l e u m , re p resenting energy con-
sumption of over 13 million barrels of oil per day. About 5 5 %
of that is import e d . If this pattern continu e s , p e t roleum c o n-
sumption will grow to 19 million barrels of oil per day by the
year 2020, with 62% import e d . In add i t i o n , the emission of
g reenhouse gases from transportation sources could grow
by as much as 50% over this time period, f rom ap p rox i m a t e ly
500 million metric tons carbon equivalent to over 750 metric
t o n s . For consumers, the transportation industry ’s depen-
dence on petroleum means driving will become ever more
c o s t ly as gasoline prices incre a s e. One possible solution to the American transport a t i o n
dilemma is the broad substitution of electric vehicles for conventional gasoline-powe re d
cars and trucks. H oweve r, this will re q u i re a complete transformation of U. S . car and truck
m a r kets that, in turn, poses considerable technical and marke t - d r i ven challenges. T h e s e
include increasing the range of grid-dependent battery electric vehicles (BEV), e n h a n c i n g
the efficiency of hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), and raising consumer aw a reness of electric
vehicle benefits.

Emerging Solutions 
To date, the electric vehicles with the most mass-market appeal have been grid-indepen-
dent hybrid gasoline-electric ve h i c l e s .These vehicles have a battery pack small enough that
cost is not pro h i b i t i ve, yet they also deliver significant fuel sav i n g s . A dditional re s e a rch and
d evelopment is necessary to improve upon existing hybrid designs to give owners the
option of plugging in at night, t h e re by reducing trips to the gas station. E n h a n c e m e n t s
include larger battery storage systems and low-cost fuel cells. In add i t i o n , o n - b o a rd charg-
ing systems could offer greater operational flexibility for battery-optional hybrids as well as
b a t t e ry - o n ly cars and utility ve h i c l e s . A n d , as electric vehicles of all kinds become more
p o p u l a r, t h ey could also offer supplemental electricity as the ultimate distributed genera-
tion re s o u rc e.
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CHALLENGE 6
Electricity-Based Transportation Systems

Electric vehicles are an env i ro n m e n t a l ly friendly alternative to conventional cars that
p romise to reduce U. S . dependence on imported petro l e u m . N ew electricity stora ge systems
will improve the fuel efficiency of plug-in hybrid gasoline-electric ve h i c l e s . Fuel cell-battery hy b rid vehicl e s
will p rovide further gains in efficiency (and env i ronmental benefits) as well as lower vehicle costs.
Advanced o n - b o a rd charging systems will provide greater operational flexibility for a wide spectrum of
electric ve h i c l e s . And mobile distributed ge n e ration tech n o l og i e s will enable battery - p owe red electric-d r i ve
vehicles to supplement existing elec tricity generation re s o u rc e s .

FIGURE 6-10.

Sales of hybrid elec-
tric vehicles (HEV)

have increased

dramatically over
the past few years,
fueled by the intro-

duction of hybrid
editions of familiar
makes and models.

L I M I T I N G
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Funding Requirements 
S t rong public/private partnerships would provide financial and technical support for building
and testing proof-of-concept integrated systems and key components. Upon satisfactory
evaluation of the proof-of-concept ve h i c l e s , p rototype vehicles and small fleets will be built
and tested as part of national value analy s i s .To accomplish this, ap p rox i m a t e ly $200 million
per year is re q u i red over the next 10 ye a r s .This funding does not include the auto indus-
t ry ’s large vehicle development pro g r a m .

Fuel Cell Battery-Powered Hybrid Electric Vehicles 

• Critical needs: Fuel cell batteries compatible with plug-in hybrid electric vehicle designs; proof-of-concept fuel cell-
powered hybrid vehicles

• A p p r o a c h : Technical and cost data for major subsystem components, particularly the fuel cell itself; advanced models
capable of analyzing performance, life, and cost characteristics of fuel cell designs; new hybrid vehicles designed for
optimal performance with fuel cells

Electricity Storage Batteries

• Critical needs: Nickel metal hydride (NiMH) and lithium-ion (Li-ion) plug-in hybrid electric vehicle batteries that offer
greater storage capacity and lower manufacturing costs than existing options

• A p p r o a c h : Testing state-of-the-art NiMH and Li-ion batteries to determine best life capacity; identification of 
issues that limit deep cycle life; improvements in battery operation and control, design, and materials to extend
battery l i f e

Mobile Distributed Generation 

• Critical needs: Infrastructure enabling electric-drive vehicles to provide power services to grid operators as well as
emergency and/or uninterruptible power supply services to electricity users

• A p p r o a c h : A detailed examination of complex issues surrounding the connection of electric-drive vehicles with the
existing power grid

MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Electric Transportation
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FIGURE 6-11.  This chart illustrates key milestones on the road toward cost-effective and marketable electric trans-
portation systems.
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Tomorrow’s Need for Innovative End-Use Technologies
Electrification is one of the most important inventions of all
t i m e. It made possible a string of innovations that included
the internal combustion engine, chemicals and pharmaceuti-
c a l s , and electronic entertainment and commu n i c a t i o n . W i t h
i n n ovation and economic grow t h , s i multaneous improve m e n t s
in energy efficiency and productivity are possible. I m p rov i n g
industrial processes and indoor work env i ro n m e n t s , re d u c i n g
w a s t e, purifying air and water, and improving human perfo r-
mance can all be accomplished more efficiently while incre a s-
ing individual and overall productivity and GDP. During most
of the 20t h c e n t u ry, p roductivity per U. S . e m p l oyee grew
s t e a d i ly. I n formation technology has played a major part in
fueling economic growth and prosperity since the mid-1990s.

In recent years (1985–2000), U. S . e n e r gy intensity (energy per dollar GDP) declined at
compound energy - s avings rates of almost 1.5% per ye a r.

Maintaining such pro g ress over the next 50 ye a r s , h oweve r, will be a challenge. E x p e r i e n c e
has shown that it takes a string of bre a k t h rough technologies (not just one, such as info r-
mation technology) to sustain high growth rates in pro d u c t i v i t y. A n d , while the fast grow t h
of electronics and information technology has produced new economic opport u n i t i e s , i t
has also created env i ronmental pro b l e m s , such as the rapid accumulation of obsolete 
e l e ct ronic equipment and associated scarce or hazardous materials in landfills due to the
high cost of re c y c l i n g . M o re ove r, key U. S . i n d u s t ry sectors face continuing competition fro m
fo reign pro d u c e r s , stringent env i ronmental compliance re q u i re m e n t s , and high labor costs.

Emerging Solutions 
I m p rovements in end-use technology — over both the short and long term—can help the
U. S . e c o n o my continue to grow at a sustainable rate. For example, m a r ket transfo r m a t i o n
e f fo rts to increase market penetration of existing energy-efficient motors, d r i ve s , and p owe r
supplies could occur in the next few ye a r s . L i kew i s e, pilot projects and field demonstrations 

CHALLENGE 7
High-Efficiency End Uses of Electricity

Te c h n o l ogy innovations can radically increase pro d u c t i v i t y, reduce energy intensity, m i n i-
m i ze waste stre a m s , enhance quality of life, and improve business practices, combining to
e n s u re robust economic grow t h . I n d u s t rial electro t e ch n o l og i e s could improve product quality and
reduce energy use while generating less waste. N ew light sources m ay offer substantial energy savings to
v i rt u a l ly all end-use sectors. Indoor env i ro n m e n t i m p rovements could deliver significant health and pro-
ductivity benefits. I m p rovements in information technology, focusing on data centers, c o n n e c t i v i t y,
e n e r gy efficiency, and functionality will provide continued increases in economic pro d u c t i v i t y.
Automating the re cy cling of electro n i c s will re c ap t u re key re s o u rc e s , and encouragement of i n d u s t ri a l
e c o l og y can mu l t i p ly all such gains.

L I M I T I N G

FIGURE 6-12.
More efficient
end-use technolo-

gies contribute to
productivity gains.
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to assess, v a l i d a t e, and document the performance of existing and emerging pro d u c t s — s u c h
as membranes for cleaning landfill gas, f reeze concentration processes for separation and
p u r i f i c a t i o n , and microw ave processes for chemical synthesis, c u r i n g , and water purifica-
tion—could be completed within two to five ye a r s .

Te c h n o l o gy and product development effo rts to provide high-efficiency products where
t h ey do not exist, such as advanced light sources and consumer ap p l i a n c e s , will re q u i re up
to 10 years or more. Emerging industrial electro t e c h n o l o gy innov a t i o n s , such as nanotech-
n o l o g i e s , m i c row ave - d r i ven synthesis, e l e c t rochemical cataly s i s , e l e c t ro - s e p a r a t i o n , a n d
b i o t e c h n o l o g i e s , p romise to dramatically reduce labor costs and improve efficiency. Fo r
e x a m p l e, in food pro c e s s i n g , e l e c t ro-separation could replace today ’s costly distillation,
leading to more food at lower cost. Ultra-efficient light sources could slash lighting costs
for all uses, and new techniques for improving the indoor env i ronment promise to improve
both productivity and health. Automated disassembly could make electronics recycling a
n ew, p rofitable industry. And eve n t u a l ly “industrial ecology” could link the energy and
m a t erials streams of many diffe rent uses to minimize waste, e f fo rt , and cost, i m p roving effi-
ciency and productivity even more.

The application of new technologies to improving the efficiency of office equipment—
which accounts for about 2% of U. S . electricity use—continues to exhibit rapid grow t h .
C u rre n t ly, semiconductor and computer manu f a c t u rers are leading the way to pro d u c e
faster and cheaper equipment. S i m i l a r ly, in the computer monitor are a , e f fo rts to improve
d i s p l ays with organic light emitting diodes and advanced liquid crystal displays are ongo i n g .

To facilitate the rapid development of new technologies, a “model” Internet Data Center
(IDC) is recommended that could serve as a template to showcase the best design con-
cepts and best technology. This model IDC would also serve as a vehicle to increase coop-
eration and develop an ongoing dialogue between developers and electricity prov i d e r s .

Funding Requirements 
R&D initiatives described in Limiting Challenge 7 need $600 million per year over the next
10 ye a r s .
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MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For High-Efficiency End Uses of Electricity

Industrial Electrotechnologies

• Critical needs: Designing, developing, and demonstrating commercial applications of freeze concentration processes
for solid/water separation in food processing and waste processing; microwave processes for ethylene production,
dehydration of food, chemical and ceramic curing, and waste treatment; polymer-based membranes for producing
usable fuels from landfill gas ; and advanced oxidation processes for controlling air pollutants

• A p p r o a c h : Partnership with public agencies, such as DOE, and industry to develop and commercialize key industrial
t e c h n o l o g i e s

Advanced Light Sources

• Critical needs: Identifying, developing, testing, and commercializing new fluorescent light sources with efficacy
(efficiency) of 200 lumens/watt; new phosphor materials that emit two visible photons rather than one; high-intensity
discharge (HID) light sources with twice the efficacy of current HIDs; improved incandescents; and solid-state lighting 

• A p p r o a c h : Collaborative support of R&D by federal and state agencies, national laboratories, other researchers, and
major lamp manufac turers

High-Efficiency Motors, Drives, and Power Supplies

• Critical needs: Developing and commercializing low-cost, high-performance electric motors, drives, power supplies,
and other critical components of electric-drive vehicles

• A p p r o a c h: R&D to enhance existing technologies and develop cost-effective manufacturing processes

Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) and Productivity

• Critical needs: Enhancing air quality using advanced technologies, including dilution (ventilation), capture (filtration),
destruction, and source removal; addressing technical issues pertaining to controlling pathogens, tobacco smoke,
humidity, and volatile organic compounds

• A p p r o a c h: Establishing a clear quantified relationship between enhanced indoor environment and improved produc-
tivity; expanding R&D to develop and enhance IAQ technologies; laboratory tests of new IAQ technologies; large-
scale demonstrations, related data collection, and subsequent information dissemination and commercialization

Automating Electronic Equipment Recycling Processes

• Critical needs: Developing efficient disassembly and extraction processes for common types of electronic equipment;
automating these processes

• A p p r o a c h: R&D to develop, test, and enhance standard “production line” disassembly processes; partnerships with
manufacturers and recycling companies to test, refine, and automate these processes
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CHALLENGE 8
Advances in Enabling Technologies

R&D programs aimed at achieving technological bre a k t h roughs re q u i re a longer time
h o r i zon and a broader focus than those dedicated to incremental improve m e n t s . E n a b l i n g
technologies such as b i o t e ch n o l og y, s m a rt materi a l s, n a n o t e ch n o l og y, f u l l e re n e s, i n formation tech n o l og y, a n d
s e n s o rs, will be the basis for new limit-breaking improve m e n t s , t r a n s forming electricity and other key
technical underpinnings of modern society.

L I M I T I N G

E n a b l i n g technologies are those that fundamentally change industry,
business, or quality of life—often by making other technology break-
throughs possible. In modern times, the most important enabling tech-
nology undoubtedly has been electrification. Widespread electrification
has enabled the development of countless other bre a k t h rough tech-
n o l o g i e s , including radio and telev i s i o n , t e l e c o m mu n i c a t i o n s , i n d u s t r i a l
automation, and modern computing. Finding, developing, and exploring
such technologies, h oweve r, p resents considerable R&D challenges.
Unlike research that seeks modest improvements in existing technolo-
gies, R&D programs that focus on enabling technologies often involve
cutting-edge scientific inquiry across a broad range of technical disciplines.This crosscutting
aspect of the research promotes synergy and increases opportunities for true technological
breakthrough.The work, by its nature, covers a long time horizon and involves a relatively
high level of research risk.

Emerging Solutions 
While it is difficult to divine the future of any re s e a rch endeavo r, it is especially hard to
fo resee the result and value of the more cutting-edge technologies. For example, e a r ly
computer scientists, when asked in the 1950s what they we re working on, said “a machine
for making numerical calculations much more quickly.” T h e re was absolutely no idea that,
decades later, computers would constitute a technology platform with a central role in
n e a r ly eve ry aspect of our live s , f rom manufacturing and commerce to commu n i c a t i o n s ,
t r a n s p o rt a t i o n , and entert a i n m e n t . To d ay, a reas that show particular potential as enabling
technologies include biotechnology, s m a rt materials, n a n o t e c h n o l o gy, f u l l e re n e s , i n fo r m a-
tion technology, and sensors; re s e a rch in any one of these fields could produce the next
t r a n s formational technology.

B i o t e ch n o l og i e s p romise efficient new techniques for toxic waste cleanu p, and biomimetic
materials—man-made materials that mimic the behavior of organic materials—appear to
h ave a wide variety of ap p l i c a t i o n s . S m a rt materi a l s (which can sense and phy s i c a l ly re s p o n d
to changes in their env i ronment) and molecular-scale n a n o t e ch n o l og i e s could dramatically
change ap p roaches to modern engineering and process design. F u l l e re n e s —a type of car-
bon molecule with unequalled stre n g t h , t o u g h n e s s , and both metallic and semiconducting
electrical pro p e rties—could essentially revolutionize materials science. And advances in
i n formation tech n o l og y and s e n s o rs will support the practical application of virt u a l ly all other
t e c h n o l o gy R&D.

Today, areas that show particular
potential as enabling technologies
include biotechnology, smart materials,

nanotechnology, fullerenes, information
technology, and sensors; research in any
one of these fields could produce the

next transformational technology.
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MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Advances in Enabling Technologies

Smart Materials 

• Future possibilities: Real-time condition assessment of critical components; control of power plant chemistry; combus-
tion and emissions control; avoidance of sub-synchronous resonance; increased transmission line capacity

• Approach/technology needs: Effective integration of discrete smart-system sensors, actuators, and processors; miniatur-
ization of smart components to allow embedding in structures; wireless communication with embedded components

Nanotechnology
• Future possibilities: Customized medication-delivery vehicles; stronger, tougher composite materials; more efficient

industrial catalysts; inexpensive polymer nanorod photovoltaic cells; molecular-scale electronic circuits

• Approach/technology needs: Development of nanoscale fabrication processes; advanced self-assembly techniques;
greater understanding of quantum effects; communication links with nanoscale structures

Fullerenes
• Future possibilities: Super-strong, lightweight structural materials; carbon nanotubes; cable with electrical conductivity

more than 10 times greater than copper; nanoscale machines and electronic devices

• Approach/technology needs: Reliable, low-cost production of fullerenes in industrial quantities; nanotube handling and
fabrication techniques; high-strength bonds with matrix substances

Biotechnology and Biomimesis
• Future possibilities: High-strength, protein-based adhesives; self-assembled, low-cost photovoltaics; advanced fuel cells

based on proton pumping across cellular membranes; ethanol-based alternatives to petroleum feedstocks; photo-
induced decomposition of water

• Approach/technology needs: Better understanding of basic biological processes and mechanisms; light harvesting tech-
niques that mimic photosynthesis; research into ion transport in plants; development of enzyme-like catalysts 

Information Technology
• Future possibilities: Enhancements in man-machine interfaces; automated control of dynamic processes; virtual-reality-

based training systems; information security systems; data mining

• Approach/technology needs: Advancements in neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms, intelligent agents, and
artificial intelligence

Sensors
• Future possibilities: High-accuracy sensors for power plant digital control systems; specialized sensors for chemical

species and high-temperature environments; real-time measurement  of emissions and waste streams; microsensors
for voltage and current; distributed temperature measurement in transformer windings

• Approach/technology needs: Development of acoustic wave detectors and electrochemical microsensors; increased
temperature resistance of optical fibers, sensor housings, claddings, coatings, and adhesives; development of low-
cost, versatile fiber Bragg gratings; microminiaturization of s ensor components
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A Glimpse of the Future
In many cases, a number of these developments could be combined to produce an efficient,
robust solution to a real-world problem—for instance, avoiding the catastrophic failure of a
gas or steam turbine. In this case, distributed nanoscale strain sensors, fabricated fro m
s m a rt materials through a biomimetic pro c e s s , might be embedded into the ro t a t i n g
m a c h i n e ry in such a way that would not upset the machine’s dynamic balance. A d v a n c e d
i n formation technology algorithms could then be used to mine the resulting re a l - t i m e
operating data, p redict incipient failure, signal the need for maintenance, and alter equip-
ment operation to prevent an immediate failure eve n t .

Other high-value possibilities include low-cost photovoltaics that use biomimetic self-
a s s e m b ly of nanoscale materials; h i g h - s t re n g t h , high-conductivity transmission lines consisting
of fullerenes fabricated biomimetically ; and advanced sensors and smart materials technology
for distributed temperature measurement and maximization of throughput in power lines.

Funding Requirements 
R&D initiatives necessary for developing the next generation of enabling technologies will
re q u i re $1 billion per year over the next 10 ye a r s .
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Need for Fuel Diversity
A diverse fuel port folio offers strategic flexibility in the face of
f u t u re uncertainty and the economic advantage of fuel compe-
t i t i o n . But the current U. S . and global generation port fo l i o s
a re determined by current economic, e nv i ro n m e n t a l , a n d
political re a l i t i e s , which often promote a narrow set of gener-
ation options with even more restricted fuel choices.

In the near term, most new and projected U. S . p ower plants
will use natural gas for both env i ronmental and economic re a-
s o n s . H oweve r, the price of natural gas can fluctuate dramati-
c a l ly with av a i l a b i l i t y, which could produce higher electricity
p r i c e s . M o re ove r, gas prices are like ly to both increase and
become more volatile as the U. S . e n e r gy economy grow s
m o re dependent on natural gas-fired plants.

At the same time, e nv i ronmental concerns may lead to reductions in allowable CO2 e m i s-
sions for U. S . p l a n t s . Depending on the cost of carbon cap t u re and storage technologies,
these restrictions could re q u i re the closure of nu m e rous coal-fired plants, resulting in a
c o rresponding need for the public to accept higher electricity prices. With such future sce-
n a r i o s , a more diverse set of future generation options is urgent.

Emerging Solutions 
To adequately add ress fuel supply uncert a i n t y, price vo l a t i l i t y, e n e r gy security, and global sus-
t a i n a b i l i t y, the global electricity port folio should consist of a broad range of energy sourc e s ,
including fo s s i l , re n ewables and hy d ro, and nuclear powe r.

H i g h ly efficient fossil generation system designs that maximize emission cap t u re from the
e n e r gy conversion process can help keep costs down and minimize emissions per unit of
electricity pro d u c t i o n . Advanced coal technologies—such as ultrasupercritical (USC) and
integrated gasification combined-cycle (IGCC) plants—are part i c u l a r ly important because
t h ey can make coal—a cheap, w i d e ly accessible fuel—competitive under stringent emission
reduction scenarios.

CHALLENGE 9
Strengthened Portfolio of Generation Options

A broad port folio of generation options is critical to ensuring enough re a s o n a bly priced
electricity to support economic grow t h , quality of life aspirations, and env i ronmental 
p ro t e c t i o n . Fossil fuel ge n e ration options that facilitate emissions capture or produce no emissions m a ke
the best use of existing fuel re s o u rc e s . R e n ewable energy options coupled with robust storage options
a dd ress the intermittent nature of most re n ewable fuels. Next-generation n u clear power plant tech n o l og i e s
o f fer safety and operational improvements as well as zero emissions. D i s t ributed energy resources (DER)
t e ch n o l og i e s enhance power system flexibility.

L I M I T I N G

FIGURE 6-13.

New generation
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address both small-

and large-scale 

production needs.
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R e n ewable re s o u rces—such as the wind, s u n , and biomass—are virt u a l ly inexhaustible and
g e n e r a l ly allow the production of pollution-free energy. In add i t i o n , incorporating re n ew-
able energy sources and nuclear energy into the generation port folio helps manage the
risks associated with fossil-fuel price fluctuations. R e n ewable energy (including new, l ow env i-
ronmental impact hy d ro p ower) technologies can also be built in small capacity incre m e n t s
p ro p o rtionate to load patterns and local need, using locally available fuel sources to allow
individual re g i o n s , s t a t e s , and nations to become more energy self-sufficient and sustainable.

An aggre s s i ve program to lower CO2 emissions must include nuclear power alternative s .
The current fleet of nuclear power plants makes major contributions to U. S . e f fo rts to
reduce fossil fuel emissions and improve air quality. C O2 emissions avoided through the
use of nuclear energy equals the amount of CO2 generated by about 135 million cars
(about two thirds of the total), or ro u g h ly 40% of the total curre n t ly emitted by all U. S .
coal plants.

O ver the short term, d i f fe rent types of distributed energy re s o u rces may offer gre a t e r
generation flexibility and help certain customers obtain greater power reliability and qualit y.

O ver the long term, advanced hy d rogen fuel cells as well as re n ewable solar and wind
p ower solutions could support a zero-emissions option for distributed re s o u rc e s . On a
larger scale, t h ey may provide a clean and cost-effe c t i ve foundation for the electrification
of developing countries. N ove l , hy d rogen-based power cycles that offer high perfo r m a n c e
at low or no emissions could also support sustainable electrification.

Funding Requirements 
R&D initiatives necessary for enhancing existing generation options and developing new
ones will re q u i re an estimated $2.3 billion per year over the next 10 ye a r s .
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MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Maintaining and Strengthening the Portfolio of Generation Options

Efficient, Low-Emission Options for Fossil Fuel Generation

• Critical needs: L o w - N OX solutions, enhanced gas turbines, and improved reliability, availability, and maintainability
(RAM) for natural gas-fired plants; advanced coal-fired plant designs, including integrated gasification combined-cycle
and ultrasupercritical plants; advanced CO2 capture options for conventional coal-fired plants

• A p p r o a c h : Utilities to host technology demonstrations; development of long-term R&D plan

Maintaining and Improving Nuclear Power Options

• Critical needs: Technologies that address reliability issues for boiling water reactor (BWR) and pressurized water r e a c-
tor (PWR) primary systems and other key plant components; new designs and effective processes for cost-effective
light water reactor deployments; technology basis for safe helium reactor

• A p p r o a c h : The application of reliability-focused technologies to resolve issues and manage assets; medium-term R&D
for economic high-performance standardized ALWRs and for demonstration of stable licensing processes; long-term
R&D for advanced designs; working with regulators/others to optimize safety of new designs

The Application of Hydrogen as an Energy Carrier

• Critical needs: Advancing hydrogen production, delivery, storage, conversion, and safety

• A p p r o a c h : Long-term R&D plan; developing proof-of-concept systems; recruiting utilities to host demos 

Improvements in Renewable Energy Performance to Improve Commercial Value

• Critical needs: Low-cost, high-efficiency photovoltaic systems with goals of $1,000 per kW and 35% efficiency; r e d u c e d
cost of biomass gasification; improve the efficiency and reduce the cost of renewable hydrogen production

• A p p r o a c h : Continued development of Si and post-Si devices and long-term field tests; the development and demonstration
of multi-fuel gasification concepts and wood waste demos; the identification of novel concepts for hydrogen production

Addressing Intermittency Issues Associated with Renewable Power Generation

• Critical needs: Combining intermittent generation (IG) sources with storage devices; improving the electric grid’s abil-
ity to accept IG; short-term forecasting to predict IG output

• A p p r o a c h : Investigating/testing new storage technologies; developing intelligent models and control schemes to inte-
grate intermittent sources with grid; researching wind forecasting methods

Improving the Cost and Efficiency of Fuel Cells and Other DER Options

• Critical needs: Increasing solid oxide fuel cycle (SOFC) power density; reducing the cost of a manufactured SOFC
stack to under $100/kW; extending SOFC life to more than 100,000 hours with less than 0.1% voltage degradation
per 1,000 hours; lower non-fuel O&M costs to less than 0.5 cents/kWh; developing flexible microturbines and gas
turbines suitable for integration with the SOFC

• A p p r o a c h : Defining specifications for hybrid systems and demonstrate prototypes; develop most promising fuel cell
components; partnering with organizations associated with the DOE’s SECA program
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Power Generation in the Roadmap

Work associated with this Limiting Challenge supports the fo l l owing Roadmap objective s :

1 . P roviding electricity at reasonable costs to support economic grow t h , h e a l t h , a n d
well-being in both developed and developing countries

2 . P rotecting the env i ronment both in terms of local and regional air/land/water issues
and with respect to global climate to re s o l ve the energy/carbon conflict

3 . Contributing to an ultimate goal of global sustainabili ty in terms of the energy
re s o u rces needed for electricity supply

Additional Critical Capability Gaps

• Sustaining the Current Fleet of Fossil and Nuclear Generation Plants During Transition to Advanced Technologies 

• Novel Power Cycle Concepts to Minimize Emissions and Maximize Fuel Flexibility

FIGURE 6-14.  This chart illustrates key milestones on the road toward a robust electricity generation portfolio.



The Global Electrification Challenge
A p p rox i m a t e ly 1.6 billion people—one quarter of the wo r l d ’s
p o p u l a t i o n — h ave no access to electricity. An additional 800
million have ve ry limited access to electricity. Most of these
people are among the over 2.8 billion who surv i ve on less
than two dollars a day and face inord i n a t e ly high risks of dis-
e a s e, s t a rv a t i o n , h o m e l e s s n e s s , and exploitation. E ven as we face
the challenge of promoting sustainable development for these
p e o p l e, the wo r l d ’s population is expected to rise another 3 bil-
lion by 2050. Access to a basic level of electricity and re l a t e d
s e rvices could offer dramatic improvements in the quality of life
for the wo r l d ’s poorest populations—contributing, in part , t o
potential gains in health, e d u c a t i o n , and economic opport u n i t y.
But the challenge is daunting. The least electrified corners of
the world are beset by unstable governing bodies and often

p o o r ly managed economic systems; in extreme cases, c o rruption or inefficient management
m ay deter investors and siphon scarce re s o u rces aw ay from intended electrification and
related pro j e c t s . E ven in countries where a stable government and policy infrastructure
e x i s t s , m a ny much-needed electrification projects do not offer sufficient re t u r n - o n - i nve s t-
ment to make them attractive to inve s t o r s .

Emerging Solutions 
The answer to the global electrification question will require a combination of innovative
new policies, finance mechanisms, and infrastructure technology. Work is urgently needed to
improve the current knowledge base on the prospects for global electrification, particularly
with respect to varying national, re g i o n a l , and local conditions and needs. This know l e d g e
base will provide a solid foundation for the creation of new institutional structures—includ-
ing markets—that will, in turn, create regulatory frameworks for the efficient delivery and
sale of electricity. That knowledge will also support the development and application of
financing mechanisms, including microfinance and electricity cooperatives that can re d u c e
risks and improve returns for small and large private investors. Another high priority is R&D
that will facilitate development of more cost-effective power infrastructures that are suitable
for serving these loads, including generation, transmission, and distribution systems in addi-
tion to communications and control systems.
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CHALLENGE 1 0
Universal Global Electrification

Global access to re l i a bl e, a f fo rd a ble electricity is essential to ensuring economic grow t h ,
p rotecting env i ronmental assets, and improving public health. I n n ovative power infra s t r u c t u re
t e ch n o l og i e s will reduce the costs of electrification and offer reliability and power quality benefits. N ew
financing mech a n i s m s will make electrification projects more attractive to private organizations (as we l l
as international agencies) by improving profitability and reducing risk. R e s e a rch that quantifies the many
economic and social benefi t s of universal electrification will support national, re g i o n a l , and local energy
p o l i c y m a k i n g .

L I M I T I N G

FIGURE 6-15.
Under business-as-
usual conditions,
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the world popula-
tion will remain

without electricity.
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Funding Requirements 
R&D initiatives necessary for universal electrification will re q u i re ap p rox i m a t e ly $400 
million per year over the next 10 ye a r s .

MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Achieving Universal Global Electrification

Financing of Electrification Projects

• Critical needs: Flexible electricity pricing and demand forecast models; improved understanding of why some electrifi-
cation projects (in South Africa and China) succeeded

• A p p r o a c h : Researchers to collect data on past electrification projects; analysts to leverage existing financial models to
interpret data; medium-term R&D plan

Power System Infrastructure—Generation,Transmission, and Distribution 

• Critical needs: The identification of least-cost/best-performance technologies for regional electrification strategies; the
development of more cost-effective (and easy to manufacture) generation, transmission, distribution, and storage
t e c h n o l o g i e s

• A p p r o a c h : Focus on key performance characteristics (reliability, availability, maintainability , and durability); long-term
R&D plan involving utilities as well as regional organizations

Role of Electrification in Economic Growth

• Critical needs: Short- and long-term electrification goals applicable at the national, regional, and local levels; an
improved understanding of the relationship between electrification and economic growth; an improved under-
s t a n ding of the relationship between electricity and other energy sources

• A p p r o a c h : Researchers to collect and combine existing information on grid extension, cooperatives, and other 
electrification programs; analysis of collected information; an assessment of additional research needs

Additional Critical Capability Gaps

• Electric End-Use Technologies—Needs include energy-efficient water desalination and purification technologies

• Environmental Issues—Carbon management  strategies are key
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FIGURE 6-16.  This chart illustrates key milestones on the road toward universal global electrification.
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Carbon Dioxide Issues Overview
Fossil fuels—primarily coal, o i l , and natural gas—account for nearly
80% of the wo r l d ’s primary energy consumption. While driving the
engine of global economic growth and pro s p e r i t y, fossil fuel combus-
tion also creates CO2, the predominant greenhouse gas. By the daw n
of the 21s t c e n t u ry, C O2 emissions associated with human activity had
g rown to more than 6x109 metric tons, or 6 gigatons, of carbon per
ye a r, and the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere had risen fro m
280 parts per million by volume (ppmv) in pre-industrial times to
about 370 ppmv.

C o n t i nued growth in energy demand—especially in developing coun-
tries—is projected to further increase global emissions of CO2 and its atmospheric con-
c e n t r a t i o n . This trend conflicts with the scientific consensus that stabilizing the
atmospheric concentration of CO2 and other greenhouse gases is necessary to avo i d
a d verse effects on the wo r l d ’s climates. U l t i m a t e ly, fossil fuel combustion will have to be
displaced by electricity and hy d rogen from low- or zero-carbon emitting sourc e s . F u l l - s c a l e
d evelopment of many of these technologies, h oweve r, will take several decades. In the
m e a n t i m e, a f fo rdable methods for reducing the net addition of CO2 to the atmosphere
must be developed if growth in the atmospheric concentration of CO2 is to be curbed.
The use of existing re n ewable and nuclear technologies to accelerate this process is 
discussed under Limiting Challenge 9. In contrast, no technology is, at pre s e n t , c o m m e r-
c i a l ly available for capturing and disposing of CO2 f rom power plants. A d apting the pro c e s s
used for food-grade CO2 p roduction appears to be energy intensive and costly ; ap p lying it
to a power plant could nearly double the cost of electricity and leaves the unanswe re d
q u e s t i o n : w h e re will we put the cap t u red CO2?

R&D Costs and Funding Mechanisms
R&D initiatives for the development of carbon sequestration technologies will re q u i re at
least $300 million per year over the next 10 ye a r s .

CHALLENGE11
Carbon Capture and Storage Technologies

Economical technologies for sequestering carbon dioxide (CO2) need to be developed if
fossil fuels are to remain as env i ro n m e n t a l ly acceptabl e, a f fo rd a ble energy sources fo r
electricity pro d u c t i o n . This was considered to be the most critical Limiting Challenge in the suite of
issues needed to add ress carbon management.These technologies may include direct methods of cap-
turing CO2 f rom the combustion process and depositing it into geologic fo r m a t i o n s , as well as indire c t
methods such as managing fo rests to maximize the amount of CO2 re m oved from the atmosphere
t h rough photosynthesis. An accelerated program of re s e a rc h , d eve l o p m e n t , and demonstration is needed
in order to realize the benefits of carbon cap t u re and sequestration technologies within the next few
d e c a d e s .

L I M I T I N G

FIGURE 6-17.
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MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For CO2 Capture and Storage

Advanced Concepts R&D 

• Critical needs: Collaborative process to generate breakthrough approaches to CO2 c a p t u r e

• A p p r o a c h : Incentives for public/private idea-generation efforts; also R&D consortia

Pilot- and Full-Scale Demonstrations of Direct Sequestration 

• Critical needs: Real-world data on candidate technologies in power plant conditions; assurance of full-scale success of
technologies for varied fuels and situations

• A p p r o a c h : 5–10 integrated pilot facilities worldwide; full-scale follow-ons to pilot plants; coordination with new
power systems R&D; public/private funding

Regulatory, Legal, and Societal Issues 

• Critical needs: Regulatory/liability solutions; assurance of acceptability to public

• A p p r o a c h : Studies of precedents; action framework; long-term public education campaign

Carbon Disposal Stability 

• Critical needs: Proof of geologic and ocean sink stability; ocean fertilization effects

• A p p r o a c h : Lab testing on basics; measurement methods; test data; predictive models

Additional Critical Capability Gaps

• Methods for Assessing Investment Decision Options 

• Assessment of Health/Ecological Risks 
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FIGURE 6-18.  This chart illustrates key milestones on the road to carbon sequestration.
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The Need for a New Approach to
Environmental Regulation
O ver the past 30–40 ye a r s , command and contro l
regulations (i.e. , those that operate without using
market mechanisms) have significantly improved envi-
ronmental protection and clean up. H oweve r, m a ny
public and private sector experts believe that aug-
menting command and control rules with marke t -
based approaches can improve the cost-effectiveness
of env i ronmental regulations and accelerate env i ro n-
mental gains. One of the most effe c t i ve marke t - b a s e d
ap p roaches to env i ronmental control is the “ c ap and
trade” concept. In the cap and trade concept, re g u l a-
tors set a maximum limit (i.e. , a cap) for emissions of
a particular pollutant in a given geographical are a .
M a r ketable permits are established among re g u l a t e d
entities that can then be traded and sold while main-

taining the overall emissions cap. This concept was incorporated into federal env i ro n m e n t a l
policy through the passage of  The Clean Air Amendments of 1990, which established a t r a d-
ing system for sulfur dioxide and nitrogen ox i d e s . The success of these programs showe d
that market-based ap p ro a c h e s , when implemented effe c t i ve ly, i m p rove env i ronmental out-
comes at lower cost. Similar thinking can be applied to other env i ronmental issues, in which
the pre s e rvation and enhancement of natural re s o u rces have real economic value.

Emerging Markets
In recent ye a r s , e nv i ronmental markets have begun to emerge, g row, and dive r s i f y. T h e s e
m a r kets essentially assign a dollar value to the services (“eco-assets”) provided by both
natural and managed ecosystems. Po l i c y m a kers and regulators are helping to create these
m a r kets by establishing incentive-based env i ronmental management frameworks that
rew a rd investments for eco-asset pre s e rv a t i o n , e n h a n c e m e n t , re s t o r a t i o n , and cre a t i o n . I n
a ddition to SO2 and NOX emissions allow a n c e s , commodities such as aquifer recharge 
c re d i t s , wasteload allocations for point and nonpoint source pollutants, and mitigation cre d i t s
for we t l a n ds , b i o d i versity (critical habitats and listed species), and riparian buffer zones are

CHALLENGE1 2
Ecological Asset Management

M a r ket-based management frameworks that account for the economic value of natural
c apital (i.e. , “eco-assets”) promise to help add ress the challenges of eco-asset manage-
ment and achieve env i ronmental goals more efficiently and at lower cost. Institutional fra m e-
works and standard i zed policies will support the design of efficient rules-based marke t s . Studies and
d e m o n s t ra t i o n s will enable the development of multiple markets specializing in diffe rent eco-asset
c o mmodities and diffe rent scales (i.e. , l o c a l , re g i o n a l , and international). I n n ov a t i ve software tools and
s t r a t e g i e s will allow companies and large landowners to maximize the value of the eco-assets and adopt
long-term eco-asset-based strategies.

L I M I T I N G

FIGURE 6-19.
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being bought and sold in U. S . m a r ke t s . For other commodities—notably, emission offset
c redits for carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases—markets are emerging over scales
ranging from regional to global.

Funding Requirements 
At least $50 million per year over the next 10 years is needed to ensure continu e d
progress toward the development of robust eco-asset markets.

FIGURE 6-20.  This chart illustrates key milestones on the road toward robust eco-asset management options.
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MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Ecological Asset Market Development

Tools and Strategies for Maximizing Eco-Asset Value

• Critical needs: Resource management and business strategies for the informed, effective design and implementation of
organization-level eco-asset frameworks

• A p p r o a c h : Developing algorithms to model environmental processes, assess risks, evaluate the impacts of market-
based management options, etc.

Public Education and Acceptance

• Critical needs: Comprehensive educational programs aimed at the financial community and the general public

• A p p r o a c h : Meetings with stakeholders to identify key issues; press briefings; the development of press kits and 
online media

Market Assessment, Development, and Expansion

• Critical needs: The development of city, state, regional, national, international, and global markets for a variety of eco-
asset-based commodities and derivative instruments

• A p p r o a c h : Studies and demonstration projects focused on existing and emerging eco-asset markets (such as those for
credits associated with wetlands, biodiversity, and terrestrial carbon sequestration)

Institutional Restructuring and Standardized Policy Frameworks

• Critical needs: The development of laws, regulations, and guidelines applicable to eco-asset-based financial instru-
ments; the standardization of laws and regulations across various levels of government

• A p p r o a c h : Facilitating dialogue amongst all key stakeholders; analyzing gaps in existing regulatory and oversight frame-
works; the training of eco-asset specialists within relevant agencies

Additional Critical Capability Gaps

• Scientific Knowledge and Technical Capability



Water Issues Overview
Assuring water av a i l a b i l i t y, q u a l i t y, and security in an
e nv i ro n m e n t a l ly acceptable manner is essential to
ensuring sustainable economic growth and improv i n g
public health. N o n e t h e l e s s , key stakeholders in both
d eveloped and rap i d ly developing countries are cur-
re n t ly facing serious water management challenges.
The emerging watershed ap p roach to enhancing water
management re q u i res balancing the needs of mu l t i p l e
s t a keholders residing in multiple legal jurisdictions, a n d
d eveloping optimal water allocation, s t ream flow, l a n d
u s e, and other policies that foster ap p ropriate grow t h
in electricity demand and supply. At the same time,
i n c re a s i n g ly stringent env i ronmental re g u l a t i o n s — fo r-
mulated at the global, n a t i o n a l , and local leve l s — m e a n
that both public agencies and private businesses, t h rough public/private part n e r s h i p s , mu s t
join fo rces to solve water issues at both the macroscale and microscale leve l s .

Emerging Solutions 
I m p roving the supply, u t i l i z a t i o n , and security of water in any given area is a complex
u n d e rtaking that depends on an integrated understanding of the infrastructure for water
and electricity; land use; c o m m e rc i a l , i n d u s t r i a l , re s i d e n t i a l , and agricultural practices; h a b i t a t
and indigenous species; e nv i ronmental re g u l a t i o n s ; and climate change issues. At the “ m a c ro ”
(watershed) leve l , this challenge can be add ressed by enhancing models that simulate how
these nu m e rous factors interact. With the accurate fo recasts and “ w h a t - i f” analyses cre a t e d
by these models, s t a keholders will be able to set better water allocation and discharge 
t a r g e t s . At the “ m i c ro” (community or industrial facility) leve l , public and private facilities will
need cost-effe c t i ve technologies to meet their water re s o u rce management re s p o n s i b i l i t i e s
as determined by macroscale policies. Critical infrastructure prov i d e r s , such as electric utili-
ties and water treatment agencies, will have added security re s p o n s i b i l i t i e s .
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CHALLENGE13
Improving Water Availability and Quality

U n i versal access to affo rd a ble electricity and clean water is essential to sustainable eco-
nomic growth and related health and env i ronmental benefits. But add ressing tomorrow ’s
water and electricity re q u i rements will be a complex challenge, i nvolving nu m e rous stake h o l d e r s ; i n t e r-
connected ecological, l e g a l , t e c h n i c a l , and financial issues; and security concerns. Advanced modeling
t e chn i q u e s will allow coordinated re s o u rce policymaking at the watershed leve l . I n n ovative water manage-
ment tech n o l og i e s will enable power plants, industrial facilities, and communities to meet economic
d evelopment and env i ronmental go a l s .

L I M I T I N G

FIGURE 6-21.

Improving access 
to clean water 
is another key 

component of a 
sustainable global

economy. By 2025,

much of the world
will face some

degree of water

scarcity.
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Funding Requirements 
R&D initiatives necessary to improve water av a i l a b i l i t y, q u a l i t y, and security will re q u i re at
least $100 million per year over the next decade in the U. S . a l o n e. F u rther funding—
perhaps hundreds of millions of dollars—will be required to perform demonstrations of the
technologies developed and to address international issues. Because of the tremendous size
and scope of these projects, their success will depend on public/private partnerships, po t e n-
t i a l ly catalyzed by EPRI and other international re s e a rch institutions with strong ties to
both sectors.

MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Improving Water Availability, Quality, and Security

Prioritizing Opportunities for Water Management—U.S. and International 

• Critical needs: The identification and prioritization of communities for which water availability, quality, and/or security
issues will be most important to economic growth, public health, and environmental quality over the next decades

• A p p r o a c h : Partnership with global, national, and regional organizations to obtain and analyze key data and to develop
forecasting methodologies; public/private funding

Creating Robust Ecological, Hydrological, and Water Allocation Models 

• Critical needs: Collaborative processes to (1) understand relationships between human and environmental water 
uses within a watershed, (2) extend existing water management models and water allocation decision processes, 
and (3) build new models and decision-making processes where needed

• A p p r o a c h : Enhancing and validating existing models based on new applications; developing new models; developing
consensus decision processes; public/private funding

Developing Water Production, Recycling, Conservation, and Security Technologies 

• Critical needs: R&D aimed at the development and initial testing of new technologies; commercialization of most
promising emerging technologies

• A p p r o a c h : Public/private partnerships involving water and electricity industries, government agencies and R&D 
laboratories, manufacturers, universities, and others
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FIGURE 6-22.  This chart illustrates key milestones on the road toward improved water quality, security, reliability,

and availability.
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Tomorrow’s Environmental Science Needs
In this century, global demand for electricity will rap i d ly incre a s e,
d r i ven by such powerful fo rces as population grow t h , u r b a n i z a t i o n ,
expanding global commerc e, and the imperative to improve quality of
l i fe. It is estimated that 10,000 GW of new generation capacity will be
needed globally over the next 50 ye a r s . F rom an env i ronmental and
health perspective, this is good new s , because societies that derive a
g reater portion of their energy from electricity have both greater eco-
nomic output (and there by are able to provide better healthcare) and
l ower emissions per unit of energy consumed.

N eve rt h e l e s s , t h e re are significant env i ronmental issues associated with electricity genera-
tion and delive ry, and these issues will become even more important as the world add s
generation and delive ry cap a c i t y. Most coal-fired power plants emit gaseous pollutants, s u c h
as sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOX) , p a rticulates and trace elements (such as
m e rc u ry ) , and carbon dioxide (CO2) . T h ey also use large quantities of water and generate
w a s t e s . Operation of the power delive ry infrastructure also has env i ronmental impacts: i t
p roduces electric and magnetic fields, uses millions of wood poles treated with pre s e rv a-
t i ve s , and can interfe re with electronic communications and bird migration.

One of the wo r l d ’s greatest env i ronmental challenges is managing global climate change.
U n l i ke many other env i ronmental concerns, it is truly global in scope and re q u i res global
action for its ultimate re s o l u t i o n . To effe c t i ve ly add ress the issue of CO2 and other gre e n-
house gas emissions, it is critical that the underlying science be well understood, that policy

CHALLENGE 1 4
Environmental Science

M o re fundamental re s e a rch is necessary to improve our understanding of the env i ro n-
mental risks and benefits associated with electricity generation and use. This information is
critical to those in the electricity business, p o l i c y m a kers who influence technology choices and assess
r i s k s , and the public, which is both a consumer of electricity and part of the global env i ronmental 
f a b r i c. The most critical issues needing further re s e a rch are : the health impacts of air pollutants, such as
fine particulates and toxics (e. g . , m e rc u ry ) ; the role of electricity generation and use in climate ch a n ge;
the importance of water availability and quality for dev e l o p m e n t, including electricity generation;
whether e l e c t ric and magnetic fi e l d s f rom T&D lines lead to adverse health effe c t s ; and how to best
manage the wastes and useful pro d u c t s ( e. g . , f ly ash, h e a t , wood poles, contaminated soils) associated
with electricity generation and use.

These env i ronmental issues and others will be part i c u l a r ly important as the electricity enterprise
evo l ves to deploy n ew ge n e ration tech n o l og i e s such as distributed energy re s o u rces (DER), i n t e g r a t e d
gasification combined-cycle (IGCC) with carbon cap t u re and sequestration, advanced nuclear powe r,
re n ewables such as photovo l t a i c s , and hy d rogen-based energy technologies, such as fuel cells.Two key
ap p roaches are like ly to gre a t ly influence how env i ronmental issues are managed in the future —ri s k
a s s e s s m e n t / l i fe - cy cle analyses and m a r ket-based rulemaking. Both of these ap p roaches will be integral to
a c h i eving global sustainability through development and use of clean, advanced electric power systems.

L I M I T I N G

To effectively address the issue of CO2

and other greenhouse gas emissions, it
is critical that the underlying science be
well understood, that policy options are

well framed and examined, and that the
rules for managing greenhouse gases are
well designed and implemented.



options are well framed and examined, and that the rules for managing greenhouse gases
a re well designed and implemented.

The human and environmental impacts of fine particulate matter and other air pollutants
have been examined for decades, but we have only recently begun to understand the actual
causative agents and physiological mechanisms involved. Using epidemiology, toxicology, and
exposure assessment, together with sophisticated monitoring systems, we are getting closer
to identifying the specific components of the particles in our air that are most responsible
for observed health effects. Similarly, taking a total ecosystem approach to the examination
of emission sourc e s , t r a n s p o rt mechanisms, g e o p hysical cycling, and tox i c o l o gy of substances
such as merc u ry, we are able to more effe c t i ve ly determine not only biological and ecological
i m p a c t s , but also which management strategies would most benefit society.

Electric power generation and delive ry creates products and wastes that must be effe c t i ve ly
m a n a g e d . Materials such as fly ash from coal combustion, which have many established c o m-
m e rcial uses (e. g . , cement substitution in concre t e ) , m ay change in character with new
e nv i ronmental controls and re q u i re changes in management strategies. Wood poles used i n
the electric distribution system must be pro p e r ly disposed of, or used in safe commerc i a l
ap p l i c a t i o n s , as they contain regulated pre s e rv a t i ve s . F i n a l ly, electric T&D systems generate
l ow - l evel electric and magnetic fields, which continue to be scrutinized in relation to
e f fects such as childhood leukemia and various forms of cancer.

F u t u re electricity generation and delive ry options will all have env i ronmental uncert a i n t i e s
and potential consequences that must be add re s s e d . The goal will be to identify and re s o l ve
these issues and potential impacts at an early stage of technology deve l o p m e n t , making it
possible to minimize potentially significant impacts in the technology design phase, r a t h e r
than after deploy m e n t . Risk assessment and life-cycle analyses will be critical to placing
e nv i ronmental consequences in perspective.T h ey will also help provide additional info r m a-
tion to assess total costs (including env i ronmental externalities) and public acceptance.

Emerging Solutions 
Managing the env i ronmental impacts of global electricity generation and delive ry re q u i re s
solid scientific, t e c h n o l o g i c a l , and economic info r m a t i o n . Using the best scientific info r m a-
tion available reduces uncertainty and allows decision makers to most cost-effe c t i ve ly
a dd ress and mitigate the problems that pose the greatest risk to the public and to the
e nv i ro n m e n t . It is like ly that risk assessment methodologies will be refined to more effe c-
t i ve ly define levels of exposure that provide adequate margins of safety for human and
e nv i ronmental pro t e c t i o n . This will be part i c u l a r ly re l evant for coal-based env i ro n m e n t a l
i s s u e s , which present some of the most vexing challenges for the future. Because coal is
the wo r l d ’s most abundant fossil fuel, with hundreds of years of available re s e rve s , it is
i m p e r a t i ve that ways be found to use coal in an env i ro n m e n t a l ly sustainable way.
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Air Quality and Human Health
One of the critical areas where scientific re s e a rch can play a pivotal role is providing a 
better understanding of which constituents in ambient air contribute to adverse health
e f fe c t s .This allows policymakers to focus on controlling emissions from those sources that
most contribute to these effe c t s , thus resulting in more effe c t i ve policies for pro t e c t i n g
public health. A prime example today is fine particulate matter (PM) from fossil fuel comb u s-
t i o n , which has been shown to be associated with negative health effe c t s . H oweve r, fine PM
is composed of many organic and inorganic compounds. Recent re s e a rch is finding that the
carbonaceous fraction is the most tox i c, not sulfates or nitrates (the predominant compo-
nent of PM).T h u s , c o n t rolling sulfates and nitrates may not result in any positive health bene-
f i t . L i kew i s e, m o re work is necessary to determine how merc u ry from power plants and
other sources contributes to human exposure through fish consumption, and whether some
c o m p o u n d s , such as arsenic, a c t u a l ly have thresholds below which no adverse effects occur.

Global Climate Change
As discussed prev i o u s ly in the Roadmap, society is moving fo r w a rd with policies aimed at
stabilizing greenhouse gas concentrations, but the target concentration levels have not been
d e t e r m i n e d . T h u s , it is critically important to understand the implications of climate policies
and measure s , h ow the climate system wo r k s , the impacts of climate change, h ow we might
a d apt to—and benefit from—climate changes, and what technology options and strategies
will be needed to mitigate undesirable climate change. R e s e a rch to date has shown that to
stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations at levels that will not negative ly interfe re with
human societies and ecosystems, we will need to make major investments in technological
advances to produce and consume energy in ways that emit far less greenhouse gas emis-
sions per unit of GDP than is the case today. G reater electrification is crucial to success in
this endeavo r.

Electric and Magnetic Fields
T h e re is an ongoing need to add ress the potential health effects from exposure to EMF.
This is especially true as we build new power lines (for new customers and those not cur-
re n t ly served) and improve the existing infrastructure. R e s e a rch institutions, such as the
C a l i fornia Department of Health Serv i c e s , and others abroad have cited the ap p a rent re l a-
tionship between magnetic fields and childhood leukemia as a cause for concern. O t h e r
studies have associated EMF exposures to card i ovascular disease and cancer. R e s e a rch is
needed to add ress these issues as we expand the global infrastructure to deliver electricity
to its ultimate marke t s . One emerging hypothesis re g a rding the potential link betwe e n
childhood leukemia and magnetic fields is “contact current” (e. g . , touching a metallic surface
with a low electrical potential, causing a small current to flow through the child’s body,
including the bone marrow, that reaches ground via another conductive medium such as
the drain in a filled bathtub).



Wastes and Useful Products
The production and delive ry of electricity generate significant amounts of wastes as well as
p roducts with commercial value. It is important that wastes are minimized, a re non-
h a z a rdous in nature, and can be reused or recycled in some way. For example, f ly ash fro m
coal combustion is incre a s i n g ly being used in commercial applications such as highway and
building construction. A large quantity of combustion products is landfilled worldwide and
must be managed to protect ground and surface water. This becomes particularly important
as new control technologies are deployed on power plants to remove mercury, which will
then become part of the solids being used commerc i a l ly or placed in landfills.Wood poles
containing pre s e rv a t i ves can potentially impact surrounding soils; these power poles mu s t
be managed once their useful life is ove r, p e r h aps in another ap p l i c a t i o n .

Water Use
Almost eve ry large electricity generating station uses water, either for cooling (thermo-
electric) or for driving turbines (hy d ro e l e c t r i c ) . I n c reasing competition for this pre c i o u s
re s o u rce will constrain its future use for power generation. T h u s , the electricity enterprise
must be invo l ved in defining multiple ap p roaches to re s o l ve freshwater availability  chal-
l e n g e s . For example, g re a t ly improved integration of electricity production and water use,
t re a t m e n t , and recycling will help communities reduce water consumption and prov i d e
essential services at lower cost. F u rt h e r, water supports not only human life, but also
aquatic ecosystems that must be protected and enhanced.T h u s , t h e re will be a need for an
i m p roved basis to develop and implement standards to protect water quality cost-effe c t i ve ly.
F i n a l ly, as new technologies are deployed for future electricity generation or to re m ove pollu-
tants from existing power plants, emissions from such technologies must be pro p e r ly charac-
terized and potentially tre a t e d .

Emerging Environmental Issues and Management Strategies
M a ny of the issues noted above are being add ressed today, but still re q u i re add i t i o n a l
research—at an accelerated pace—to meet societal environmental objectives in the most
c o s t - e f fe c t i ve manner. H oweve r, n ew issues are also like ly to emerge such as potential
impacts of hydrogen transport and use or whether stored carbon dioxide can permanently
remain in saline aquifers or other geological repositories. Large-scale deployment of distrib-
uted generation technologies such as microturbines may have unanticipated air quality,
n o i s e, or EMF impacts compared with central-station generation and transmission/
distribution to consumers.Wide-scale application of renewables, such as wind, biomass and
s o l a r, m ay have land-use impacts or change local micro c l i m a t e s . A unifying theme for the
future of environmental issues and the electricity enterprise is sustainability. An entire sec-
tion of the Roadmap is dedicated to this issue.

Funding Requirements 
At least $900 million per year over the next 10 years is needed to ensure sufficient
re s e a rch to add ress critical env i ronmental science issues.
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MOST CRITICAL R&D NEEDS:
For Environmental Challenges of Powering Tomorrow’s Global Economy

Human Health and the Environment

• Critical needs: Resolving major issues related to particulate matter formation, includ ing secondary organic aerosols;
applying epidemiology, toxicology, and exposure assessments through comprehensive studies to focus on compo-
nents of greatest health risk for control; developing greater understanding of dose-response relationships for toxic
compounds such as mercury and arsenic to determine safe levels for human exposure; improving risk assessment
methodologies to determine what substances are most critical for reducing exposure and which are less critical

• A p p r o a c h : Expanding methodologies currently being developed to address health effects of fine particulate matter
and mercury; employing integrated health risk assessments based on increasingly refined science; collaborating with
all stakeholders as part of the process via joint research or public/private partnerships; communicating results to key
stakeholders such as the scientific community, industry, regulators, policy-makers, the media, and the public

Global Climate Change

• Critical needs:

–  Better understanding of the implications of effective climate change policies, such as tradeoffs among various
options, evaluation of economic effects as well as benefits to the global environment, and implications for the
electric sector both domestically and internationally

–  Better understanding of how the climate system works and the impacts of climate change, including the extent
to which mitigation can reduce potential damages

–  Exploring how adaptation may reduce the impacts of climate change, including options for adaptation, their costs,
and identification of the uncertainties involved in the ability of societies to adapt

–  Understanding of how technologies can be deployed most efficiently to reduce greenhouse gas emissions at
g l o bal, regional, local, and company levels

–  Establishing workable rules and tools for greenhouse gas management, including monitoring progress and 
e m i ssions trading

–  Developing, demonstrating, and deploying generation and end-use technologies to dramatically reduce green-
house gas emissions per unit of GDP, with an emphasis on CO2 capture, transport, and storage technologies,
and expanding emission-free nuclear and renewable energy

• A p p r o a c h : Collaboration with all stakeholders via joint research or public/private partnerships; communicating
results to key stakeholders such as the scientific community, industry, regulators, policymakers, the media, and 
the public

Electric and Magnetic Fields

• Critical needs:

–  Improving scientific understanding of the association between EMF and childhood leukemia and other health
o u tcomes, which will involve further study of the contact current hypothesis, more laboratory studies of environ-
mental leukemogenesis, and basic research on the interaction between electricity and blood forming components

–  Better understanding of the potential EMF ramifications of the future electricity infrastructure
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• A p p r o a c h : Resolving current health concerns such as childhood leukemia through (1) intensive research over the
next 5 to 10 years to test the contact current hypothesis, (2) completing a large-scale epidemiology study now
underway and determining if others are required, and (3) addressing issues related to the future grid through the
assessment of the technologies expected to be applied commercially and the evaluation of whether any potential
EMF exposure issues may evolve

Wastes and Useful Products

• Critical needs:

–  Better understanding of how soils and groundwater may be impacted by waste management practices and opera-
tion of existing and planned power generation and delivery systems

–  Developing new approaches to cleaning up soils and groundwater in an economical and environmentally benign
manner (e.g., v ia biotechnologies)

–  Considering, from the facility design phase, how products from electricity generation and delivery can be 
effectively recycled or reused, including finding new uses for existing products (such as fly ash, scrubber prod-
ucts, IGCC solids)

• A p p r o a c h : Incorporating research on wastes using life-cycle analyses such that overall environmental consequences
are minimized or perhaps even enhanced

Environmental Issues of a Sustainable Future

• Critical needs:

–  Better understanding of the role of the electricity sector in global sustainability.

–  Understanding the local and regional environmental effects associated with alternative approaches to electrifica-
tion (e.g., distributed resources vs. central station)

–  Identifying and characterizing potential environmental impacts of advanced fossil generation (e.g., IGCC with 
carbon capture and sequestration, hydrogen production from fossil fuels, advanced coal cycles)

–  Identifying and characterizing the environmental implications of the “hydrogen economy” (e.g., transportation
and storage risks, waste products produced, issues associated with hydrogen production)

–  Developing better tools to help planners and communities integrate electricity into sustainable urban settings

–  Developing new approaches to allow market-based environmental management mechanisms to be used as a
c o mplement to non-market mechanisms

–  Developing refined risk assessment methods to critically assess the costs and benefits of reducing or eliminating
known or perceived environmental threats

• A p p r o a c h : Integrating work on broad power system economic, environmental, and societal impacts, with key 
generation R&D initiatives
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The Electricity Technology Roadmap is a living docu-
ment, owned by all industry stakeholders in the elec-

tricity enterprise, that is continually evolving as the world
changes and research advances. The first edition of the
Roadmap—the 1999 Summary and Synthesis Report—
was intended to evolve over time alongside major geopo-
litical, economic, environmental, and technological changes.
It defined five broad Destinations representing critical
goals for ensuring the universal availability of cost-effective,
environmentally sustainable power by the year 2050.

In 2002, EPRI initiated this first update of the Roadmap to
reflect the intervening growth in knowledge and to pro-
vide a more detailed R&D plan for achieving the Roadmap
Destinations. By coordinating the close collaboration of numerous organizations, including
energy companies, equipment manufacturers, government agencies and research laborato-
ries, academia, foundations, engineering and consulting firms, trade associations, financial
organizations, and environmental groups, EPRI produced this 2003 updated edition of the
Electricity Technology Roadmap, which identifies and addresses the most pressing energy
industry R&D needs for achieving the Roadmap Destinations.

1999 Summary and Synthesis Report

The Electricity Technology Roadmap Initiative began in 1997. Although spearheaded by
EPRI, over 200 organizations contributed to the framing of a shared vision based on five
initial Destinations, which are:

•  Strengthening the Power Delivery Infrastructure

•  Enabling the Digital Society

•  Boosting Economic Productivity and Prosperity

•  Resolving the Energy/Environment Conflict 

•  Managing the Global Sustainability Challenge

The original Roadmap—the 1999 Summary
and Synthesis Report—was the culmination
of a collaborative effort involving over 200
organizations. Working together, these groups
established a compelling vision centered around
five Destinations which are critical guideposts
on the path towards the greater availability of
environmentally sustainable power over the
next 50 years.

In 2002, the Roadmap participants reconvened to
extend the 1999 report to account for recent
events (such as terrorist threats, growing infra-
structure problems, and environmental concerns)
and outline the 14 Limiting Challenges—the major
R&D requirements essential to achieving the five
Destinations.

ROADMAP ORIGIN, INFLUENCE,
AND PROCESS

BA P P E N D I X
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For each Destination, the original Roadmap summarized the current technology development
status, the barriers to advancement and commercialization (the “knowledge gaps”), the
research initiatives needed to close these gaps, and the associated milestones, decision
points, and order-of-magnitude budgetary estimates.

Overall, the 1999 Roadmap called for a research agenda of nearly $8 billion/year for 10
years, roughly double the U.S. R&D investment in these areas at that time.

Use of the 1999 Roadmap

Although there was considerable interest around the world in the initial Roadmap vision 
and recommendations, the efforts to mobilize support were overtaken by other events and
priorities. Partly as a result, U.S. energy R&D expenditures have continued their 25-year
decline, although it is fair to say that the Roadmap has improved the focus and value of the
existing public and private R&D investments by the U.S. electricity sector. In the last few
years, the Roadmap has served as an effective communications tool among institutions
involved in energy technology development, and has helped focus the limited resources 
on those issues judged to be the highest priority by the community.

In addition, there has been significant progress in applying specific Roadmap recommendations
to issues such as the Western states power crisis, the threats of sabotage and terrorism, and,
most recently, the Northeast states power disruption. The Roadmap describes a clear path
for developing the key technologies needed to prevent and mitigate similar problems with
the power delivery system in the future.

A number of high-priority technology development initiatives identified in the 1999
Roadmap have been partially funded. Examples include:

•  Carbon sequestration test centers

•  Large-scale mercury field testing

•  Boiler and steam turbine materials for advanced fossil fuel generating stations

•  Technical basis for new nuclear plant combined licensing process

•  Commercialization of distributed energy resources systems

•  Self-healing power delivery system

Other Roadmaps Gain Momentum  

Over the past several years, the general concept of roadmapping to provide clarity and
direction to technological development has been gaining momentum. For example, the U.S.
DOE has produced a number of critically important roadmaps as part of their “Industries of
the Future” program. They have completed roadmaps on hydrogen, deploying new nuclear
plants by 2010, technologies for advanced “Generation IV” nuclear plants, and various other
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categories of electricity uses.They are also actively exploring advanced coal generation
and carbon sequestration. Similarly, the Dutch government has worked with EPRI and their
own energy industry to create a Dutch Electricity Technology Roadmap. They found the five
Destinations of the 1999 U.S. Roadmap appropriate, but added a sixth specifically dealing
with transportation. And ESKOM, the South African utility company, has also adapted the
roadmapping process to guide their electrification priorities. Finally, Electricité de France has
developed a roadmap reflecting their own set of Limiting Challenges, which they call “De Fis.”

As electricity- and energy-related roadmaps gain support throughout the world, the need
for global dialogue on energy priorities is becoming apparent. This need supports the
importance of continuously updating this Roadmap, further expanding its global outlook,
and working to integrate diverse roadmap activities internationally.

Major Changes Since 1999

A number of events and issues—institutional, technological, and political—have changed
the energy landscape and the nation’s priorities since 1999, suggesting the need for a formal
refinement of the Roadmap in 2003. In particular, energy security issues following the 9/11
terrorist attack have altered the nation’s priorities. This has led to a reassessment of how
critical infrastructures can be protected and made more resilient in the event of possible
terrorist attack, and placed new urgency on reducing U.S. and global dependence on foreign
oil supplies.

At the same time, electricity restructuring has become more complicated, its implementa-
tion uncertain, and its resolution more urgent. This situation has been exacerbated by the
recent disruptions in investor confidence, the Western states power crisis of 2000–2001,
and the Northeast states blackout of August 2003. In the aftermath of electricity trading
scandals, the general public and their regulators have become more cautious and, in some
cases, reticent to proceed with market reforms and clarifications. Given the policy and reg-
ulatory uncertainty, the ability of electric utilities to invest in the future has been seriously
constrained. This has only increased the vulnerability of the U.S. power system.

Environmental issues have also continued to grow in seriousness and consequence. Many
Roadmap participants believe that mandatory CO2 constraints are likely within the next
two decades, and power companies are beginning to factor that expectation, directly or
indirectly, into their planning. As an emission-free source of power, the future of nuclear
looks brighter than it did in 1999, aided by improved performance of current plants, turning
points in current plant relicensing, and progress towards establishing a permanent repository
for spent fuel at Yucca Mountain. The presumption of carbon constraints has also moved
integrated coal-gasification combined-cycle (IGCC) generation technology, carbon seques-
tration, and hydrogen storage/delivery from the margins of consideration in 1999 to the
status of serious options for the future. The mounting concerns over climate change and
imported oil have also brought electricity-based transportation into the foreground.

 



Technology development has also made impressive progress since the 1999 Roadmap report,
although the incentives for deploying the new technologies have not kept pace. There has
been an increase in both the capability and use of power electronics, such as Flexible AC
Transmission Systems (FACTS), to better control the flow of bulk power. At the other
extreme, distributed energy resources (DER) technologies offer a means to locate power
generation closer to the point of use, and to improve power quality for industries and busi-
nesses rapidly shifting to microprocessor-based, digital control technology. The advantages
remain constrained, however, by the power distribution infrastructure. Until this infrastruc-
ture is converted from electromechanical to digital control, DER cannot be broadly assimi-
lated as a reliability and capacity asset. Among the DER options, interest in the future of
fuel cells is up dramatically, with billions of dollars now being spent annually on fuel cell
development by governments, the auto industry, and others.

More Detailed Roadmap Development Process

The 1999 Roadmap report set out a long-term vision and interim Destinations in broad
terms. Now, the 2003 Roadmap begins to lay out the terrain, allowing more detailed planning
to help “build the road” to a more sustainable energy future. A formal effort to refine the
initial Roadmap began in early 2002 with participants’ confirmation of the continuing validity
of the original goals and aspirations as captured in the five Destinations. The Roadmap’s
vision and five Destinations have held up well under four years of scrutiny by thousands
of individuals and organizations.

The next step was identifying and reaching consensus on the most fundamental challenges
that would have to be met to reach the Destinations within the original mid-century time
target. This resulted in 14 “Limiting Challenges,” with a planning team formed for each.
These teams held workshops and individual interviews as a means to incorporate diverse
viewpoints, as well as to gain technical insights. All those who participated did so with the
understanding that their contribution to the process would not necessarily constitute
endorsement of the Roadmap findings.

The workshops were used to help focus and frame the principal issues at stake in each of
the Limiting Challenges. This led to selection of a handful of the most “critical capability
gaps”—that is, key missing elements of knowledge and/or hardware capability—around
which an R&D program could be designed.

Each of the teams has written a report of their findings and conclusions. The Limiting
Challenges reports can be found on the EPRI website. For the reader’s convenience,
they are summarized in Chapter 6 of this report.
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Conclusion

The main purpose of the current Electricity Technology Roadmap is to show opportunities
and needs for the comprehensive modernization of the electricity supply system and how
to take advantage of these opportunities for innovation. Unfortunately, there is a disconnect
between the opportunities now being opened by advances in technology and the lack of
commitment by both private and public institutions to seize these opportunities. In the
U.S., that disconnect arises primarily from:

•  The policy and regulatory impasse resulting from the continuing debate over 
electricity industry restructuring

•  Lack of incentives for private investment in new infrastructure technology 

•  The lack of focused leadership and commitment to address these issues in a timely
fashion

Similar trends can be found in most of the developed nations. Public and private investment
in energy R&D has been declining for nearly two decades. But we are living in a period of
profound societal and technological change. The investment choices made in such periods
of change have profound consequences on whether future opportunities are realized or
foreclosed, and whether threats to our society, environment, and economy are eliminated
or left to worsen.
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TECHNOLOGY TIMELINES

This appendix provides short descriptions of (1) some of the key technologies that may
play a critical role in the 21st century power system, (2) end-use technologies that will

rely on tomorrow’s power infrastructure, and (3) when these technologies (including their
developmental precursors) could, with appropriate investment, be widely available. We
recognize that our assessments will omit some important events and misjudge the timing
of others. As is often the case in such forecasting, our projections are likely to be overly
optimistic in the short term, but too conservative in the longer term.

Technologies are grouped according to seven areas of focus:

•  Technologies That Revolutionize Customer Services

•  Networked Products and Services

•  Smart Power Delivery Systems

•  Power Supply

•  Carbon Management

•  Electricity/Hydrogen Economy

•  Wild Cards

Technologies That Revolutionize Customer Services

2010 Milestones

•  Smart meters and two-way energy/information portals are widespread in some urban
areas. Real-time pricing of electricity and connectivity with wholesale markets opti-
mizes system performance and opens the potential to serve customers in new ways.

•  Customer-based DER becomes an integral part of the electricity infrastructure.

•  Real-time power quality monitoring services are widely available to businesses and
for critical home functions, such as healthcare and computing.

•  New energy efficiency software programs and services are delivered through the
Internet.

CA P P E N D I X
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Technology Timeline

Customized Power
Service Packages

2040 20502010 2020 2030

Smart Power Delivery Systems

Source: EPRI
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FIGURE C-1.
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2020 Milestones

•  Home appliances and business machines begin to shop and negotiate on behalf of their
owners for power and services over the Internet. Purchasing programs for individual
microchips are downloadable and customizable. Energy management at the individual
device level becomes widespread.

•  Smart appliances offer convenience features, such as monitoring the age, freshness,
and replenishment of food in a refrigerator.

•  There is growing use of appliances as grid resources. Water heaters or dishwashers,
for example, are contracted to be taken off-line as needed to manage loads or pre-
vent or mitigate the effects of a power disturbance.

•  Control and monitoring of on-site and distributed generation provide system storage
capability and open the door to mobile sources of generation, such as electric vehi-
cles that go to work with their owners.

Networked Products and Services

As part of the 21st century transformation, the power delivery function will become inti-
mately linked with other infrastructure elements, such as telecommunications and data
networks, wireless devices, etc. This interconnectivity could provide the basis for the cre-
ation of a wide range of products and services, many based on communications. As this
suite of products and services becomes available, it will become necessary to continually
increase the reliability and quality of the power delivery system to meet the increasingly
stringent specifications of the end-use equipment.

The massive data processing requirements implied by these networked technologies will
place a premium on low-cost, high-performance chips that are also energy efficient. The
“red brick wall” representing the ultimate limit of silicon microchip performance will be
reached before 2010.

2010 Milestones

•  Interim measures for improving chip performance include wafer-scale integration
(capacitive coupling of chips reduces the need for wire connections) and “X”-wire
configuration (connections on the diagonal of the chip, rather than in a rectangular
grid). Next-generation chips provide higher data processing speed, lower power
consumption, and lower heat rejection requirements.

2020 Milestones

•  Diamond-based semiconductors become available, spurred by the development of
methods for manufacturing large, gem-quality artificial diamonds. Diamond-based
power electronics offer stable, high-temperature devices capable of switching high
amperage at high standoff potential.



•  The mobile phone and the laptop computer are connected to all network-dependent
home and business services, including energy/information services delivered through a
“smart grid” (described later). The phone is your operational center and your transac-
tion hub for all financial information and transactions. Your laptop is your mobile office.
Both the telephone and the laptop are linked to the power system through the energy
/information portal.

•  Networked autos are wireless media platforms, communicating real-time information
on traffic conditions, detours, temporary speed limits, and parking.

•  Internet Two is better organized, and contains more data and knowledge, than the
current version. It also has interchangeable language capabilities. Global users have
improved means for accessing, sorting, and evaluating data, thereby enabling global
forums, education, polling, and shopping.

2030 Milestones

•  Quantum and organic computing devices allow large increases in computing speed
and dramatic enhancements in human interaction with the digital world.

•  The “Open Sesame” technology platform offers voice control for virtually every
interface with the digital world, starting with dictation and simple command and
control, and expanding to include learning, home healthcare, and information
retrieval. Applications and features explode as the market grows and specialized
chips are developed. In practice, this may be similar to the growth of today’s cell
phone features. Open Sesame also supports the networked appliances of the future.

Smart Power Delivery Systems

Smart power systems will incorporate a large number of devices, the sensors to monitor
their performance, and the data analysis systems to control operations and maintain relia-
bility, power quality, and security. The elements of the smart power system will be imple-
mented in a “plug-and-play” mode. New technologies that progressively enhance the
performance of the system will be implemented as they become available.

2010 Milestones

•  Power market simulations provide detailed evaluations of market-design options, as
well as insights on alternatives for congestion management, system planning, and inter-
regional coordination. These technologies reduce the need for “real-world experimen-
tation,” as in California.

•  Different levels of service, quality, and reliability are offered to customers at different
prices. Plain vanilla packages serve residential customers seeking price stability and
certainty.
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2020 Milestones

•  Smart power systems are fully developed and widely deployed. They include self-
healing capabilities, advanced distribution automation, distributed storage resources,
and integrated communications architecture.

•  Improvements in the security of the power system include ongoing probabilistic vul-
nerability assessments to help identify and prioritize critical susceptibilities. A secure
wide-area communications network provides essential monitoring and control func-
tions and improves the availability of information for system recovery. Emergency
control and restoration systems ensure rapid recovery from events by coordinating
adaptive islanding and grid self-healing.

•  Fast simulation and modeling provide new levels of predictability of power flows,
peaking conditions, congestion points, and aging equipment, as well as advanced
methods of intrusion detection to foil hackers and terrorists.

•  AC/DC microgrids emerge as islands of “perfect power”—industrial parks and urban
cores, using power quality to attract and support high-tech and knowledge-based
businesses.

Power Supply

Emphasis remains on developing a wider portfolio of clean power options and providing a
transition pathway away from our overwhelming dependence on fossil fuels.

2010 Milestones

•  Widespread deployment of DER, installed close to the point of use, reduces the need
for additional power lines. Benefits include lower cost of power, higher reliability, and
improved power quality.

2020 Milestones

•  Integrated coal-gasification combined-cycle (IGCC) technology becomes the center-
piece of the modern coal fleet. IGCC plants produce an array of products, including
electricity. (Achieving this milestone requires substantial development work before
2010, combined with pilot-scale and full-scale demonstrations in the 2010–2020 time
frame.) In addition, IGCC plants are generally used in a continuous fuel-load opera-
tion mode, made possible by storage of energy in the form of synthesis gas. Many
new IGCC plant staff have past experience at oil refineries and petrochemical plants,
because their skills are more easily transferred to IGCC operations than those of
standard power plant operators.

•  Advanced open fuel cycle nuclear technology becomes the workhorse of an expand-
ing non-emitting power generation infrastructure. The Roadmap target is to have
50,000 MW of new nuclear generating capacity online by 2020.

 



•  Solar PV systems based on new materials, including nanotechnology approaches, are
prevalent, and a serious contender for power and hydrogen generation around the
world. The technologies include organic devices or direct splitting of water. Efficiency
improvements are achieved through the development of a “one-photon” device, which
splits water by absorption of a single photon.

•  Environmental pressures to return rivers to their wild state reinforce a trend (already
present) to take down dams in key wilderness areas and reduce the available hydro-
power resource. There is also pressure to replace the lost hydro resource with cost-
effective renewable technologies.

2030 Milestones

•  Nuclear reactors incorporating hydrogen production via electrolysis, thermochemical
processes, etc. are standard design. These reactors provide the hydrogen and elec-
tricity to fuel the hydrogen electricity economy.

Carbon Management 

Technology approaches include expanding emission-free generation and capture of CO2 at
the point of generation and sequestration in some environmentally safe medium.

2020 Milestones

•  Limited storage of CO2 is carried out in geological formations (such as salt domes and
aquifers).

•  Ocean storage remains problematic because of the difficulty in getting regulatory
approval for dumping CO2 on the sea floor, or for broad-scale iron fertilization of the
ocean. (The uncertainties are considered too high, as are the downside consequences
and liability questions if something goes wrong.)  

•  Terrestrial storage is pursued as an interim option, but reforestation has drawbacks—
it is only capable of relatively short-term CO2 take-up. After a while, the process
saturates, or the trees die, and the oxidation process takes over.

•  Other emerging technologies for sequestration are based on novel approaches, such
as mimicking the biological processes of living systems, a process called “biomimesis.”
One example is the identification of the catalyst used by mollusks to speed the
growth of their calcium carbonate shells, thus sequestering CO2.

2030 Milestones

•  Hydrogen-fueled autos offset CO2 emissions because the hydrogen is produced by
zero- or low-CO2 emission technologies. Examples include electrolysis using nuclear,
renewable, or low-carbon fossil fuel generation, and reforming hydrocarbons as a pri-
mary fuel—the latter with carbon capture and sequestration. The carbon capture and
storage technologies are the same as for stationary generation, except for on-board
reforming.
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2050 Milestones 

•  Proven technology for large-scale capture of carbon at power plant sites is followed by
long-term storage nearby (no long-distance travel needed for disposal). One technology
relies upon the use of CO2 as both working fluid and underground disposal medium
(zero-emission power plants, or ZEPPS).

•   Another example uses an industrialized application of biological processes to convert
CO2 into calcium carbonate (limestone), a scale-up of the biomimesis application
described above.

Electricity/Hydrogen Economy

The combined use of hydrogen and electricity as energy carriers has the potential to improve
the convenience of energy usage, provide new energy products and services, and deliver
absolutely clean power at the point of use. However, the successful broad-scale use of hydrogen
as an energy carrier is predicated on advances in technology for hydrogen production, storage,
transport, and end use.

2020 Milestones

•  Grid-connected hybrid fuel-cell vehicles become attractive options for commercial fleets
and buses. The batteries are used for acceleration and passing, allowing the fuel cell to
run at a constant load as much as possible. This eliminates the difficulties and inefficien-
cies of running the fuel cell and reformer at varying output levels.

•  Hydrogen for vehicular uses is practical. Hydrogenated fuels are delivered in liquid, gas,
or solid form (e.g., hydrides), affording on-board reforming.

•   Another delivery option is recyclable “six packs” of hydrogen, where the user returns
the empties to be cleaned, pressure tested, etc., before recharging. Fuel cells and “boxed
fuels” are particularly suitable for rural areas and developing countries.

2030 Milestones

•  Centrally produced hydrogen, delivered by pipe to the end-use customer, becomes avail-
able in some regions.

•  Hydrogen is used for a suite of home electricity needs (via the home fuel cell) and for
charging fuel cell vehicles.

•  One fourth of OECD vehicle fleet consists of fuel cells and hybrids. They account for half
of new OECD vehicle sales and one quarter of worldwide sales.

 



Wild Cards

Some of the most exciting technologies of the future are those that appear to be highly
speculative from our current vantage point. Advances in these technologies will generally
provide high societal and economic value. However, they usually pose large challenges in
terms of technical feasibility, cost, political viability, or other factors. We include a sampling
of these technology opportunities to illustrate how today’s improbable advances could dra-
matically change the power system and provide value in unanticipated areas.

2020 Milestones

•  High-conductivity (non-superconducting) materials, possibly made of carbon nanotubes
or nanorods, provide substantial reductions in the cost of transmission capacity
upgrades.

2030 Milestones

•  The “Super Grid” approach uses materials that are superconducting at liquid hydrogen 
temperature. Hydrogen is both coolant and fuel. Large pipelines function as delivery 
mechanism, as well as a storage system.

2040 Milestones

•  In hydrogen-based energy delivery by pipeline, electricity is generated via fuel cells
“lining” the pipe. The waste heat from the fuel cells is used for hot-water heating and
space heating. The hydrogen is combusted directly to supplement the fuel cell waste
heat. The water produced in the fuel cells is collected and used for potable water
and other applications.
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FUTURE INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS
FOR TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION

This appendix documents the methodology, key assumptions, and results of a prelimi-
nary quantitative evaluation of the investment required to build the advanced “smart”

power delivery system. Further work is needed to refine the approach used and perform
sensitivity analyses on key variables that could affect the results.

This discussion is not intended to be a definitive analysis of all attributes of the power
delivery system, but rather to stimulate discussion and help stakeholders align their cost
projections for implementing a transformed electricity grid.

Overview

The current power delivery system in the U.S. cannot satisfy the increasing complexity of
the marketplace or the increasing digital needs of the 21st century. Meeting the require-
ments of the future will require substantial upgrades in three broad categories:

1. Continuing to build for load growth and replacement of aging assets

2. Correcting deficiencies in the power delivery system and bringing it up to historical
levels of reliability. Additional investment is needed to make up for reduced expendi-
tures in recent years.

3. Transforming the existing infrastructure into the smart power system of the future
that offers greater functionality for consumers and the ability to reliably support
tomorrow’s digital society. This is the focus of the Roadmap’s technology develop-
ment goals.

These three categories were used to estimate costs for both transmission and distribution
upgrades. Importantly, the total cost of transforming the grid is not equal to the sum of the
costs for load growth, correcting deficiencies, and system transformation. In fact, as described
later in this appendix, the marginal cost of transformation is substantially less than the sum
of the individual components. This is because many of the tasks in the first two categories
can be performed in such a way that also addresses the needs for system transformation.
Additional information regarding these cost reduction “synergies” is provided later in this
appendix.

DA P P E N D I X
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“Gold plating” the present power delivery system (e.g., simply pouring more money into
the power delivery system in the form of redundant facilities with little regard for costs) is
not a feasible way to provide the levels of security, quality, reliability, and availability (SQRA)
that are required. Meeting the energy requirements of society will require applying a com-
bination of current and advanced technologies throughout the electric power system, from
generation busbar to end use.

The technologies needed to realize this future power delivery system include, but are not
limited to, the following:

•  Automation, the heart of a “smart power delivery system”

•  Communication architecture, the foundation of the power delivery system of the
future

•  Distributed energy resources (DER), and storage development and integration

•  Power electronics-based controllers

•  Power market tools

•  Technology innovation in electricity use

•  A consumer portal that connects consumers and their equipment with energy service
and communications entities

Transmission System Costs and Expenditures

To estimate the investment needed to upgrade the transmission system or “grid,” a top-
down approach was used for the “load growth” and “correct deficiencies” segments, while
a bottom-up approach was used for estimating the investment needed for the future power
delivery system.

Transmission Load Growth. A preliminary estimate of the investment needed to meet
future load growth was based on the annual transmission investment in shown in Figure D-1.
Using data from the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) and the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Energy Information Agency (EIA), Figure D-1 shows that annual transmission investment
averaged about $7 billion from 1960 to 1985, and about $2.5 billion from 1985 to the
present. The reduced investment rate during the latter period has proven to be about
one half of that needed to adequately support demand growth. Based on previous experi-
ence, it is expected that keeping pace with continued load growth during the next 20 years
will require about $100 billion, or $5 billion/year, in transmission investment.

 



Correcting Transmission Deficiencies. As
a result of the investment decline over the past
20 years, a number of deficiencies have resulted,
which must be addressed through the following
corrective investments:

•  Building more transmission lines and
substations to improve power flow

•  Planning and operating the transmission
system to meet required equipment
outage contingency conditions 

•  Improving and standardizing the commu-
nication and data protocol infrastructure

•  Upgrading supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) equipment, upgrad-
ing energy management control center
equipment, and training control center
personnel

•  Updating protection schemes and relays so that outages will not cascade into neigh-
boring grid systems

•  Performing proper transmission line and right-of-way maintenance, such as tree trimming

Figure D-1 was also used to estimate the investment needed to correct deficiencies. The
1960–1985 average annual transmission investment of $7 billion resulted in temporary
overcapacity and large margins. Subsequent declines in expenditures rapidly used up the
overcapacity and reserve margins as demand grew. During the 1990s, the industry continued
to invest less in transmission as a percentage of revenues than at any time since the Great
Depression.The decrease in transmission investment was principally due to financial risk
and uncertainties stimulated by the restructuring and re-regulation of the U.S. electricity
supply system. The accumulation of deficiencies during this period was instrumental in
creating significant transmission bottlenecks and other reliability-related issues throughout
North America.

Now we need to reverse the trend and correct the deficiencies. Catching up will require
compensating for the transmission investment gap created over the past 20 years, as well
as accounting for future load growth.The additional spending should help mitigate the cur-
rent boom-bust dynamic of transmission investment. In addition, more uniform spending in
the future will allow the industry to incorporate the latest technology advances as they
occur. Correcting deficiencies in the transmission system will require an incremental
investment of about $50 billion.
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Transmission Expenditures

Source:  Edison Electric Institute, DOE's Energy Information Administration
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Note that the correcting deficiencies portion of the upgrade process can, in general, be
accelerated to a 10-year horizon.The deficiencies represent initiatives that, by definition,
have been postponed. In fact, it may not be possible or desirable to extend the period for
deficiency correction to the 20-year horizon used in other parts of this analysis. Since
correcting deficiencies has so many synergies with load growth and system transforma-
tion, speeding the process will create significant cost savings.

Transforming the Transmission System. Unlike the top-down approach used to
assess the investment requirements of meeting load growth and correcting deficiencies,
a bottom-up approach was used for estimating the investment needed to transform the

transmission system to meet the needs of the
21st century. The estimation process began by
compiling a list of 14 critical technologies that
will be needed for system transformation
(see Table D-1). These technologies focus on
communications and automation, intelligent
monitoring and control systems, transmission
efficiency improvements, and emergency
response improvements. Development and
deployment of these technologies could
improve transmission system reliability by as
much as 30–40%, while improving network
efficiency, reducing grid blackout vulnerability,
and improving security.

For each of these technologies, assumptions
were made regarding the cost per unit to
develop and deploy the technology, and the

total number of units needed to realize the transformed transmission system. The product
of these two numbers yields the total estimated investment needed over the 20-year
period for each technology. Using this approach, the total projected cost of developing
and deploying needed transmission technologies to realize the envisioned power delivery
system in the United States is approximately $110 billion (about $5.5 billion/year).

Figure D-2 shows how the $110 billion investment is apportioned among: (1) the self-healing
transmission grid, (2) open power markets, and (3) increased efficiency and reduced envi-
ronmental impacts.

Synergies—Transmission Investment

Detailed analysis of the technology development requirements indicated that some of the
technologies for load growth and correcting deficiencies also can advance the transforma-
tion of the power delivery system. For example, technical improvements that serve to
increase transmission throughput will both help meet load growth and reduce congestion,
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Investment by Major Category

Source:  EPRI
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thus mitigating some of the deficiencies in the current power system. Similarly, substation
automation will increase capacity and simultaneously provide a major advance in develop-
ing the smart power delivery system. Taking advantage of these “synergies” can substantially
reduce the overall cost of developing the future power system.

Past experience with cost estimation suggests that about 25% of the load growth invest-
ment, or $25 billion, would also be applicable for transforming the grid into the smart
power system of the future. Likewise, about 75% of the deficiency correction activities,
with a value of $38 billion, will also contribute to the future system. Finally, about 10%
($10 billion) of load growth initiatives will also serve to correct deficiencies.
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Table D-1. Estimation of Investment Needed to Develop and Deploy
Advanced Technologies for Transforming the Transmission System

Cost
(U.S.$
Billion)

Number
of Units

High Voltage Transmission/Operational 
Technologies Required

Development and
Installation Avg. Cost/

Unit (U.S.$ Million)

Automation of transmission/substation systems

Sensors/monitors and communication systems

Energy storage shock absorbers

Power electronics controllers, current limiters, 
and circuit breakers

High-current/superconducting wires and cables

Self-diagnostic transformers and other substation equipment

Emergency operation controllers, relays, and tools

Emergency restoration equipment/tools

Faster than real-time simulation tools

Probabilistic vulnerability assessment

Higher-voltage lines/substations

Reliability-centered/predictive maintenance

Dynamic thermal circuit rating

Power delivery system planning tools

TOTAL (U.S.$ Billion)

Source: EPRI



In summary, without consideration of synergies, the estimated transmission investment
over the next 20 years would total $260 billion ($100 billion for load growth + $50 billion
for deficiencies + $110 billion for power delivery system advancements). But this number
is reduced by $73 billion to an estimated $187 billion ($9.4 billion/year) after accounting
for the synergies. This represents a tripling of the currently projected “business-as-usual”
industry investment of about $60 billion ($3 billion/year) over the next 20 years.

Distribution System Costs and Expenditures

Power disturbances experienced by consumers are mostly influenced by the distribution
system. Reliability is typically measured as the number of outages and the average total
duration of interruptions (i.e.,“minutes lost”) experienced by a consumer in a year. Over
90% of the minutes lost for consumers are attributable to distribution events. Investments in
the distribution system are required to achieve higher levels of reliability, and these invest-
ments will have the following additional important advantages:

•  Improved asset management

•  Reduced losses on the distribution system (via better voltage/VAR management)

•  Complete integration of DER to provide more flexibility in overall system energy
management

•  Integration with consumer systems to provide a new array of services and allow the
use of consumer systems to improve overall energy management

Upgrades to the distribution system fall into the same three categories as for transmission
system upgrades and investments:

•  Load growth and replacement of aging equipment

•  Correcting deficiencies

•  Smart distribution system

However, there are some significant differences between transmission and distribution.
First, the investment requirement for distribution load growth is more than 6 times larger
than for transmission. This is the result of the larger scale of the distribution system.
Distribution systems have more wires, substantially greater total miles of wiring, and a
larger inventory of equipment than transmission systems.

Second, the distribution equipment on a typical feeder circuit is sized to meet the peak
electrical load in a particular location, while transmission equipment feeds power to a
much larger region. Since peak loads vary from area to area at any point in time—depending
on weather, customer mix, and other factors—transmission equipment can generally have a
lower capacity than the sum of all the distribution equipment in an area.
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Third, because of the need to change rapidly to meet evolving demand, deficiencies in the
distribution system tend not to accumulate to the same degree as deficiencies in the trans-
mission system. Consequently, the “correction of deficiencies” element of the distribution
system upgrade is of minor importance compared with the transmission system.

Distribution Load Growth. Distribution load growth is highly dependent on economic
conditions. A growing economy supports more homes, more factories, and more commer-
cial buildings. These, in turn, increase the requirements for more distribution substations,
more feeder circuits, more transformers, and more voltage regulators. And because this
equipment must be sized to meet anticipated peak demand, upgrades of distribution sys-
tems will be correlated in time with, and may precede, economic growth.

To estimate future investment needed to meet
load growth and normal equipment replace-
ment requirements, the analysis used historical
EIA data on annual capital expenditures for
distribution since 1988, adjusted to 2002 dol-
lars (see Figure D-3). The trend line for these
data shows that annual capital expenditures
are increasing at about 1% per year, and the
expenditure level stands today at about $15
billion annually for capital expenditures in 2002
(actual expenditures in 2002 were below the
line). Assuming that this capital investment in
distribution continues to increase at 1% per
year, cumulative expenditures over the next 20
years will be about $330 billion. This is the
aggregate needed to keep up with normal sys-
tem investment requirements for load growth
and equipment replacement.

Correcting Distribution Deficiencies. As mentioned above and shown in Figure D-3,
distribution companies have done a reasonably good job of keeping pace with needed
upgrades, and the cumulative deficiencies are minor relative to transmission. Some of the
deficiencies include circuit overloading, limited ability to integrate DER on the grid, and
difficulty in implementing demand response systems. Catching up with deficiencies will
require an estimated additional cumulative investment of approximately $5 billion. Due to
the short-term nature of distribution equipment needs, it should be possible to correct
these deficiencies in, at most, five years.

O&M and Capital Expenditures for Distribution

Source:  DOE's Energy Information Administration Database, 2002
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Smart Distribution System. The smart distribution system investment includes the
automation of the entire distribution system, the development of topologies that allow
automated islanding and reconfiguration, the full integration of DER, and the seamless inter-
connection with customers through the energy/information portal. The specific areas for
investment are described below. They add to $260 billion over 20 years and include:

•  Substation automation. This involves providing high-bandwidth communications to all
substations, implementing intelligent electronic devices that provide adaptable control
and protection systems, integrating complete monitoring systems with asset manage-
ment systems, and adding intelligence to improve reliability and system operations.
This will also improve power quality and prevent overloading of circuits.The total
cost estimate for substation automation is $25 billion.

•  Automating distribution feeder circuits and DER integration. This means automating the
switches on the system to allow automatic reconfiguration, automating the integra-
tion and operation of DER, and optimizing system performance through voltage and
VAR control to reduce losses and improve power quality. The estimated cost of
automating distribution feeders and integrating DER is approximately $173 billion.

•  Complete seamless interconnection with customer systems. This will allow the implemen-
tation of flexible pricing based on actual energy costs, as well as meeting the different
reliability and quality requirements of customers. The transformed system functionality
will also enable a wide variety of enhanced higher-value energy/information services.
The cost of connecting with customer systems is estimated as $62 billion.

Synergies—Distribution System Investment

As in the case of transmission investments, synergies among the categories of distribution
investments can reduce the overall cost of future distribution investment. Understanding
these synergies can reveal opportunities to focus capital investment in high-return areas.
For example, initial investments to automate distribution substations will emphasize high-
bandwidth communications to all substations and intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) that
provide adaptable control and protection systems. These actions will reduce deficiencies
and mitigate the need for new distribution capacity, in addition to being a critically impor-
tant element in the future distribution system. Without these synergies the overall cost is
approximately $595 billion ($330 billion for load growth + $5 billion for correcting deficiencies
+ $260 billion for the future distribution system). The synergies lead to a cost reduction of
$132 billion, leaving $463 billion ($23 billion/year) as the total distribution cost requirement
over 20 years.This represents a 40% increase over the 20-year business-as-usual projected
expenditures of $330 billion ($16.5 billion/year).
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Conclusion

The costs of system transformation are summarized in Table D-2. The table shows the
cost of load growth, correcting deficiencies, and the transformation of the power system,
and it displays the sum of these elements without taking credit for the synergies deriving
from the overlap of portions of program content.The savings generated by these synergies
reduce the overall cost by $73 billion for transmission and $132 billion for distribution.
The table also compares the funding requirements (accounting for synergies) to current
expenditures. The incremental funding needs are $127 billion for transmission and $133
billion for distribution, respectively.

These estimates indicate that developing the power delivery system for the 21st century
will be costly, but not prohibitively expensive in light of historic investment patterns.The
incremental cost of both transmission and distribution transformation is about $13 billion/year,
or 65% over and above current business-as-usual investment of about $20 billion annually.

$330

$5

$260

$595

($132)

$463

$330

$133

$6.6

Table D-2. Comparison of  Transmission and Distribution Investment Needs by Segment

Meeting Load Growth

Correcting Deficiencies

Transformed Power Delivery System

Total Cost (Without Synergies)

Savings Due to Synergy

Total Funding Requirement (With
Synergies)

Total Expenditures at “Business-As-
Usual” Rates

Additional Funding Needed Beyond
“Business-As-Usual” 

Additional Funding Needed per Year
Over 20 Years (U.S.$ Billion/Year)

$100

$50

$110

$260

($73)

$187

$60

$127

$6.4

Transmission Investment
(20-Year Total, U.S.$ Billions)

Distribution Investment
(20-Year Total, U.S.$ Billions)

Source: EPRI



It’s important to note the importance of the timing of critical activities in transforming the
power delivery system. A phased approach to system implementation will allow the utility
to capture many of the cost synergies described in this paper. Equipment purchases, for
example, should emphasize switchgear, regulators, transformers, controls, and monitoring
equipment that can be easily integrated with automated transmission and distribution sys-
tems. Long-term plans for equipment upgrades should also address system integration
considerations.

Finally, it’s evident that the scope of transforming the U.S. power system is a major under-
taking that can only be accomplished through consortia involving the key public and private
stakeholders in the electricity enterprise. Acting through these consortia to build the initial
versions of the transformed power system can create the momentum needed to sustain the
development and funding process over the 20-year time frame envisioned in this report.
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ROADMAP LINKAGE WITH
U.S. GOVERNMENT ENERGY
POLICY DOCUMENTS

Key to developing a plan and process (including roles and responsibilities) for the public  
and private sectors to work in partnership on critical energy R&D needs is under-

standing how closely aligned these sectors are today on the goals that must be achieved.
Table E-1 compares the goals of the National Energy Policy, the DOE Strategic Plan, and this
Roadmap. The commonality between these three visions of the future, particularly for the
next 20–30 years, is striking.

It is important to appreciate why electric utility industry leaders share interests with national
energy policymakers when it comes to planning and budgeting for energy R&D. Both sup-
port preserving the strategic and economic advantages of a diverse energy supply portfolio.
Both are acutely aware of the need for reducing the cost and increasing the strategic value
of R&D. Both are challenged by taxpayers and ratepayers to deliver safe, reliable, and cost-
effective power to all consumers, using fuels, supply technologies, and transport methods
that sustain natural resources and environmental quality. And both are vitally interested in
leveraging the strengths of U.S. energy technology and economic vitality to compete in world
energy markets, thereby improving balance of trade and expanding high-tech domestic job
opportunities. These shared interests and objectives should encourage joint planning,
prioritizing, and resource management.
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Table E-1. Side-by-Side Comparison of the Electricity Technology Roadmap 
with the National Energy Policy (NEP) and the DOE Strategic Plan

•   Predict and improve T&D 
reliability, security, and market
efficiency

•   Reduce vulnerability and
increase reliability of electricity
supplies, focusing on super-
conductivity and distributed
generation

•   Improve the performance of
transmission lines by removing
bottlenecks

DOE Strategic Plan:
Strategies and Intermediate

Objectives

•   Increase transmission capacity 
and automate the transmission 
and distribution grids

•   Develop a secure energy 
infrastructure

Roadmap Limiting Challenges

Strengthening
the Power
Delivery 
Infrastructure

Roadmap
Destinations

Modernize
Our Energy
Infrastructure

Increase
Energy
Security

NEP
National

Goals

Repair and
Expand Our
Energy
Infrastructure

NEP
Challenges

•   Develop technologies for 
distributed generation,
including relatively small-
scale and modular energy
generation devices 

•   Develop and bring to market
energy efficiency technologies

•   Develop market designs incorpo-
rating the energy/information 
portal for electricity and services

•   Develop and implement advanced
storage technology

•   Create the infrastructure for a 
digital society

•   Expand opportunities for digital
energy efficiency

•   Develop electricity-based 
technologies that will enable 
economic growth

•   Pursue options for electric-drive
vehicles

Modernize
Conservation

Enabling the
Digital 
Society

Boosting
Economic
Productivity
and 
Prosperity

Use Energy
More Wisely
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DOE Strategic Plan:
Strategies and Intermediate

Objectives

Roadmap Limiting ChallengesRoadmap
Destinations

NEP
National

Goals

NEP
Challenges

•   Lead international effort to 
pursue advanced nuclear 
technology

•   Assure availability of 
nuclear fuel to meet supply
interruptions

•   Accelerate hydrogen programs
by developing technologies 
to produce hydrogen using
renewables, nuclear, and fossil
fuels

•   Develop fuel-cell power 
technologies

•   Develop new technologies 
to increase domestic oil and
natural gas supplies

•   Research renewables and
work with private sector to
develop them

•   Advance plasma and fusion 
science to support the long-
term commercial application 
of fusion power

•   Reduce emissions of coal-
based power facilities and 
pursue sequestration

•   Develop and maintain a diverse 
set of electricity generation 
opportunities

•   Develop and deploy commercial
integrated coal-gasification 
combined-cycle (IGCC) plants

•   Promote fundamental break-
throughs in the cost of renewable
energy; address renewables’ 
intermittency issues

•   Expand nuclear generation and
reduce the obstacles to its 
greater use

•   Improve the cost and efficiency 
of fuel cells and other distributed
generation options

•   Apply hydrogen as an 
energy carrier

•   Develop tools for carbon capture
and sequestration

•   Develop technologies for global
electrification, with greater
emphasis on low-emission and
emission-free sources

•   Identify emerging opportunities 
to improve water availability and 
quality

•   Resolve the environmental 
challenges of powering 
tomorrow’s global economy

•   Employ asset management tools to
make critical decisions on energy
policy/technology issues

Managing the
Global 
Sustainability
Challenge

Resolving the
Energy/
Environment
Conflict

Accelerate
Protection
and
Improvement
of the
Environment

Increase
Energy
Supplies

Increase
Energy 
Supplies
While 
Protecting
the 
Environment
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